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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Rationale

The Zambia Participatory Poverty Assessment is a component part of a series of studies
leading up to the preparation of a poverty assessment for Zambia. The overall objectives of
the poverty assessment are to establish a poverty profile for Zambia and to identify
appropriate actions for poverty alleviation. The work will help guide Bank strategy and will
provide input for revisions to the Bank's work program, on the basis of a Poverty Alleviation
Action Plan, which will also seek to identify appropriate actions for other agencies including
government, NGOs and other donors. The PPA contributes to this process by including
within the analysis the views, perceptions, experience and preferences of the poor themselves.

Objectives

The objectives of the participatory poverty assessment are as follows:

to explore local conceptions of poverty, vulnerability and relative well-being in
poor urban and rural communities in Zambia

* =Sto explore what the poor themselves see as the most effective actions for
poverty reduction which can be takhn by i) individuals or families, ii)
communities, iii) government agencies, iv) other ;nstitutions

* to investigate what people in poor urban and rural communities see as the
main concerns and problems in their lives at present and how these have
changed over the last 5-10 years

* to investigate local perceptions of key policy changes related to economic
liberalisation

Methods

The methodology for the PPA included a mix of methods and techniques known to the teams
under the labels 'Beneficiary Assessment' and 'Participatory Rural Appraisal' (some, for
example, focus groups and semi-structured interview techniques, are common to both). These
methods include:

* unstructured and semi-structured interviewing
* focus group interviews
* participatory thematic mapping
* wealth and well-being raning
* institutional diagrams (venn diagrams)
* matrix ranking and scoring
* seasonality diagramming
* trend analysis
* livelihood analysis
* time-lines
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The fieldwork can be viewed in terms of two major methods. Firstly, an Interview Guide was
prepared for the purposes of conducting semi-structured interviews with individual informants
and focus groups. The research teams were encouraged to use the SSI Guide flexibly, with
researchers probing and seeking to follow relevant and interesting leads as they came up.
Aside from the SSis the teams faced the challenge of using a range of highly participatory
research methods which are designed to access not only the knowledge and information
possessed by the rural and urban poor, but also their own analysis of their situatioi. There is
a limit to which this type of method can be applied according to 'blueprints'. Teams were
encouraged to think for themselves concerning how to investigate topics using sequences of
methods - and mixing the 'visual' methods with the semi-structured interviewing.

The ten research sites were selected in order to represent a variety of communities
differentiated by:

(i) rural/urban characteristics
(ii) mode of livelihood
(iii) cultural/ethnic group
(iv) agro-ecological zone
(v) level of access to infrastructure and services
(vi) level of integration with markets.

The main livelihood groups are farming, fishing and those in formal and informal
employment. Farming groups are further classified by the predominant staple food crops under
cultivation (maize, millet, sorghum and cassava). This distinction is reflected in the grouping
of agro-ecological zones - tht is, the high rainfall areas are associated with cassava ad millet
while the lower rainfall areas with maize as the staple crop. Farming also includes the agro-
pastoral groups to whom cattle are extremely important. The principal ethnic/linguistic groups
covered in this study are the Bemba, Lozi, Nyanja and Tonga. In terms of access to
infrastructure the area which is the most isolated by far is the Western Region - which is
frequently omitted from studies of this kind for just that reason.

The selection of participants was largely effected through selecting poor urban and rural
communities - selections based in part on the field teams' prior knowledge (some of the
communities had been visited before in the course of other exercises) and in part on the advice
of key informants. Within those communities a range of people were usually interviewed.
Many of these people would not necessarily consider themselves 'poor' in local terms, being
full and active members of their own societies - the great majority would come under a
national poverty line, however this was defined. Even the wealthier members of these
communMies suffer, as we shall see from a range of problems which affect everyone within a
given community - poor roads and infirastructure, lack of access to safe water supply, lack of
social infastructure and services, lack of access to markets.
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bont9m PoErMsdeUUe In Zambla:, a Sl=M gf Concluion and Prioritlesfo

ITe main conclusions of the Zambia PPA can be summarised as follows:

K al Percepons of oerty

Local conceptions of poverty reflect a variety of factors which are locally specific, and
also have commonalities between different rural and urban communities. It is useful to
distinguish between the characteristics of poverty which are seen as applying at the
level of the householdlindividual, and those seen as applying at the level of the
community.

* Key dimensions of local understandings of rural poverty at the level of the
householwdndvdual include:

- assets (variable by production system - eg. cattle for stores of wealth, manure,
traction etc.; fishing equipment; granaries etc)

- aetivities (especially the necessity to engage in 'piecework' to obtain food
during the lean season)

- consumption (quantity/variety of food)

- socdal status: the most striking feature to emerge from the wealth ranking
aercises was the issue of gender. Spec#cally this referred to 'women without
support' - the dimensions being gender, lack of adut children,
widowhood/divorce/lack of a partner, age. Another issue of imWortance In
distnguishing the core poor in local views was the question of diablit.

Significant factors which affect livelihoods at the level of the rural community were
found to include:

- access to services and social infastructure
- access to transport, productive and market infrastructure
- the natural resource endowment of the community.

Key dimensions of urban poverty at the level of the household/indidual include:

the control ownership and use of assets and management of resources (assets
include those necessary to maintain basic standards of participation in
communities - basic essentials for cooking, washing and dressing; productive
assets; land - especially legitimate tenure status in urban areas);

consumption (especially in terms of quantiy and quality of food);

3Por a more detailed discussion and summary analysis, see sections 3 and 5 in the
main text on Policy Issues.
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- security of employment (petty trading, income diversification, and in some
sites reliance on self-provisioning in agriculture emerged as means of adaption
to rapid changes in the labour market);

- soidal statu8 cross-cuting all the themes emerging In the discussions on
poverty In the urban comnities were Issues of gender, age, disability and
social ssfrom marriage - In wealth ranking exercises In urban, as rural,
communites, routinely the lowest category would consist solely offemales
without support (unmarried, widowed, divorced, without adult cidren
stpporting them).

* The foremost factors perceived to determine poverty at the level of the urban
community include:

- access to services
- access to social and economic infrastructure
- access to welfare and vocational ting
- crime and prostitution
- alcoholism

Lv A&=es to Serfiew

1. social Servces

HealWcare

* ..Access to healthcare is a very high priority in poor rural and urban communities - this
was the most consistent finding from the problem ranking exercises.

* uIcreasing costs of healthcare were said to be increasingly restricting access of poorer
households. Among the consequences listed in some field sites were an increasing
reoourse to home treatment and traditional healers (although traditional healers tend to
be seen as specialists in certain disease).

* High cost of healthcare is a particular problem during the seasonal stress points when
disease problems are rife in urban and rural areas due to the compound effects of the
rains and other factors (poor nutrition and in urban areas poor sanitation). The period
from October to April combines the seasonal labour peak in rural areas with a squeeze
on income, and a high incidence of disease.

* In most areas, and for most illnesses the first recourse is to home remedies. This
trend was said to be increasing as a result of cost-recovery measures in the formal
healthcare system.

* In relation to rural clinics poor supply of drugs was observed consistently as a
problem.
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* Observations that staff were rude and arrogant in relation to the poor were consistent
for both hospitals and clinics.

* The condition of the access road to the area during the rains was a major concern of
most of the rural communities In terms of access to specialist care.

* Declining quality of service was observed in poor urban areas, related to under
staffing of facilities as well as patient congestion due to inadequate space, and lack of
medication (drug supplies).

Education

* In rural areas access to education did not emerge as a major priority 'need' - access
so primary education was felt to be adequate, although questions were raised in two
communities about performance of teachers and supervision. In terms of the levei of
demand for education, the role of the children within the farming system was a
deteinant. - along with factors in the system of bridewealth and marriage (eg.
Tonga communities where young boys have dry-season herding duties and parents fear
that education will lower the 'value' in terms of bridewealth cattle of their daughters).
The issue of rising costs of education was frequendy raised as a problem at the level
of the household. This was related not only to school fees, but also to uniforms, books
and materials. These costs arise at the point when household incomes are weak (the
pre-harvest season) and when poor households with a food deficit are facing the
problem of trying to obtain emergency food stocks to cover the period up to the
harvest.

: In urban communities people's perceptions were in the main limited to the primary
school environments, and grievances focused on limitations of access to schooling,
generally lack of places. In some cases, frustrations associated with constraints to
access had been compounded by cholera epidemics, which have forced the temporary
dosure of some schools. Dissadsfaction wish eachers'perfonnance was broadly
shared. In an alarming number of cases, teachers had been reporting to work drnk -
evidendy related to low morale and poor motivation. In others, some did not regularly
conduct classes. In terms of quality of education, parents voiced reservations about
contact time and the amount of time children were spending our of the classroom in
the course of the school day, ofken doing physical exercise or manual labour. Poor
facildes and lack of supplies and furniture - basic desks and chairs - were a subject of
concern amongst parents. Schoolfees were cited as a significant barrier to access.
Communicadon !,etween school administration and community was found to be
lacking.

Water and Sanitation

In rural areas the distance, reliability, conditions of physical access and quality of the
local water supply (especially the dry season water supply) was the other issue
(alongside healthcare) that received a very high consistent priority in the communities
- especially from women. In general women ranked this issue higher than men - in
communities where the dry season water source is a long way from the village women
routinely spend five hours every day fetching water. In addition, material on
seasonality and health clearly demonstrated that in communities where dry season
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water quality was a major problem this created a clear seasontl peak of dysentery,
bilharzia and other water borne disaes. In communities wbere men were concerned
about dry season water supply for catle this raised the issue of water supply gready as
a priority among men - although the interests of the genders are different in terms of
the type and purpose of water supply.

* Perceptions of probhas associated with water and sanitation varied across the urban
communities visited, ranging from general satisfaction to great dissatisfaction in
another. In poorly provisioned compounds, inadequate infrastructure was seen to very
cleady add to the labour burden on women, who often are compelled tw wait in line
for hours, or to walk to neighbouring compounds to fetch water. People were
discerning with respect to the health complications symptomatic of infrastructural
deficiencies (pwoor water, sanitation and garbage disposal) and linked outbreaks of
diseases such as cholera and dysentery to dirty water, infused with the dirt from
latrines built close by.

Agiulturat Extension and Research [RURAL AREAS]

As is noted below, the principal trend observed by villagers in rural communities over
the last two years has been the collapse of the government's system for maize
marketing. The production of hybrid maize is no longer considered a worthwhile
activity in most rural communities and people are switching to other crops - especially
in order to gain cash income. As the government's extension system has traditionally
been geared to promoting hybrid maize the decline of this system has accentuated a
general perception of uselessness and irrelevance in relation to this service. These
negative perceptions were particularly strong among women.

In contrast to the general apathy concerning agricultural extension services, there was
a considerable demand for agricultural credit - usually perceived in terms of access to
supplies of fertiliser at 'affordable prices'.

Uvestock services, especially vaccinations for catte and dip tank treatwents to
prevent 'corridor dLaase' were very highly valued in Tonga areas. There were
consistent complaints in one field site that the state's withdrawal from this area of
activity had led to an outbreak of disease which had reduced local catfle holdings by
over 50 per cent.

Grndng mils [RURAL AREAS]

Lack of access to grinding mills was raised as an issue in four out of six rural sites.
Grinding mills are preferred over traditional and 'alternative' technologies (hand-
powered mills) for the following reasons: they significanty reduce labour demands on
women; they reduce wastage; they grind the meal finer than hand-operated mills.

Wefare Cenres [URBAN AREAS]

This was raised as an issue in all the urban sites, and its function was perceived on
two dimensions. Firstly, as poverty was identified with lack of employment, people
expressed a need for income-generation support. A welfare centre would facilitate
acquisition of skills, catering for apprenticeships, and provide such services as trades
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training and credit for small enterprises (perhaps in the fornm f ! revolving fund).
Secondly, the provision of welfare was conceived in safety net terms, to cushion and
provide 'social security' to the increasing number of socially and economically
marginalised groups. These groups were identified as, for example, streetchildren in
Lusaka, and the elderly, disabled and generally female headed households in Mongu.
A welfare centre in the latter case would serve as a proxy for local social institutions
for mutual support, the capacity of which to assist households in times of particular
hardship has become seriously diminished. The articulation of need for social welfare
institutions in the conununity, whether serviced by Government or other, can best be
understood as an indication of general concern by community members with issues of
long-term vulnerability.

2. Access to social and economic infrastructure

Transport irastrcture

Mobility emerged as a key concern in urban and rural areas. Infrastructural
deficiencies bedeviled satisfactory provision of public transport and access to social
services, especially education and health (particularly access to emergency curative
health services). The lack of transport also emerged as being particularly resented in
the context of social ceremony and customs - lazk of transport to ferry the dead was
bemoaned in numerous cases. In urban areas, poorly maintained transport
infrastructure was also linked to multiplying crime, as poor or absent street lighting
made the compounds perilous at night, and poor maintenance of roads was identified
as a significant health hazard in and of itself (sore eyes and coughs from the dust
during the dry season). In rural areas, a prominent direct linkage observed by local
people was with access to markets. An impassable rainy season road takes its toll on
incomes in most of these areas as traders cease to buy produce. Where dry season
vegetable farming or fishing were significant activities, people were aware that the
level of incomes they could expect from these highly perishable products was
dependent to a large degree on the condition of the road. In sum, crossiectoral
benefits were recognised for roads by both rural and urban populations.

Markets and trading

Also relating to people's assessment of infrastructure in urban areas was access to and
organisation of markets. In Mongu, community members, e3pecially traders, felt that
the provision of market places would benefit the poor. A videly shared sentiment was
that, at the very least, punishing people for operating from their homes in the absence
of markets was wrong, and that a system of licensing should be instituted in its place.

3. Other Issues

Access to Natural Resources [RURAL AREAS]

In poor rural communities, access to natural resources forms the predominant element
of sustaining their day-to-day livelihoods. Access to land for farming, and for grazing
animals, comes to individuals by virtue of membership of social institutions of kinship
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and community. In addition to directly productive uses of natural resources for
agriculture and fishing, the following other imensions of rural livelihoods are also
significant: access to foraged foodstuffs (particularly critical In stress periods, both
seasonal and due to drought, and for poor households which regularly face food
deficits); access to fuel; access to water (see above); access to herbs and roots used in
traditional medical treatments; access to 'bushmeat'; access to other foraged materials
which can be sold for cash income (thatching grass, other building materials).

WoMlerzce [UAN AREASI

The very real threat to prsonal physical security at the community level was attested
to in each of the study areas. A picture of a spiralling cycle of crime and violence
emerged from the testimonies in the compounds. Many people related this to
drunkenness, and the late closing hours of bars in the compounds, but it also can be
seen as evidence both of the desperate measures some people perceive as their only
recourse in times of such persistent adversity and as evidence of a growing number of
young people "turning against society". In all the areas visited, people lamented the
breakdown of law and order, the lax civil code and the apparent failure on the part of
the police force to pursue criminals, investigate cases, punish offenders or restore
order.

Lrdl tenvC

Two types of insecurity relating to home and property emerged in discussions in the
communities. Firstly, the question of legal rights over land and property arose as a
serious concern (above all in the speculation as to whether customary land would be
brought under the aegis of township councils as council land (and thus be at least
entitled to council services)). On the other, the structural vulnerability of people's
homes was highlighted and portrayed in many instances as an indicator of poverty.

Se naliY and Welfa

Seasonal food supply was found to be a regular problem for a significant number of
households in most of the field sites in an average year. In two of the rural sites where
there was least diversity of crops (and monocrop dependency on maize), this was seen
as a major recurring problem facing most households. In those areas, crop diversity
was seen as boosting resilience to shocks such as drought or crop disease, as well as
mitigating the impact of seasonal 'troughs'. In urban areas, households are drawn
through cycles of recurring resource deficits in which scarcity of food is the main
feature.

Seasonal Variation in Incomes and Expenditures: the striking point of consistency
in the material gathered on this issue was the vulnerability associated with the lean
months of November to January/February, where low income and high expenditure
are at their peak. Characteristic of this season are:

* high incidence of diseases;
* fees for health and education;
* borrowing from money lenders;
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* very low income;
* very little food available;
* scarce fuel;
* outgoings for uniforms and other school requirements;
* investments in agricultural Inputs for maize production;
* Christmas celebrations.

Household vulnerability In urban areas appears to intensify significandy on another
cyclical dimensions: on a monty basis - towards the end of each month, especially
for salaried employees (but also for non salaried and Informal sector workers as
general purchases and consumption are tightened) - as money becomes scarce and
consumption Is economised.

In all of the rural communities the period of peak labour demand in farming coincides
with the low point for food stocks, and the peak point for malaria which is judged to
be the most serious health hazard in most communities. Women, with a heavier
workload than men, suffer more.

A clear =d in rural livelihoods related to maize marketing, especially governmental
policy and the history of govermment involvement in this sphere. There is a
widespread perception (articulated in the five rural field sites where this was an issue)
that the goverment is still controlling the producer price wbile liberalising the costs
of inputs, and therefore market conditions have deteriorated to the point where it is
scarcely worthwhile to grow maize. Among the consequences that were listed as a
resuit of the problems with maize marketng were: i) swtching crops: away from
growing hybrid maize for eith,r own or cash income; ii) barter systems.: an increasing
resort to barter systems of exchange as a result of the increasing breakdown of the
state run system of maize marketing was reported in one field site; iii) Increasing
slgnkicance of offfann income-generating acthtes. In rural areas, there was also a
consciousness of processes of environmental degradation. Declining soil ferdlity,
requiring increasing use of feriliser was listed as a dimension of longterm change in
two field sites, and problems in access 1- water was raised elsewhere.

l, Coping SlrgWes

The experiences of the communities in the 1992 drought provide insights into the nature and
effectiveness of community coping mechanisms, household survival strategies and other safety
nets, and included the following:

[RURAL AREAS)

* 'piecework' - i.e. seeking wage labour, generally on the farms of other
households (who have conserved food stocks) and paid for in food.

* sale of assets: predominantly animals - cattle, goats, chickens etc

* food aid: 'aried in effectiveness - highly effective in Simanansa (Southern)
and much less effective in Senanga (isolated Western). The official safety net
appeared to function well under the circumstances.
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* Wfamlne foods': a variety of tpes of foodstff which are either not normally
consumed (such as roots and leaves foraged from the bush), or are not
normally seen as critical to the basic diet (such as mangoes) come to have
considerable signiflcance during periods of shortage.

* 'begging'gilfts to relatives: cited in all field sites as a survival strategy, this
response also indicates the finctioning of the community and kinship based
systems of support for the vulnerable.

[URBAN AREAS]

* piecework - for dealing with periodic food shortages and providing a primary
resource flow into the household.

* reducing food Intake

* ooenomning: for example, by supplementng fod supply by cultivating small
maize plots; by scavenging for twigs for cooldng fires.

- participating in food-for-work schemes.

e Idrawing on mutual support networks (although in general, community
activities in the urban compounds appeared to be minimal).

securing credit - the foremost sources of credit in urban areas appear to be
neighbours and kin (primarily to borrow food, such as a tin of maize) and
money lenders for cash.

* seeking eharity from the church

* mpullng chidren out of school

* sending children to work

* migration: reverse migration was mentioned in some cases as a potential fall
back strategy. Some people felt that in the rural areas they would at least have
access to land for cultivation, and hence food, whereas in ukban areas such
land was unavailable.

* petty theft
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POLICY PIUORITIES PROM THE ZAMIBIA PARTICIPATORY POVERTY ASSESSM ENT

lThe overall picture that emerges from discussion of social service and infrastructure provision
in the communtes visited is, on the one hand, that of unsatisfactory delivery mechism
providing poorer quality products yet operating at increasing cost to the consumer, and, on the
other, of fragmentary infrastructure rehabilitation carried out with negligible consultation with
community members. Clearly, a first step in improving social services is to upgrade the
quality of the planning process, which would necessarily involve consulting and working
alongside communities in the design and management of local service delivery mechanisms.
The experience of the PPA has shown that rapid appraisal indicators could be developed for
identification of priority needs and targeting public expenditures at the local level. Services
that are designed around what the poor need, can afford and can maintain have a far better
chance of being sustainable. To this end, it will be important to develop flexible structures that
link community organisations t. :cal government. A familiar and consistent appeal in the
communities was for local government and projects to attend to strengthening the
organisational capacity of the urban poor, and not to simply provide goods and services.

In terms of the actual welfare of the population, material from the PPA clearly depicts a
period of general stress which occurs between November and March in most communities
when severe problems of health (malaria), food supply, and heavy expenditure demands
(school fees and related costs, purchasing emergency stocks of food, festivals, health fees)
combine, in rural areas with the period of maximum labour demand in farming and in urban
areas with shortage of money. In rural areas, the stress periods for men and women do not
necessarily coincide and the burden of labour is always considerably greater for women.

There would appear to be relatively low-cost ways of easing the deluge of expenditures and
spreading the burden more evenly throughout the year - for example, by changing the fee
cycle for schools to mid-year, by devising a system of progressive tariffs for social services,
or by instutionalising phased purchase sche,nes for agricultural inputs, such as fertiser or
for health services. Specific sectoral policy priorities that emerge from the PPA are briefly
indicated below.

13ducation

Epense: the peaking of school related expenditures has been cited as a sigriu;^¢ant
barrier to access. This problem could be rectified to some degree by spreading the
burden of school related expenditures so that not all fees - PTA, school funds,
uniforms, textbooks, exam fees - coincide.

Infomation: communication between the school adminieration and community was
found to be lacking. As the findings of the Beneficiary Assessments indicate,
information flow between PTA and community is very often deemed inadequate by the
reckoning of the community, especially in connection with community participaion in
school projects and the use of funds from Government or donors.4

'Phases I-I11, 1992-1994, Rural Development Studies Bureau, University of Zambia.
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Heam

A focus on health delivety in public expenditure is potentially of high benefit for sustainable
povetty reduction if interventions are effective and reach the poorer households. The following
Issues emerged from the research and reflect a high level of emphasis on health in local views
of the value of state intventions.

User fees: options should be investigated to reduce the barriers to access imposed by
cost - for example: allowing deferred payment (effectively providing care on credit),
or a system of progressive charges that would allow broader access to and utilisation
of sevices. This would be especially useful at particular stress points during the
annual cycle when incomes are weak and households face many expenditure demands
(and disease vulnerability is at its highest). A policy of not charging if no treatment
can be offered should be considered.

Training: training for medical staff should be reviewed with a view to improving inter-
personal skills. Systems for initially registering and making contact with patients when
they fist atrive at health facilities should also be reviewed.

Communhlahh: CHW programs are worth pursuing in areas with very poor access
to health facilities - but back-up for CHW in terms of faclities to which patients can
be referred, and supply of basic drugs, needs to be adequaely managed. All
communities indicated willingness to make community contributions to the provision
of health infrastructure (physical structures for clinics etc.).

Health education: effective health education has a potentially high pay-off, with a
concentration on diagnosticJpreventive care. Options for bringing traditional healers
into contact with the formal healthcare system would be worth investigating.

3rug sWppl: the possibility of improving drug supply in line with seasonal priorities
could be investigated - for example focussing on ensuring adequate supplies of

eatments for malaria at the appropriate time of the year.

Access to emergency care: access to emergency healthcare is highly valued - and
condition of local access roads is a key area for investment. In general, dinic out-
patient operating hours should be based on what is appropriate in a given location, so
as to enable broader access and utidisation by poorer households.

Acmess to water and sanitation

Provision of water for domestic use, with significant implications for health status and the
labour burden of women, is a major priority in rural areas and emerged as a priority in
sverad of the urban areas.

Provision of water would provide an appropriate focus for institutional devel at
the community level in both urban and rural areas. Serious attention should be paid to
building up and empowering local user associations to work with planners in the
design and implementation of water infrastructure systems and to encourage local
management of water resources. In most instances water supply was regarded as an
issue to be dealt with at the level of the community, rather than the household.
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Hygiene campaigns should be intensified to educate conimunities on matters of hygiene as part
of a preventive health programme. Rehabilitation and upgrading of water and sanitation
systems and provision of improved rubbish collection services (including clearing of road
drains which are often blocked, causing over spill in the rainy season) need to be prioritised.

Transport Infrastructure

In the view of local communities, improving road conditions would have wide ranging benefits
in terms of access to healthcare and other social services, and access to income. Income is a
particular priority where perishable produce forms a major part of the cash incomes of the
community. In view of the high level of appreciation which some respondents expressed for
the food-for-work scheme, consideration could be given to combining these needs in a
program of feeder road construction using labour intensive measures, and building on
insdtutional arrangements tested during the drought.

(Rural)
Agricultural Extension, Credit and Inputs

An extensive review of the agricultural extension and research system would be merited, if it
is to become relevant to the rural poor. Poor farmers can be expected to have highly restricted
access to fertiliser for the foreseeable future, so rather than looking for high-yielding
characteristics, characteristics desired by farmers which would improve their security
(drought-resistant, etc.) should be prioritised. The PPA findings reinforce the need for
research and extension to diversify if it is to become relevant to the lives of poor farmers and
to adopt 'farmer first' approaches which seek to build on the knowledge and priorities that
already exist in rural communities.

If the state is to continue involvement in provision of agricultural credit, the issue of timely
delivery of fertilisers and other inputs needs to be addressed. The viability of schemes for
provision of implements on credit could be assessed. The take-up of private services in the
veterinary field may be problematic - epidemiological concerns create a situation where the
implications of rapid state withdrawal may lead to a major 'shock' to the local economy in
terms of loss of livestock. Results of the PPA suggest this is a major area of concern in some
areas.

The scarcity of gFinding mills has serious gender implications, due to the impact on women's
workload. Grinding mills would be an appropriate area to investigate for income-generating
investments for women - there is a high demand for the service, a perceived scarcity, and the
benefits for women would be considerable.

Access to Natural Resources

A significant element of the safety net for many rural people in times of stress consists of
'famine foods' which can be gathered from bush and fallow lands:

Traditional systems of use and management of natural resources should be
acknowledged in natural resource planning - and means sought to initiate dialogue
between government and local social institutions where relevant (eg. forestry
department in relation to local communities' use of non-timber forest products).
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Safety nets

A significant source of support to the poor in most field sites is the provision of food through
'piece-work'. However, payment Is usually in maize and the decline of the maize cash-crop
farning system may reduce the availability of this local food-for-work system. Furthermore,
Food for Work schemes are not appropriate for the most vulnerable during periods of high
stress as the households lack sufficient labour resources to participate. The effective operation
of alternative provision for these groups is essential. A precedent for this type of operadon has
been set In the drought relief system established in 1991/2. The exemptions in the emergency
feeding programme at that time were highly appreciated by the poor.

(Urban)
Welfare

The lack of skills was referred to repeatedly, and the consequent need for training to enable
people to capitalise on emerging opportunities. The harsh cumulative effects of broader
changes in the economy - especially increasing consumer prices - are transfornations for
which people are not prepared, with economic consequences to which people are slow to
adapt.

Vocational and skills training are required for both basic skills acquisition and also for
putting those skills to practice in the market - entrepreneurial competencies relevant
for the contemporary economic climate. A welfare centre would provide such services
as trades training and credit for small enterprises.

Provision of welfare was conceived in the compounds in safety net terms, in the sense that it
would cushion and provide 'benefits' to the increasing number of socially and economically
marginalised groups (such as streetchildren and the elderly and disabled). A welfare centre in
the latter case would serve as a proxy for local social institutions for mutual support, the
capacity of which to assist households in times of particular bardship has become seriously
dimnished. The articulation of need for social welfare institutions in the community can best
be understood as an indication of general concern by community members with issues of long-
term vulnerability.

Trading and markets

Meting out punishments in the form of fines for unlicensed street traders should cease:
instead, the system of licensing should be reviewed and reformed to make it more pro-poor
(nominal rents, proportionate to average returns). Low cost and small scale credit schemes
targeted specifically to women should be supported. Community-based market organisations
and trader associations should be encouraged and assisted in such areas as financial
management.

Tenancy

The abiding uncertainty surrounding legal tenure, above all in the speculation as to whether
existing customary land will be brought under the aegis of township councils as council land
(and thus be at least entitled to council services) would warrant timely resolution.
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Urban violec

T'Mre was a broad consensus t to taclde spiralling crime, improved police patrols and
compound police stations wore required. An extensive review of residential area policing
policy would be merited, as the lack of an effective deterrent to would-be criminals in the
compound areas is a key concern of area residents. More extensive use of "neighbourhood
watch" type of approaches could be embraced. In addition, some form of consumers
association should be encouraged, to provide feedback on performance and to make local civil
concerns (such as licensing of bars and operating hours) accountable to a community caucus.
The link between urban planning and urban violence must be taken much more seriously into
account in planning processes and it would be important to establish how different forms of
infastructural improvements - such as street lighting and upgrading of urban roads - affect
incidence of crime.

ADS

Common misconceptions about condoms persist and evidence suggests that a much more
thorough AIDS education effort will have to be engaged in to dispel these myths. Sex and
family planning education should be itensified in schools and existing curricula should be
revised and given contemporary relevance.

xvi
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The resarch on which this report is based was caried out by two teams from the Rual Developmat
Studies Buremi of the University of Zambia, under the supervision of Dr 3. Milimo.l/ Me woik wa
commissioned by the Southen Afica Depatmet of the World Bank to input to the Zambia Povety
Assessment. Mhm research took place according to the following schedule:

* September 8-21 taining workhop
* Sept 24-Nov 9 fieldwork
* November 12-19 Review of fieldwork by teams
* November 21-29 Preparation of draft site reports

The UK Overseas Development Administration supported the costs of an input of training in
Participatory Rura Appraisal methods (Ms Meera Shah), and SIDA supported the teams' in-coutty
costs. Mr Dan Owen (Southern Afiica Department, World Bank) coordinated the exetcise and
participated in the fieldwork. Dr Andrew Norton (ODA secondment to the Africa Technical
Department, World Bank) participated in the training exercise, and was responsible for overalU esmh
design and the prepaation of the Field Guide used by the teams. This report bas been pepared by
Messrs. Milimo, Norton, and Owen following on from a synthesis workshop held with the resuaroh
teams. For space considerations, the 10 Field Site Reports have not been annexed to this report as
intended. However, they can be accessed through the Zambia Poverty Assessment Project Files at the
World Bank, Washingtn DC, or through the Rural Development Studies Buru at the Univemsity of
Zambia, Lusaka.

Rational

The Zambia Participatory Poverty Assessment is a component part of a series of sudies leading up to
the prepation of a poverty asesment for Zambia. The oveall objectives of the poverty a _t
are to esabish a poverty profle for Zambia and to identify appropriate actions for poverty allevhto.
Te work will help guide Bank stategy and will provide input for revisions to the Bank's work
progam, on the basis of a Poverty Alleviation Action Plan, which will also seek to identify apprpiae
actions for other agencies including government, NGOs and other donors. The PPA contibutes to tdis
process by including within the analysis the views, perceptions, experience and preferences of the poor
tiemselves.

{Objectves

The objectives of the participatory poverty assesnt are as follows:

* to explore local conceptions of poverty, vulnerability and relative well-being in poor
urban and nral communities in Zambia

* to explore what the poor themselves see as the most effective actions for poverty
reduction which can be taken by i) individuals or families, ii) communities, iii)
govermment agencies, iv) other institutions

1/ The two teams were:
Team A: Silverio Cbimuka (team leader), Namwinga Bubala, Mulako Nabanda and

Vera Mbewoe;

Team B: Sydney Chami and Chosai Njobvu (team leads), Funny Kondolo, Sise
Ponga, Chistine Kalawina.
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* to investigate what people in poor urban and rural communities see as the main
concerns and problems in their lives at present and how these have changed over the
last S-10 years

* to investigate local perceptions of key policy changes related to economic liberalisation

Methods

The methodology for the PPA incIuWed a mix of methods and techniques known to the teams under the
labels 'Baneficiary Assessment' and 'Participatoty Rural Appraisal' (some, for example, focus grups
and semi-structured interview techniques, are common to both). These methods include:

* unstructured and semi-structured interviewing
focus group interviews

* participatory thematic mapping
* wealth and well-being ranking
* institutional diagrms (venm diagrams)
* matdx ranking and scoring
* seasonality diagramming
* trend analysis
* livelihood analysis
* time-lines

All of these methods were either covered or 'recapped' in the training worksop. Another key method
of beneficiary assessment and social anthropology - participant observation - was considered to be of
less gener relevance due to the relatively short period that the teams would be in the field (and in
each field site). Nonetheless, the teams were encouraged to make maximum possible use of direct
observation in the restricted time available. Issues of sampling and selection of research sites ars dealt
with below.

The fieldwork can be viewed in terms of two major methods. Firstly, an Interview Guide was prepared
for the purposes of conducting semistructured intervws with individual informants and focus groups.
The reseacb team were encouraged to use the SSI Guide flexibly, with researchers probing and
seeking to follow relevant and interesting leads as they came up. The interview guide is attached to the
field guide which is appended to this report. The teams were also encouraged to develop 'thematic'
SSI interview guides on specific topics they wished to probe as the research progressed (eg. acess to,
and perceptions of, key social services).

Aside from the SSIs the teams faced the challenge of using a range of highly participatory research
methods which are designed to access not only the knowledge and infwormation possessed by the rural
and urban poor, but also their own analysis of their situation. There is a limit to which this type of
method can be applied according to 'blueprints'. Teams were encouraged to think for themselves
coerning bow to investigate topics using sequences of methods - and mixing the 'visual' methods with
the semi-strucued intenriewing. They were particularly encouraged to use 'wealth ranking' to attempt
to generate 'samples' of different strata within communities with which to fol1ow up on particular
instances.2/ In relation to the so-called 'visual' methods it was emphasised that these are also

2/ In the end the use of this particular sequence was relatively rare, although it was pursued in some
cases to identify the 'core poor'. It should be noted that 'wealth ranking; is one of the more sensitive
methods, and difficult to use. On many occasions people are reluctant to participate in a process of
'labelling' their neighbours. One the whole, however, the teams were able to use it in most
communities.
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interviews. Teams were encouraged to record the veral interactions between the mebers of the
group carrying out the analysis, the process of intepretion and the criteria which the local people
were applying, and (generally after completion of the diagram and a prelimiary explanation by the
analysts) to probe key issues which emerged.2/

he followig tables (1 & 2) were pepaed to outline corrspondence between some key issues in
poverty a_ t and some of the PRA methods for the research teams.4/ This was intended as a
suggs gpude, and does not give indications of sequencing. Team membs were ecouraged to use
their initiative and judgement, and build on thdir own experence, to determine the best means of
exploring key issues, in line with the objectives of the PPA.

PRA methods are normally (with the exception of wealth rankig by cards) carred out with groups.
Tle visual sharing of information involved in the preparation of various kinds of repetations
(institutional digam; resource, social and thematic mapping; matrix/preference scoring and ranking)
comprises a form of trianguation and cross-checking of information. Furthermore alot of information
is usaly generated in the process of reaching consensus.

Various authors bave argued thai the 'paiticipatoy' chracter of PRA conies from the extent to which
the iformation generated is 'owned and used' by the participants themselves - for example to develop
action plans at the community level.f/ It should be acknowledged that this wa£ not the prmary
objective of this exercise - which was to 'give voice' to the poor - in a necessarily imperfect, rapid ad
restricted fashion - in a process of policy formulation.

It should be recognised that there are necesary limits to an exercise of this kind, with only around six
weeks fieldwork each by two teams. The agenda of a 'poverty a ent' is by definition broad and
cross-sectoral. Tbis kind of rapid assessment exercise can indicate what people see as the main eds
in their lives - and can acces how they themselves perceive issues such as stress points in the anual
cycle in tems of household expenditures, vulnerability to disease, food security etc. It cannot
however, quantify these in any detail. It presents an 'agenda' in terms of poverty and poverty
reduction tha reflects concerns in poor rural and urban communities. To situate the significanoe of this
agenda in terms of poverty reduction as a whole requires inevitably a broader process of poliey
formulation.

Finally, it should be acknowledged that this is a new aea. Several 'PPAs' are curntly in preparation
in the World Bak It will be important to leam from experience about methods and earch process -
so an attempt has been made here to document these in sufficient detail to mput to that leaning
process.

/flhere was some variation in the quality of reporting - one group had to finction without the team
leader for three of the five sits, which had an impact on the functioning of the team

4/Frn Zambia Prticipabory Povertv Ast Field Guide. 1993.

I/ For examle, Chambers, 1992, Rurl Appraisal: Rauld. Relaxed &nd Particigatomv IDS Discusion
Paper 311.
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Site SeCtIOn and ResearhP

The ten research sites were selected in order to represent a variety of communities differntiated by:

(i) rural/urban characteristics
(ii) mode of livelihood
(iii) cultur/edtic group
(iv) agro-eoological Zone
(v) level of access to infrastructue and services
(vi) level of integration with markets.

Mhe min livelihood groups am farmig, fishig and those in formal and infonmal employment.
Farming groups are further classified by the predominant staple food crops under cultivation (muze,
millet, sorghum and cassava). This distinction is reflected in the grouping of agro-ecological zones -
that is, the high rainf areas are associated with cassava and millet while the lower rainfall areas with
maie as the staple crop. Farming also includes the agro-pastorl groups to whom cattle are extremely
imant

The following agro-ecological zones wer represnted in the selection of ites for fieldwork:

a) High rainfaU areas of Northern, Luapula, Copperbelt and northern parts of Central
and Northwestern Provinces.

b) Low ranfall areas of Eastemn, Lus,aka Southern and southern part of Ceontral
Provinces.

c) Areas with sandy soils - Western and Northwestem Provinces.

d) River basins

The prnipal ethnic/linguistic groups covered in this study are the Bemba, Lozi, Nyanja and Tongs.

In terms of access to infrastuctue the ares which is the nmst isolated by far is the Western Region -
which is fqently omitted from studies of this kind for just that reason.

The ten sites visied were as follows:

Rural Udan

Luwingu (Norten) Mongu (Wesn)
Momze West (Southern) Ndola (Copperbolt)
Samfya (Luapula) Serenje (Central)
Seanga (Western) ilriin-f'Ka lild (Lusaka)
Siapande (Southern) Chavw. (Luak mark/
Jumbo (Eastern) Chawan &uke)Z/

/Chaongwe town was used for pro-testing of reearch methods and, as such, was not subject to
extensve fieldwork. However, wher relevant, material from the interviews in Chongwe have been
inc into the report on urban areas. We are indebted to the PRA trainer Meeor Sbah for her
excellent workshop report for much of the reporting from this site.

Z/The unforsee absence of the team leader severely hampered the research team in Chawama. As a
result information from this site has not beon used extensively.
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The selection of participants was largely effected thrugh selecting poor urban and rual communities -
selections based in part on the field teams' prior knowledge (some of the communities had been visited
before in the coutse of other exercisesli) and in part on the advice of key informants. Within those
communities a range of people were usually interviewed. Many of these people would not necessarily
consider themselves 'poor' in local terms, being full and active members of their own societies - the
great majority would come under a national poverty line, however this was defined. Even the wealthier
members of these communities suffer, as we shall see from a range of problem, which affect everyone
within a given community - poor roads and infrastructure, lack of access to safe water supply, lack of
social infiastructure and services, lack of access to markets.2/

Summr Profile of Rural Field Sits

The following section presents a very brief synopsis of basic information on the various rural field sites
focussing on the location, predominant livelihood systems, ethnic and cultural groups, and level of
social and economic infrastructure.

Samfva (Luanula Province)

The study site comprised four villages in an area of about four square kIlometres. The area is close to
Iake Bangwelu and other small surface water areas which are important resources for the livelihoods of
the local people. Total population for all of the villages is in the range of 700 to 1,000 people.
Household sizes were mostly in the range of 5-10 people. The main ethnic group in the area is the
Ushi, who are matrilineal. The houses are made of mud bricks, and mostly thatched with grass. Some
of the wealthier people have iron sheets for roofing. There are two important activities underpinning
livelihoods in the area fishing and farming. Fishing was seen as the most important activity. The
women fish in groups using baskets during the months when water levels are low enough to allow
people to stand in the water while catching fish. Men use fishing nets and catch fish throughout the
year. However, the catch is small in the cold months of June and July and when a fishing ban is
imposed in December to February. Crops grown include maize, cassava, sweet potatoes, groundtuts
and monkey nuts. Only maize is a cash crop. Beer brewing is important and provides additional
income for women.

SimanansMonze West (Southern Province)

Simnansa is about 40km west of Monze town and is an area comprising sevetal vilages, five of which
were vi8ited by the tea. These were: Simnsa, Mbozwa, Chisaya, Hambe and Hamilumbe. The
aver viage size was around 40 households (estimate). The predominant ethnic group in the area is
the Tonga. The mode of livelihood is generally farming of crops like maize, groundmuts, sunflower,
cotton, and sweet-potatoes. There is also animal farming of cattle, pigs, goats and chickens. The
prdominant economic activities are oudined in box 1. Possession of cattle is critical to a sense of well-
being, to success in the farning system, and to the local conception of wealth. The local term for a
holding of animals (hsbono) also means 'wealth' in some contexts. The cattle population has been
drmastically reduced due to 'corridor disease' (denkete) which has seriously affected farming activities by
rducing access to animal traction and manure. The nearest clinic is about 13-15 km away, and the
nearest hospital about 40 km away. There is a good spread of primary schools. The road is in a very

8/Notably, the fisrt and second phases of the Social Recovery Fund sponsored Beneficiary Assesmet,
1992-1993.

2flMe teams were encouraged wherever possible to use the wealth ranking techniques to identify
different grOups with whom specific problems could be followed up. This was done in some field sites,
but not all.
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1.1conomic Activities in Simanansa

poor condition, and rainy season access to the area is a real problem.

&agnde (Souhr Prroi

Syampande is located 40 km away from Munyumbe off the main road to Chipepo harbour. The main
ethnic group is Gwembe Tonga with a few Lozis and Bembas who are mainly involved in fishing on
Lake Kariba and hence live in mud and pole thatced houses along the shores of the lake. The
G3wembe Tonga live in similar huts, except for a few who have houses made from locally moulded
mud brcks. The Gwembe Tonga are mainly involved in farming of crops such as millet, sorghum and
maize, as well as cash crop farming of cotton. As with the Tonga of Simanasa, animal husbandry is
vrwy important to this group - of cattle, goats, and poultry. Farming activities are shared by men and
women, with some gender specific tasks. Herding of animals is only carried out by males - though
women may own animals, including cattle.

The whole of the Syampande area has one school which has one stream for each grade from one to
seven. This school is not being utilised fully - local people seem to put a low value on education.
There is no clinic in the Syampande area. As a result a community health worker had to be trained for
six weeks to serve the local community for simple dispensing of basic drugs. One problem which was
consistently raised with some emphasis was the dreadful condition of the main road which hampers
village access to a wide range of facilities and benefits. It is currently being rehabilitated with the
assistance of the World Bank.

LvwLnd b fnt Provnce

The approximate size of the area covered was 10 km2 from a central point of the Ipusukito mission.
The predominant ethnic group is Bemba, who are matrilineal. Farming constitutes the main source of
livelihood and production is concentrated around the cultivation of maize, cassava, millet, sweet
potatoes, groundnuts and soyabeans. This group includes a variety of drought-resistant crops - sweet
potato, cassava, sorghum, and millet. As a result, the majority of people do not run out of food during
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the hunger period. As an indication of the relative cushioning from food supply and consumption
shortages, during the 1991/92 drought season only a very few people suffered. Other livelihood
activities chactetristic in the region are civil service (such as teachers and nurses) and other types of
trading - selling salaula (second-hand clothes), beer brewing, mat making, and fishing.

The main social infrastructure found in Ipusukilo is a govemment hospital (formerly a mission
hospital), a basic school (Ipusauiilo basic), a catholic homecraft centre, and a gravel road leading to
Luwingu bomna.

Jumbe (Eastern Province)

Jumbe is a sub-district of Chipata and can be divided into two areas i.e. the semi-urban and rual area.
The rural area comprises seven villages and the people there are predominantly Chikunda headed by
Chief Jumbe. The most important economic activity is farming of food crops such as maize, sorghum,
millet and cotton as a cash crop. Due to the incidence of tsetse-fly, villagers cannot keep cattle.

In the semi-urban area there is a district council known as Mabwe boma, there are also 2 primary
schools, a nursey and a senior secondary school (Grade 10-12). There is also a ntission hospital rn
by the Dutch Reformed church.

Senanna (Westen Province)

The fieldwork in Senanga was concentrated in one community. Kankondo village is about 40-45 km
east of Senanga with 12 households 10 of which are male headed (9 married and 1 unmarried) while 2
ae female headed households. There are 54 people (adults and children) in the village with an average
of 4 people per household and all except one grandchild are clildren kept by their own parents.

The group who participated in the research comprised people from the adjoining viUlages, the closest
comprising 5 households aU married men and a single woman still dependent on her parents.
Kankondo is part of a group of villages known under the name given to the chieftaincy: Lui
Namabanga. For the purposes of all of the social and transport infrastructure these villages group
together for organising communal labour inputs. They have constructed school buildings, built a smal
clinic for the Community health worker, and cleared and maintained the road. The atea generally has
poor soils compared to the plains (comment from District Secretary) with relatively good rainfall. The
village is predominantly Mbunda spealkng, the people having migtated from Angola over 50 years ago.
In spite of the long stay in the area, their ownership claim over certain types of high value land is
limited to what was allocated to their forefathers. This applies in particular to rice farming land - for
which they are limited to a few small strips - which is signiflcant as it is the only cash crop in the area
for which the marketing system functions well. This consequently has a significant effect on the
people's agricultua activities and income. The basis of the livelihood is predominantly farming,
although there is some fishing with nets (particularly for the few wealdthier households). Many of the
people intemriewed in Senanga do not keep cattle, although the ecology of the area would allow for
this. 10/ The principal crops grown for own conssuption are cassava and millet.

There is a primary school in the Lui Namabanga area which until 1991, went only up to grade 4, but
now takes children through to grade 7, and a community health worker to whom mild illnesses are
taken.

10/Generally, this is a catte area but the residents involved in the exercise were not indigenous and
therefore lacked cultivation rights in the dambo.
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WCQMOIRGNUATING ACTIV S IN SENANGA

Ahcus gwop of ten women and eigt men lised the following aivities as the principal sources of cash iucomue in
Lai Nama_a:

* Deer bwmvwng. womeni they sell and toney is used for being hone requirements with cash, such as salt,
uoep and eloding.

* RIce, gown as cusb osop: mosdy done by pcople who are in s form of cooperative: 8 people (only 3 from
KA-koao) came toether to form one, and were given a loan by the Min of Agricultur. Tley provided: 4
oxe, achai. plough. fetilser and a take. They pay back the loan in ldnd. lhis year the group (3 mn, S
womea) paid back 32 90kg be of ri. 'h. Mrket for doe Is both through individual sale, and the

_oopmaw In SMaga which is the primary buyer. Currnt priee paid to fnners is K9S00 for a 90kg bag. -

*: -Maqgoes as a cash ertp: sold to individuals at K20 per frit., or to taders who come with vehicles.
--Some-imos they tW tbem to Se s to sell, a journey of 4 hrs by foot - carrying about 50 malgoes, that
-mans a profit of arouad K,O000. When tmders come with vehicles they can make more (around R5SOO per
pen). Only five people in Kankondo village own trees.

- - tu. -il-i grass: collected by men - bundles sell fot between R450-00.

e * Buildi sticks and poks: done motly by ren. Not an iaWodnt souree of income as the market is smal.-

2. Income Generating Activities in Senanga

Summay Prafile of Urban Field Sites

MoN (Western Province)

Kapulanga compound is east of Mongu tov n. The community dates back to about 1963, when people
cam in search of jobs and settled in the area, on traditional land on the periphety of town. As a shanty
compound, miost of the houses are temporary structres: some are made of reeds and grass thatch while
otes are of pole and r'ud. Both types are highly susceptible to catching fire. Kapulanga compound is
known as a ad kaiela area - a squatter settlement (litemlly: 'I'll build myself a hut). Thus the people
have no legal tantitlement to the plots they occupy. The community is made of a variety of ethnic
groups (pndominantly Lozis, Luvales, and Mbundas). There are neither schools nor clinic in the
compound. A very large proportion of the population do not work in formal employment and
households depend on multiple activities of various members to survive. Household size is highly
vadable - a random sample of 10 individuals from a focus group interview showed a variation in size
of the domestic group from 2 to 18, with an average of 10. The estimated population of Kapulanga is
in the region of 7,500. Being agriculturalists, land and cattle figured prominently in attributes
associated with wealth: cattle wealth, stream basins, shallow lakes (masaa) and mazuks (non-flooding
pieces of land in the plains).

Chinnuksu (Ndola - Copperbeltl

Chipululsu is reputedly one of the three poorest areas of Ndola and is one of the biggest urban slums
on the Coppert. It is situated in the north-east, about 10 km from the city. The compound is divided
into two sections old Chipulukusu, where plots were clearly demarcated by the council ("ku ma plots")
and new Chipulukusu. Chipulukusu has only one Primary School and one small clinic. The road to the
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compound is pardy gravel, making many bus and taxi owners shun going to the area. Transport to town
is patently inadequate - people have to resort to using old open vans. The predominat ethnic groups
are Bemba and Lamba. Chipulukusu borders on Zaire, and consequently, there was a sizeable
immigrant Zairean contingent resident in the compound. Livelihood activities - in cases where some
kind of activity was identified (many people said they were literally 'doing nothing, just trying to
survive") were predominantly charcoal selling, bicycle repairing, construction of roads (food for work),
commercial gardening of vegetables, illicit beer brewing, working as maid servants (bakatoba mbale -
'plate breakers'), trading and some scaUered formul employment in government and parastatal jobs.
The compound was rife with testimonies of firings, sudden lay-offs by local industries and mass
retrenchment, leaving an impression of a compound confronting the harsh realities of structural changes
in the economy very abruptly, with little time to adjust to adjustment.

Serie (Cental Province)

Serenje is 8 km from the Great North Road, in Central Province. It is a transitory town, divided into
six compounds. The predominant ethnic group is Lala. The town has one secondary school, one basic
and one primary school, a teacher's trining college and a hospital. The main livelihood activities were
identified as: beer/munkoyo brewing, marketeering and trading, restaurants, government and company
jobs, piecework and farming

alinaalina and Kaliilaiki lLusaka)

ICalingalinga and KaUldliki are shanty compounds, located about 8 and 10 kilomes from Lsa^ka city
centre respectively. Kalingalinga has an estimated population of 25,000 while Kalklik-i is estimated at
approximately 30,000 people. These compounds are comprised of mixed ethnicities, representing aU the
major language groups. Most people in the two compounds are eagaged in informal sector activities,
whilst a small number are in formal employment, most of whom are men. Most of the women are
marketeers. It was estimated by one respondent that, in Kalingalinga, 50% of the work force are in the
informal sector, 30% in the formal sector (mostly employed as watchmen), and 20% unemployed.
There is one govemment school in Kalingalinga. The nearest clinic is 5km away in Chainama.
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2. MAIN FINDINGS ON RURAL POVERTY

The following were the principal findings of the PPA rural fieldwork in Zambia. The information on
which they are based is drawn from the field site reports and analyses of outputs of exercises conducted
in the mral areas.

2.1 Loca Perceptions of Poverty in Rural Areas of Zambia

Poverty at the level of a lived expeience refers to prevailing cultural values concerning 'needs' - the
poor are those who fal below an acceptable standard. This has social dimensions - they are people
who canaot participate as full members in the daily life of their communities. Sometimes the social
status of a person detrmines their economic status - migrant groups may lack access to high value
land, not so much because they lack money, but because they lack entitlements in respect of the local
social institutions which determine land ownership.U1/ In any case the values which define poverty
shift from one community to another - defining the poor at the national level, for the purposes of public
policy, is not the same issue as defining the poor in a local community. There is much to be learned,
however, from seeing how poverty is viewed and experienced by communities and households.

Poverty also has dimensions that apply at different levels of social organisation. The constraints which
act on a household's access to income or a service such as education are different at the level of the
individual, the household, and the community. A child's access to education, for example may have
the following dimensions: lack of money for school fees at the level of the household; lack of local
facilities such as schools, or tansport infrastructure (roads) at the level of the community. There are
also inter-connections - a field site where the community level mechanisms for assisting the vulnerable
seemed to be strongest was one where the livestock resources were so extensive that animal traction and
manure for fertiliser were available for almost every household - if not through ownership then through
systems of distribution based on ties of kinship and comnmunity that ensured general access to animals
for purposes such as traction, manure, milk etcJ.2/ In this case assets owned by households, individuals
and kin groups contribute to a robust productive system that ensures most people have the wherewithal
to sustain a satisfactory (in local terms) livelihood.

Definitions of poverty and vulnerability at the local level often pick out characteristics that refer to
people who are at or beyond the margins of the local community. These definitions tell us much about
the views of the poor themselves about the key elements necessary to sustain a minimum standard of
livelihood. They cannot substitute for a 'national level' poverty line. An entire village community may
well be below a standard national 'poverty line, measure - but most wili still conceive of themselves as
coping - and maintaining the dignity and self-respect associated with full membership of their
community. It is for this reason that discussion of 'poverty' in rural communities is often
uncomfortable. Local translations of the terms for poverty that apply at the level of the individual or
household have negative and demeaning connotations. 'Community-level' poverty is generally a more
comfortable topic to deal with. The constraints in terms of access to services, markets, infiastruictr,
and natural resource endowments (farming land, drinking water, pasture, fuelwood etc.) which apply at
the level of the rural or urban community are recognised as issues that can be discussed without
appearing to make judgements about neighbours, kin and friends.

I_I. The Mbunda people of Kankondo Village in Western Province, for example, although having
access to as much upland territory for fanring sorghum and cassava, have highly restricted access to
wetlands for rice cultivation - the most desirable cash crop for farmers to be involved in that area.

1Z/As recounted in the field site report for Syampande. This prosperity, in turn depended on assets or
advantages enjoyed at the community level: abundant access to land for grazing cattle; an absence of
the feared 'corridor disease' that has decimated cattle holdings in some other areas (such as Simanansa).
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The investigation of local conceptions of poverty at both the level of the individual/household, and the
community was nonetheless an essential element of the research. Without some attempt to engage with
the understanding of poverty and deprivation at the local level an exercise such as this would have no
focal point. Understanding poverty as communities themselves see it (and different social groups within
those communities) provides an essential perspective for integrating the diverse other materia on issues
such as livelihoods, services, seasonal dimensions of poverty long-term trends and so on. The following
section examines diverse aspects of poverty as experienced at the community, household and individual
level in poor mral and urban communities.

Six rurl communities were covered in the research . Five of these were predominantly farming
communities, while one, Samfya, was selected to represent communities where fishing plays a
considerable role in the livelihood system. The following section discusses poverty first at the level of
the household/individual, and then at the level of the community.

2.1.1. Poverty at the level of the individual/household

Two principal methods were used to investigate this issue - one was the questions outlined in the semi-
structured interview guide, which were open-ended in character, asling people to give characteristics of
the poor and non-poor. This tended to produce a picture of 'extremes' - in which those described were
often either the super-rich (in local terms) or the totally destitute - in some cases the characteristics
described applied to small minorities in the areas concerned. The other was the wealth ranking
technique which proved to have two advantages: firstly it provides some idea of quantification (although
the social field for the exercise is variable); secondly it provides a more nuanced picture of the different
strata within a community and their diverse problems.

The criteria by which people judge poverty at the level of the individual or household can be seen in
terms of four basic dimensions: the possession or lack of assets, the capacity to engage in certain
activities, the level of consumption, and cross-cutting all of these are issues of social status in terms of
aspects such as gender, and age (seniority). Another significant cross-cutting issue was that of
disability.

mi Assets

In terms of assets, these refer not only to assets which assist individuals or households to be
economically productive, but also those which can be used as 'stores of value' which can be realised in
times of difficulty. The key assets which people need to sustin livelihoods and status in different
communities vary according to culture and productive systems. There were two field sites in
particular, where 'cattle wealth' was the critical determinant of well-being - to the extent that the word
descibing livestock holdings (lubono) is actually a synonym for wealth. These were both areas where
the predominant ethnic group was Tonga. A focus group in Syampande listed the uses of cattle:

- Cultivation (ploughing oxen)
- Transportation (carts)
- Manuring fields
- Provision of money in emergency cases like hunger, funerals, school fees etc.
- Provision of nutrition - milk
- Mardage (brideweaka) payments
- Used as payment in court cases and other disputes.

Such was the level of emphasis on cattle, that having many female children was also seen as a source of
wealth because of the promise of accumulation of cattle through a minimum bridewealth payment of six
animals (five young '-males and one bull). Lubono is not only cattle, however, as goats and chickens
are also kept. Syampande was the site where 'poverty' as locally defined was rarest. People who were
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poor were people without animals - and this was extremely rare. 13/ In this area even families who
have no animals of their own can expect to be able to borrow them from kin or friends. The keeper of
the animal has rights of usufruct (traction, milk, manure) and often limited rights in the offspring as
well. The bridewealth system also ensures a certain level of circulation.

By contrast, Simanansa, where the emphasis on cattle was very nearly as strong, was facing something
of a crisis due to a decimation of local animal stocks cause by 'corridor disease' (local name denkete)
which villagers estimte had reduced local stocks by around 60 per cent. This in turn had affected
fanning activities by reducing access to animal traction and manure. The perception of differentiation
here was strong. A wealth ranking exercise (which only included men) listed five men out of fifteen
who had no animals, and were without access to a ploughing team (the critical input in the farming
system). Other exercises revealed large numbers of women who were either widowed or divorced.
Unless they had support from adult children their situation tended to be one of extreme poverty as

Aethe map was drawn someone suggcsed that each wonan sood at her house to talk about what wealth they have
or do not bave. Thoy Said the women would take tums going inside die map drawn on the ground. Tbey all aged
tai th method was beter than people talking about another person's poverly or rches as some may feel insulted.
Xh wome agreed they wauld only disagree or agree with what each person said.

: N^ - widow
0Ibave no oxn, no cais, no plates. The caute I had wheo l came back to my home after nty husband
died have al died of corridor disease. To crown ali this I have just Ilo a daughter anda gnchDd within.
Ome week. Hunger is dso a big problem - My problem is big it streches from heaven to eath'.

- DBefoe msy hudband died we were vey nich but I foolishly enough did no make my own weath. When be
-di evry(tingwas inheitd by bis relativea. Now I en so poor it lhave to pick an empt ackk Almo
9. r-tyday to go begging for food. Actually straight from this meetg lam go;g ofto beg. lto surviv
through making reed basi j and when these arm not there we sleep on empty slomaohs. Somietmes people
: :ultiate for me but I have no money for fertiliser. Problemas will only end wh am buried. Hunger also.

:. i a big problem. During the drought the Food for Work program helped mes lot but now the problem is
.,..', el8k.*

:- ' : tWhen my husband died I did not want to gt married to the man his relatives chose for me. So they
giiabbed everything from me, stating from the amualleat Voon to the higgst thing. So as punishment was
made to come back here wth all my children. Duing the dot It was vey nice because we could work
for food. lut now problems are endless.'

-Rwai maqt'aco-wifs and I am in the same endss problems. I have no oxen, no food, but only an
rphianed gdchild to look after nd I do not know what to feed her on. The food aid lst year through

work on te rd had become a husband to me as it helped me a lot.'
Me - divore.

'All my 6 chldren are with me. The road project (Food for Work) helped me a lot but this year the
govenment has thrown us out of the window. I have no oxen to plough with and by the time someone
-ends ne some the other people's maize is waist high. I think I would be better off as a sweeper in towns.

-: 8 w'I was widowed but remarried to someone who had a lot of wealth. Biut sometime ago he was ansed and
impdroned. Duting his absence his brother came and sold all his cattle. I was now left to be8 for this and
th-t. I also cut grass to bartr with maize with which to brew beer for sale. I sometimes sell chickens to
raise mortey for my children's sehool requiremnt. My husband hajust ben released frti prison and
hasn't yet strd leading a normal life so we are stil suggling.'

3. Women's Testimonies from Simanansa

fLlOne focus group estimated that there were no more than around eight households in this state in the
whole area (group of villages) - comprsing several hundred households.
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locally defined - vividly recounted in box 1, which gives testimonies that followed on from the
prepation of a 'social map' of their village by the women themselves.

Two nural communities did not keep catde at all. In one ae (Kaukondo) this reflected the poverty of
the community as a whole - their conception of someone wealthy included ownership of cattle, though
none of the villagers themslves owned any. In another case (Jumbe) the prevalence of tsetse-fly made
cattle keeping impossible. In both of these communities possession of small animals (goats, chickens,
pigs) was seen as an indicator of well-being - and conversely, their lack as a sign of poverty. Tn
Luwingu and Samfya possession of cattle was seen as a sign of wealth - without having the same over-
riding cultural significance as in the cases of the two Tonga communities. Nonetheless, the key
characteristic of the local view of poverty in areas where animal traction is used in farming is the lack
of a plough team, which was mentioned as a characteristic of the poor in all such communities.

Other assets which featured regulady in descriptions of relatively wealthy included:

* ox-carts
* grinding mills
* male luxury goods - radios, bicycles etc.
* private source of water - well, borehole.

While questioning about the 'poor' and 'non-poor' emphasised polarisation, wealth ranking exercises
tended to pced a more nuanced picture - typically with at least four 'groups' emerging within even
quite small communities.j4/ Boxes 2-5 give the results of sample wealth ranking exercises carried out
in four of the communities.

The picture that emorges from this emphasises a range of assets which are owned or controlled at the
level of the household or individual that are associated with the capacity to maintain a comfortable
livelihood. Aside from livestock these include:

* productive assets such as fishing nets (Samfya, Senanga), boats (Samfya), ploughs, ox-carts.

* other assets - in particular high-quality, large houses.

Although 'large farms' feature in these descriptions, we have not listed these as a productive asset at
the level of the household, because to do so would give a misleading picture. In none of these
communities does access to land come through the market. Fields are not privately owned, but
obtained through membership of a village community - the headman having the final say on land
access. In mot of these communities the area of land under cultivation for a given household is a
function of their access to labour (either within the household or through the market), and other
productive assets (espedally plough teams).

JA/ One disadvantage of wealth ranking is that it does not always work. People often do not feel
comfortable about 'doing' wealth ranking - the testimonies in Box 3 emerged from just such a situation.
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WEALTH RANKING BY CARDS, SENANGA, W SIRN PROVINCE (with one man - Mr Mullokeb)

Tiw aIyst was sAedto tan the 12 housold hads according to the wealh they bad, as well as any othet crtetis he
w*ed to use. Iitially be came up wih 5 groupu/lse. After thking agin, however, he ended up with 4 clams

-f people.

Gtoup 1:ti e weithIs
. q .. -- 04r hos,ds ag1 ak bede"

~~1e lgsteassamafed

.* je sc fi viwho cach enough -h ffor sae with hits
they a afrd tpS dn wel
t vey hav e to be ible to sive to the poor.

..... ..... . ..

~donceeonl ~.ork(wgelaotr)in Seangs
~~,phe aoondtujet casav,fields'

.. ~ ,S~b baue~ta~id ~nllsr nets hSy anoy cac a lte fish - .. o fort
sav>.sq 2..e) 

i'~~~~~~UU6r old t ' 'A)' 'D4

g f . eb~~~~~~~eaded ;

4 Wealth Rang n Senaap, Western Province
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:Trewev, two iWaes in h gSoup presen at th Intehew and they weroo m divided to two group by v-ae A
-'n B sad an -* vlgers weve ased to Uist dowa their nanes. Two pesn (Onm faom ech village) w selee at
radm ml tak aIde to find out hew thiey could classfyr the vaulou people whose names wer on ti cas*.
(NOT&fO this exeose slatd - All tho peo claimed they wee poor). Ts exWeie wa therfore making of
"- byms becaue ss weo no women In the ups they wers Vno of the raig.

ILA * -A et selece mea to do the making was Edwia M.

me Oca"s up with 3 grups:

lis awl g oup. hey da not need any ppot from sanyoe, lTey bve almost hing they need to
aupot themselves. lhey have l ot of aimls, raging font 100 for on to 500 or the other They have plougha.

. hs go8s although the other does not havo. One has very big house (the headan) wil the ter bas medium
wire ly large byillage standards). They have ltively lare fidds. One has two wives wh;le the other ha.

t h uppot from any reladve woring in town.

o iaem's villge c d mos of this descipdtn. T hes4mai hasa very a
am grtt and be has a personal dipank. He alas ht a broken down vehicle)

.T Is the med-iu class. Moathave reasonably enough to be dose to G1. Moat ar on pni du t

ju thy e gtinfrothen fathm. They are all maried. Some have -cate hut Wy _Ang. 6rm9
aeehv goats an gumis. f ,owls;'. .A .'.

~ L ',''' '.I'..'.'n\'. 
s !ohat adoi. These are the peopl be caled 'bachete'. Thy: o in
n Wt wich io plough their fields. hey have piroblemis ing tem t a at iried :

Thysuvvd h rogtthog the Food for Worikporm.- ..- :- :-: ;::

es ut the cards was this group and he is disabted.

The tnis for vilage B placed all the men in a range equivalent to the bouom two categores outlined abovte.

6. Wealth Ranking in Simanansa, Southern Province

The listing of granaries as an indicator of poverty is in turn related not only to whether storage barns or
granaries feature in the productive system - but also to whether the lack of one is a common enough
feature to mention in an account of the characteristics of poverty. In the commumities in the more
productive areas of Southern Province, for example, possession of a granary or storage barn appeared
to be largely taken for granted.
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WEALTH RANKING IN SAMPYA. LUAPULA PROVINCE (SYNTHESIS)

- Four village interviewed in groups and individuals sa well as by wealth nking
Idnified the following groups.

1. a

Attibutes: big fanus, many fishing nets (inkwale) plus banana boats, employ others,
own livestock, hammer mill.

2. Amshi (jddle clss people)

Work hard to maintain a reasonable livelihood. Have enough food to see them
thrughout the year, have bicycles, fishing nets, boats, field but in small
sz/quantities.

3. Abin Ababusu) - (the ooor)-

These have the strength to cultivate but io resources, have initiative, are ale bodied,
have children, some go tough, but hunger periods do strike them, no property,

4. Abalanda (vulnerable urouo)

Unable bodied, the handicapped, old age without support, widowed/divorced with
children who they cannot support.

7. Wealth Ranking in Samfya, Luapula Province (synthesis)

(ij Activities

One of the most common and significant indicators of poverty to people in rural community is the
necessity to engage in 'piecework'. This term covers most forms of casual or informal labour for other
people or households. It may be paid in cash, or, as is usually the case within comtnunities, in food.
The capacity to employ others was given as a characteristic of the non-poor in Luwingu and Jumbe,
and engaging in piecework for others emerged as either a characteristic of the poor, or a coping
strategy for times of stress or crisis in all the rural cormmunities (see 'coping strategies', below). The
interpretation of this material needs a certain amount of care - as 'piecework' can cover a wide range
of different labour situations, including travelling to work in local towns. Nonetheless, a general
picture emerges that 'piecework' for others is a regular part of the survival mechanisms of poor
households in the rural areas covered (and thereby an indicator of relative poverty), except for the
Tonga areas of Southera Province, where it emerges more as a coping mechanism for the vulnerable in
crisis situations. The point was made in some areas that engaging in piecework for others is part of a
cycle of vulnerability - causing the people involved to neglect their own fields and therefore run short
of food for the folowing year.

Clearly there is an active market for labour in many rural areas. Labouring for others is often
conceived of as a' fallback strategy' when food stocks run low. Choosing to engage in 'piecework' is
not a consequence of 'landlessness' - though regular adoption of this strategy will decrease the area of
land a family is able to farm.
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A VpO of seven womn dtew a so1a map lodicat key featsus of their comnmaunity (see output 12)I 'D followlig
aiots of povedy omewd

* someshouses nudm of bdrko, other. ott: this iadicator of weat, for ihe woman, wa corrlal ad with
drdnki 'lHow ca somoe who drin beer id a brick boe?'

Lelsse hat the hses- Xnhe (4 otof hethese. Rsonewhyomhousehol_s do rn have oage
bamn

* -ownr have moved out
-* - o people ae too old to cnivate and hence don't bave bams as they have nothing to put in them.
* one househod does not bAve a barn as the bousehold head concentrates on growing coton and keeps cash

from this fr buying feod.
* Some householts (the poor) just do 'piecework' (farm labour) for food or cash, so they don't necd banms.

XTh crselo t of bam ownsh hwell-being is very sbrng. To say of somene 'his father did not have a barn,
otifat bfb4 Mim * a way ofindicing that the fAmily has always beea poor. In this area, the possession of a
stoa- ar s ea Iniliniw of te watus and socia stausof tbe hadiad anld of thei-lk

8. Poverty - Indicators from a Social Map, Jumbe, Eastern Province

The inability to cultivate maize was seen as an indicator of poverty in some areas (Simananse, Samfya)
reflecting the bigh costs of maize inputs (although in some other sites maize was said to be grown by
almost all households). The capacity to engage in cash crop farming also cropped up in other sites in
reation to different crops (tobacco in Jumbe, for example). The capacity to educate children appeared
to surprisingly rare in the criteria that people applied to judge the relative well-being of those around
them (it only emerged as a strong feaure in Jumbe - where the list of criteria was the most extensive of
any site). Aside from engaging in piecework, the poor were often charaitensed as 'begging'
(Syampande, Senanga, Simmaa) - which again cropped up in all of the sites among 'coping
strategies' listed. Conversely, the capacity to make gifts to the poor emerged as a sign of well-being in
some sites.

(Uj Conmtion

Issues of quantity and/or variety of food consumption were given, not surprisingly, as an indicator of
well-being in five out of six sites. The exception was Syampande - where the focus on animal holdings
seemed to crowd out most other considerations - and where the food security situation for almost all
houseolds in an average year appeared reasonable. Issues of food supply emerged strongly in the
material on seasonality which is discussed below. Clearly, reduction of food consumption (eg. only
one meal a day) is a necessary coping strategy on a seasonal basis for some households for at least part
of the year under normal conditions in almost all the rural areas where the teams went (Syampande
being the exception, where no evidence for this was found).

Standard of clothing also emerged frequently as an indicator of wealth (eg. Jumbe, Senanga,
Simanansa).

(iv) Social status/'life situation'

The most striking feature to emerge from the wealth ranking exercises, and much of the other material
gathered on poverty, was the issue of gender (see boxes 1, 2, 3, 5 above). Specifically this referred to
'women without support'. There is a temptation to see this in terms of 'female-headed households' -
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but this is not exactly true in the classic statistical sense. It generally refers to a combination of women
without either a current relationship with a man, or adult children contributing to supporting them (who
do not necessarily live in the same household). 'Widow-hood' or divorced status emerged as either an
indicator or a cause of poverty (or both) in Jumbe, Senanga, Samfya and Luwingu. The material from
Simnansa was the most graphic in expressing this link (box 3), but it should also be noted that in
instances where wealth ranking was carried out for entire communities (Samfya, Senanga, Jumbe) the
corelation was equally clear. In these cases women who were household heads were always in the
bottom categories - without exception. The dimensions are fairly clear - they are: gender; lack of adult
children (sonetimes combined with a necessity to support younger children); widowhood; divorce/lack
of a partner; age (diminishing capacity to engage in productive labour).

Some of the above also emerged as factors that could cause poverty, or be associated with vulnerability
in men - notably lack of a partner, and old age. The correlation of age with poverty emerged in its
clearest form in Luwingu and Jumbe. In the Tonga societies where circulation of cattle is still to a
great extent controUed by kin elders, the association of age with poverty was not made (at least for
men) - and in fact the association seemed if anything to be reversed. There appear to be two
dimensions to this reversal: the paradigm of wealth is cattle; the dominant form of circulation of this
wealth is through bridewealth payments which are made and received by male kin group elders.

Further evidence of the greater vulnerability and stress placed on women is provided in the material on
women's workload from Simanansa (see below).

The correlation of ethnicity with poverty only emerged strongly from one rural field site. This was
possibly because this was the only site where the team worked with an immigrant population - the
Mbunda village of Kankondo in Senanga (Western Province). These people noted that their entitlement
to high value rice land was restricted to areas granted when the first settlers arrived around fifty years
ago. They were thus disadvantaged through their lack of entitlements in the traditional land holding
system.

Another issue that emerged strongly in the majority of sites as being a factor in determining at least
some of the 'core poor' was the question of disability. As with old age - in fawring systems where
access to land is not restricted a key issue in determining poverty is the labour capacity of the
individual and household. This issue was stressed in four comunities (Jumbe, Simanansa, Samfya and
Luwingu). Again, one of the exceptions was the cattle-rich society of Syampande - where the
abundance of animal wealth contributes to maintaining functioning systems of mutual aid which assist
catgories which mnight otherwise be vulnerable.

Finally, in one community, 'conflict in the home' was listed as an indicator of poverty (Jumbe).

Among those factors which received relatively little stress in the local views of poverty at the household
or individual level in rural as collected by the teams were - capacity to educate children, and household
size (although the issue of having children as a support in old age did receive considerable stress).

2.1.2 Povert at the level of the Rural Community

Significant factors which affect livelihoods at the level of the rural conununity were found to include:

* access to services and social infrastructure;
* access to transport, productive and market infrastructure;
* the nahtual resource endowment of the community (in terms of farmland and 'common

property' or open access resources including grazing land, water, fuelwood).
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Many of these quesions are dealt with substantially under other headings below ('access to services'
and 'Problem Ranking' in particula). So for the moment we will concentrate on two the last two items
mentioned above - and the issue of the interconnections between some of these issues.

ii} Transuort. Productive and Market Infrasttucture

Access to ransport infrasu emerged as a significant concern of the populations of all of the rural
sites. This supports much other terature on quaitative dimensions of poverty where 'mobility' often
emerges as a major indicator of the quality- of life in the view of ural people.IUI Frequently a direct
linkage was observed by local people themselves between other forms of access to services - especially
health, and nares. An impassable tainy season road impacts on incomes in most of these areas as
traders cease to come and buy produce, and can render an area effectively without access to emergency
health care for a padt of the year. The consequences of poor roads are much less relevant to access to
services which are needed on a daily basis (such as education).

In ail ix of the rual field sites the condition of the access roads energed as a major concem. In five
of them it ranked prominently in people's views of the problems facing their community. In the other
one, Jumbe, a program of upgading of feeder roads by the Lingwa Integrated Resource Development
Ptoject was specifically mentioned as the most appreciated of the development interventions in the area.
Emphasis on the sgnificance of the road was strongest in Syampande (see box 7) while the link with
incomes was clear in all communities. In Samfyoa, for example, the condition of the road affected the
seonal pattern of incomes:

*The main road allows the fish trade4
fiom major towns to reach the area and
buy fish. However, in the rainy season The oad a5 for- long time been a big probem tot

people of-Syanip4nde. :k needs to be gra"e and
the road is almost impassable and fish * a i a need toput up )idge and
sales drop, creating a stress for those sphs on X rve -whe thew are lacidng.
depedent on fishing." Tavns a ebig#lcespecaialy in the niiny

-sao. The genra *ling is td th oad is vw
* nXil toil' fiwlibb~~~~~~~ivegtod as -theWhere dry season vegetable farming is a -- enb- l v at

significant activity people were aware that the
level of incomes they could expect from these (a) riAnding mm.l :for It to b broBuhtto the area it has

ghly perishable products was dependent to a to be t ilthr good tad.
larg degree on the condition of the road. ) a s aqc9-io be used for the

_u o' eta daue would bave to come by this same
road.

At the same time, in many communities there (c) Hospital- Comatioaof a hospitl or other social
was a general realisation that improving the road infrsbucture would involve tanspotation of building
would not necessarily guarantee an improvement naeiab and ona complted the supply of drugs wlU
in the quality of life without other conditions have to use tis road.
being *ulfilled. In a ranking exercise in (d) Transporting produce to the maket depends on thebeing fidfilled. In aranldng exercise iroad (e.g. crp ant cjIavtl)
Kankondo village near Senanga, for example, (d ingig in otopus also depends on the road as well
the condition of the road, although a major as'buyinB of oomoitiese such as food (mwealie. in
concern of the villagers, was placed below other tuiee of cdsi lik hunger caused by drout or flood.
concerns because: 'not everyone has mango trees
or collects thatching grass' (the only two items
likely to bring outside tades to a very poor 9 The Road to Syampande - view from a focus
community). In other cases people realised that group of 7 men

./ref. Chambers, 1983 Putting the last First, and Jodha 'The Poverty Debate in India: a Minority
View' Economic and Political Weeklv, November 1988.
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renovation of the road alone would not bring passenger services to their community at a price they
could afford.

Another issue which featured prominently in people's assessment of the assets and services available to
their community was the question of access to grinding mills. One of the most striking features of nral
life in Zambia is the level of labour burden of women.J1/ Grinding mills were commonly cited as an
asset that woud improve the quality of Ufe of rural communities in two ways: firstly by lessening the
labour burden of women (cited as important on many occasions by men - with an eye on the extra
productive labour time this would create within the household); secondly by mkirng mae stocks last
longer - people believed that umhine-powered grnding mills were less wasteful than village level
technologies, wheher traditional (mortar and pestle, grinding stone) or modern (hand-powered ginding
mills). Improved access to grinding mills was stressed as an asset that would improve the quality of life
in Jumbe, Syampande, Simanansa (where it was raised by women only), and SamIja. The two field
sites where this did not emerge as a major concern were ones where cassava was relatively more
important than maize as a staple.

(ii} Access to Natural Resources

For the poor nual communties covered in this study access to natural resources forms the predomunant
element of sustaining their day-to-day livelihoods. This access is entirely outside of market systems of
exchange. Access to land for farming, and for grazing animals, comes to individuals by virtue of,
fistly being a member of a local community, and secondly, being a member of a kin group - but the
'headman' of that community, backed up by the chief, generally has the final say.l7/ In addition to
diectly productive uses of natural resources in agriculture, the followng other dimensions of rural
fivelihoods should also be considered: access to foraged foodstuffs (particularly critical in stress
periods); access to fuel; access to water for farming, livestock and domestic consumption; access to
herbs and roots used in traditional medicinal treatments; access to 'bushmeat'; access to fish for
consumption and trade. In addition to being a major part of the sustenance of daily life, gathering
foods from the bush was listed as a coping strategy for the drought in every rurl site.

One cnitical environmental condition is the presence or lack of tetse-fly - which makes the keeping of
catle impossible. Cattle are not only valued in themselves as a paradigm of wealth in some cultures,
but are also an increasingly valuable asset in the farning system - providing traction and manure (the
relative importance of which is increasing as fertiliser subsidies are withdrawn).

The richness and sense of abundance conferred when communities have abundant access to a range of
benefits from the environment around them is illustrated in the two boxes below (no , 10 & 11)- one of
which outlines the multiple uses of various tree species as outlined by a focus grouw of women in the
area of Siumanansa, and the second explains a resource map drawn by five local women in the village of
Chaposwa close to Syampande.

As we will see below, access to water for domestic consumption was a universal concern in the ruml
communities visited. In the case of Syampande the issue was also one of providing a dry season water
source for cattle. In this case, there was a linkage between the issue of the water source and access to
education. The necessity to send the animals to a dry season water source was a key factor in
restricting access to education for boys - as at least some young boys in most households were sent to
spend the dry season looking after animals at the transhumance site - thereby missing over half of the
school year.

I6/ This issue is discussed in detail under Seasonal Dimensions of Rural Poverty below.

17/For a more detailed description of a fairly typical land holding system see Skjonsberg, 1991, ch 2.
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'; '. ' ' wood 'haro woma 's uss Mom fn' t to*u RANK
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Mitceqjo I S - ~~2 7 is 8
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)*J$cur4kn3 .. ..- , . ^. 9 . 7 19 8

4 - .2 S 12 7.

-tibu I --. 10 10 9 30 2

9 8 - - 21 6

~~~I~) 6 2 9 7 - 24 6

-1 Q0 . . 9 2 - 21 5

Mu Oman- I - - 2 - 3 9

JdtiheSoIoS 3 9 2 19 8

MH I TR7 (able 1)
1i wikXd the beat as it has two very good uses to the women, is very good for firewood as well as for the
.ts.ta~ot of cot iseases which are dy cOncomig wom. On top of this, the tree Is used by women to keep
1bsm,'1ves sesuo imar (love podoa).

eond becus women avour It for love potion u well as treatment of ifnesses. Duing hunger
p %,ialI) its fruit is eaten asa survival measuie (,.: 1a4dtught).-.

*_ potMm!a ~rduc e good chmzoa which is impotantin generatng income to may families in th anr
4, M3 ie "and MOudw the women iisied on rankig the same. they both help keep mariages firm and happy.

. _ i:ot i. wAhab of diseases.
* M gli8od for firwood.

M Charcoal and 'woms social problem especially marriage prblemns.
4. M dog~ - Charcoal production

a -:.; and MliDas: Women uses as.well as beating dieas.

MO,Uses of Local Trees - Prepared by a focus group of 15 village women, Simanansa.
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11. Resource Map of Chaposwa Village (4 women and 1 m-)
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CIIAPOSWA VILLAGE RFSOURCE MAP

Drawn on paper with markers by: Agnes Mbozi, Gertrude Mwembwa, Habumnberu,
Hamuraiyabi, Moinesi.
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2.1.3. Perceptions of the Causes of Poverty in Rural Communities

Local undetndings of causality of poverty in rual areas are complex - but straightforward
questionig on thesm issues tended to produce simplistic results. When someone is asked about the
'causes of poverty' these is considemable room for mistranslation - and frequently misunderstandings of
the dimensions being addressed (poverty at the level of an able-bodied individual, a man, a woman, a
community?). For this reason the SSI guide did not contain any direct questions on this issue.18/ The
teams nonetheless explored this line of questioning (in line with the principle that they should probe
around imporant issues). The results ofken produced a morally negative characterisation of the poor.
For example the fotlowing lists were produced by focus gups of men and wonen in Simanansa:

A View from Women
zThe women then listed what they saw as causes of poverty -:

W- lGod's creation - that is how God created them hence no matter how hard they struggle
nothing will change.

- Laziness - One's heart is not desiring to work.
- Poor plnning
- Laclk of initiative - not using one's initiative and talents.
- zMaanu ndibule- - Not mixing with friends because they think they know everything.

A View from Men

A focus group of 9 men saw the characteristics of the pc sand rich, with the retativecauses
of each condition as follows:

Perption of a poor person
One who does not have chicken, goats and cattle, one who does not cultivate maize. Said to
be 'muabaa' - one who does not conserve his Lubono (cattle wealth) but just sells i.e.
wasteful.

Causes of poverty..were variously described as:

* .Some one born poor, lack of planning.
* Lack of good rains in the past few years has caused poverty to the people as well as

the prevalence of the ' denkete' (corridor) disease which has decimated catte stocks.
* Bearing irresponsible male children can cause poverty.
* Having many wives can be a cause of poverty at 'lobola' (bridewealth) of six cattle

per wife: It means that one nan, who had married six wives, had lost 36 cattle which
if he had kept would have multiplied, and (in the view of the group) left him better
off.

The stress which was found in all three field sites on negative individual charateristics ('laziness',
'lack of initiative') as a cause of poverty can be interpreted in the following ways. Firsdy, the 'poor'
referred to here are often the people at the margins of rural communities - those unable to participate in
everyday life. Therefore 'public' contexts tend to create a degree of 'otherness' or distance in the
charnctisation of these people. These types of view tend to disappear when people, as in a wealth
ranking exercise, are forced to confront the actual characteristics of people who are socially marginal in
this sense - often widows, old women, the disabled, those with problems of sickness in their household.
Secondly, in societies where the key productive input is labour rather than land people who have

18/ bstead these issues were dealt with with questions that aimed to provide a more concrete context,
eg. 'has anyone in the community become much richer/poorer in the community in the last 10 years?'
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difficulty coping are often those who are in some sense 'labour-poor' - the association of 'lazine6s' with
poverty is one dimension of this - the association of disability, age and female headed households ame
others. Finaly, peijorative connotations also derive from the demands of a strong redistributive ethic,
which means the poor have the tight to make claims on the non-poor. As in the modem, monetised
economy these bonds become looser, the poor are resented, and sometimes feared, as those who are
better off fear that their prospecity will inspire jealousy and witchcraft.12/

Tnh stress on 'initiative' and sharing of information (a cause of poverty was given as 'not mixing with
people because they think they know everything') which emerged from the interviews in Simanansa
emphasises that rral people are aware that the econonic enviroment in which they live is changing
very rapidly - and that adaptability in searching out new ways of supporting livelihoods is increasingly
important. Similarly, in some other sites 'too much pride' was given as a cause of poverty -
specifically referring to an unwillingness to step outside of the traditiona econonic roles (farmer,
herder) on which livelihoods were based.

Nonetheless, not all of the causal links that people outlined were perorative in nature. As with the
men of Simanansa above, many groups recognised processes occurring at the level of the community
(drought, epidemics of livestock disease) that were contributing to increased poverty and vulnerability
within their communities. The view of poverty as passing through generations (from parents to
children) emerged from Jumbe and Simanansa, reflecting a high degree of differentiation within those
communities in terms of access to key productive resources (especially a ploughing team). The causal
links between age, lack of adult children, 'widow-hood' (Oack of husband/wife), disability, ilness and
gender were recognised as outlined above. Where the conceptions of poverty under discussion at the
time reflected a view of poverty which included 'community poverty' the issues which came up in the
'problem tanking' exercises wee also cited, such as: lack of access to health services, clean water,
poor condition of the road etc.

Finally, although the PRA 'visual' methods were not applied widely to explore local views of causality,
there was one instance where such an application did produce a striking result. The view of patterns of
causaton contained in a flow chart illustrating varied dimensions of poverty prepared by a focus group
of village women in the area of Simansa are striking in demonstrating the multidimensional and
complex naht of their understanding of the problems they face.

In GRAT RURAL POVERTY - AN ANALYSIS BY A GROUP OF VILLAGEN

The 23 women srted listing a numtber of problems that people face in the area. These were listed
randomly as follows:

- Hunger - stiU there even after the most recent drought
- Water shortage - few wells

Lack of cattle or cultivation - they have died from corridor.
- Lackc of seed groundnuts or maize
- Soil degrdation - Lack of dip-tanks/drugs
- Lack of hospital or clinic - Lack of cheap transport due to bad road
- Poor rainfal - Delayed payment for maize sold by farmers
- Lack of fertiliser - Delayed arrival of fertiliser
- Lack of farm implements - Lack of grinding mill (engine)

19/See Skjonsberg 1991 for a discussion of witchcraft, jealousy, poverty and the functioning of the
redistributive economy.
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Flow Diagram by 22 Women
Village: Hamaumbwe
Chief: Moonze
Monze, Zambia 15/10/93
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Most of the probl lided down were closely related so the women were asked to show this
r olainsip on a causal-flow diagram. They stWted with hunger and all the things that ause it as well
as Awat hunger caus.

Several cdtions or thgs wev put down as causing hunger.

Bad Iaest - The will be no food leading to hunger
Bad road - I times of hunger crisis no food aid will be

npoted as tasporters will refse.
Lac of cattle - Without attle they cannot cultivate much

food hence it will lead to hunger
lu_nem - Caub hunger
Lack of flhrliser - The yield, if it is there, will be

vezy low hence little food will be produced leading to hunger
Lack of fam implements e.g. plough - limited acreage will

be clAtivated without them hence less food and hunger.
Poor rains - Ihe crops will not grow if there is not enough

rainfall hence no food and hunger subsequently.
Water-logged soils - The crops would die before they mature

hence no food and hunger.
iACk of seed - One will not even cultivate without them

bence hunger will start.
Poor plang - A person may misuse resource e.g. money and

lat have nothing to buy inputs with hence will not cultivate and hunger will come into his
home.

What causes these situations?:

Poor hWrest is caused by:

poor rains
lack of fertiliser
ak of farm implements

-water-logged soils
lack of seed

lack of cattle

Bad rOad casled by:

- lack of grader caused by lack of help from the govenmuent.

Laziness caused by:

the reluctance of the heart.

Lack of cattle caused by:

- lack of money
- lack of loans
- poor socialisatioa (not associating with other people to share ideas,

information)
- catte deaths resulting from diseases.
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Lack of fertiliser caused by:

- lack of money
- lack of loans

Lack of farm iWplements caused by:

- lack of money

Lack of seed caused by:

lack of money
poor planning

What causes the above?:

Lack of money:
cased by

- lack of employment
- laziness
- poor pianning

Finaly hunger causes the following:

- Death
- Divorce and quarreling
- Malnutsition
- Poverty
- Substitution of wild fruits for staples
- Unreasonableness (e.g. stealing)
- Meamness

22 Poverty. Vulnerability and Cbanne Over Time in Rural Areas

Frequently local undertandings of people in poor rural and urban communities of the key elements in
ssaining their livelihoods concur more with the concept of 'vulnerability' than that of poverty. The
idea of a secure livelihood is frequently more important than the incentive to maximise income.20/ To
ensure this security people need more than just access to opportuities for employment or increasing the
productivity of their self-employed or household-based activities and access to basic social services.
They also need a structure of stable social institutions at the local level which provide a framework for
local cooperation in a variety of critical areas - which may include managing the natura resource base
of the community; representing the needs of the community to wider political structures; community
based systems for assisting vulnerable groups; systems of cooperation in farning or other productive
activities; dispute settlement within the community.

Vulnerability is a 'dynamic' concept which refers to the way people expenence ehange over time.
Such change may have a number of different dimensions:

2Q/See Robert Chambers, Introduction IDS Bulletin on 'Vulnerabiity' 1989.
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* hseasonalchange, including periods of stress in terms of food supply, the incidence of
disease, and workloads (especially of women) in relation to farming, acoess to fuel,
and access to water

* intXa aM variation, specficaly for rual conmmities the incidence of drought

* tone-term tn, for example declining soil fertility, declining rainfill, unfavourble
movements in teWmi of trade, changes in the labour manret etc.

* ''hocks' experienced either at the level of the region or community (eg. an epidemic
of livestock disease) or at the individual/household level (eg. illness).

Certain specific features characterise these issues in rural areas - relating primarily to conditions of
production in agriculture and a broader sense of the livelihood base in terms of the natur resourcs on
which the community depends. A strongly differentiated gender division of labour often means that the
implications of aspects of these kinds of social and economic change impact quite differently on men
and women. The following sections synthesise the results of the research in rurd areas on these issues.

2.2.1. Seasond Dinensions of Rurl Poverty

'Me seasonal pattems of various aspects of rural livelihoods were investigated in most of the rura sites
using seasonal calendar methods for food availability, agricultural labour and the incidence of diseases,
and interviews for more diverse aspects such as access to fuel and water. To investigate the impact of
seasoal change on women's workload a daily labour calendar was used at one site.

f Food Suonlv

A seasonal calendar illustrating the patterns of food availability for an average household in an average
year in Senanga, Western Province is reproduced over the page. It is shown firstly in the form that the
group (five me and eight women) caroed out the exercise. A matrix with 'scozing' for the level of
abundan of each crop. Also reproduced is a grph that the field team prepared on the basis of the
scoring of the vlags. Sveral points emerge clearly: that cassava provides a considerable safety net
in this farming system as it can be barvested on an all-year round basis; that a range of other crops
(maize, beans, sweet potatoes, groundnuts, millet) are available over shorter periods, and; that there is
a clear three month stress period when maize is not available - according to local people for most
households cassava is not sufficient without other staples.

Infomation from the other sites confirmed that where a diverse range of staple crops were grown,
including millet and sorghum as well as cassava, the pattern of food availability tended to be perceived
as relatively consistent (at least in terms of staple foods). Cassava was a main element of the
composition of staple foods produced by households in Samfya and Luwingu, as well as Senanga. In
all of the field sites except for Simanansa another significant staple crop was widely (almost
universally)
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CALENDAR OF FOOD AVA1LABILA

The man dtow calendar of food availability showing a
big 'bulg' around harved tm nd a cleat 3-monEt crisb
period (Dacember-Febuaty). (see diagm below).
Clearly afl of the pnicipal food crmps go on the sama
annual cycle, with harvest in mid-year. lbe calendar tot
an average household in a nonmal year shows food stock
conpletely ma down by Deceuiber, with people survivig
an goaW;*.

ma year.

Jan/Feb
Worat nonths in the vUillag as dtre is no food. Pople
resor to buying food, if they have money, and do
'plecework (fm labour in excbange for food) If they do
not. Ia Febnaaiy they eat 1sank2lm but it is a mianor
crop and only asts around two weeb. B3y Mafcb Maize
cam be eaten 'fsW on the cob, and pupki stam to be
teady for eating. Apr Gondnut havest stauts.
May Sweet patoes rady for havesting. June, Jly,
August I the time of abundan_: all ma,or foodecmps
.hawested. in September food stocks giait to decline - by
and of Ocrtber there t little food fiom the fams. Pcople
statt using cash Income, doing 'piecework' on others
aitrs, and reying on lncoe-geneg activities sch as
tnat-mnsig. However,tt makidngis difficul in this.
pedod aah tiver is ooded s o 'piecework' ii the main
gource of nutitioa for the food Insecure.

l2Seasonal food supply in Jumbe

SEASONAUTY GRAPH OF FOOD AVAILABILITY
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Village Mpamba - Chief Jumbe, Eastern Province, 26/9193
Drawn from Seasonality diagra
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SEASONALITY PATIERNS OF HOUSEHOLD FOOD SECURITIES

J F M A MJ J A S O N D

M Naize .. . * .. , . . .. 

Cassava : :: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::.

|~~~* Mi l let .. ,. .. .. .. . .. _._ ... 

Millet
L :*~~~~~~~~~. ::.0__

Beans 7= .... . * * = = =_

Pumpkin

Groundnuts

Potatoes
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Graphical representation of seasonatity patterns of food security [SCNAfi46-A
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Health and SeasonalitX in six rural communities

Jumbo:
(Matrix, 14 village men, Mpowa, 28th Sept)

'Me viltagets portrayed a strong seasonal pattern to 12 out of 17 major diseases that aMflict them. There were five
exceptions: four where no variation was observed (boils, meastes, 'chinkumbe' - local nAme for uncontrolled vomiting,
and 'sore eyes'). The fiflh was aids - this has no seasonal pattern but villagets wanted to demonstrate change over time
so they indicated the incidence rising sharply and steadily throughout the year.

The diseases were: boils; TB; bilharzia; asthma; tonsillitis; nyamkazi (side pain); cough (chifuba); naso (sore eyes);
cholera; chipongola (a disease that involves purging but no vomiting - resulting ftom poor quality water in dry season);
chinkutbe (purging with vomiting, but not cholera); steeping sickness; malaria; aids; chipwanya (skin infection, like
scabi); tpaet (scabies); kauzI (measles). The matrix produced by the villagers is rmporoduced below (diagram ).

S;masU.
A focus groUp of 18 men listed 15 diseases. Six of these were given as having seasonal patterns (malaria, meningitis,
asthm.a coughing and sneezing, dysentery and 'loss of blood and water'). Strking patters of seasonal association:
malaria with the rains, dysentery with the dry season - associated with problems of domnestic water supply (see matrix -
diagrua ..)

S1yainpmnde:

The Mar health problemn were tisted as Dysentery, malaria and scabies. 'Me eommon seasonal assoiations of
malari (rainy season) and dysentery (dry season - correlated with ptoblems of acess to safe drinking water) were
founid.

A tbeugsoup of tnea and 8 womea listed eleven diseases as being of most significance. These are listed on a
mi-x (seediagrm ..)P. Six of these were seen as having a seasonal pattern (cough, TB, backache, diarrhoea,

aaia, 'headache') and five did not (AIDS, 'body pains', scabies, 'sore eyes' and dysetey). The mai intest in
thesevfi;dgs deiivea fm the fact that dysentery is seen as not having a seasonal patterna. Thi does not correlate
with the material from the other field sites - and indicates that the dry season water source is not nearly as nuch of a
poblem to itah village as in other field sies. Futher evidence for this is that the seasonal pattern of diarrhoea is
c:rrelad wfitte erly harvests (as explained by t. group "as the body stem hbas to clean itself whea it stata to
tae in iiew foodt..Ain, the at that the seasoaity of diarrhoea is not assciated with the dry season indicates
tha the quality of the dry season wvater supply is not a majaor issucein this site.

wie seasit charts identified the pedods of most sevare health problems as the rainy season, and the cause as

malana.

A focus grp of six women indicated the most serious health problems as bein in the period fm Dcwember to
Peb_ii, ad coRnelatinig with the peak period for malaria. Diabhoea and itis were associated with the dry

13. Seasonal issues in health in six rural field sites

cultivated - if not cassava, then sorghum (eg. 100 per cent of households said to farm this in Jumbe) or
millet.

Although food supply is affected by seasonal variation in all the field sites - and there certainly would
be a range of diverse nutntional issues which would encompass availability of other foodstuffs than
staples (fruits, fish etc.) - there were only two field sites in which stress was indicated in terms of
heavily restricted supply of the staple foods for an average household in an average year. These were
Kankondo village near Senanga, and Jumbe (see box 12). As the testimonies from Simanansa
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graphically iilustrate/ however, there were regular and serious seasonal food supplies for the poorest
households in most years in most field sites.

(i i Incidence of Disegse

Information on the seasonality of health was collected through focus groups, semi-structured interviews,
and the use of seasonality charts and matrices. The detailed results of the villagers' analyses of
seasonality issues in health in the six field sites are presented in box 13, and the
accompanying matrices, Diagrams ... 2Z/ Clearly the seasonal variation in health status in the various
communities was perceived as a major issue. The main point of consistency in the findings was the
association of malaria with the late rains. Other points of consistency include an association of TB and
respiratory diseases with the dry season. One significant point of inconsistency was the seasonal
association of dysentery and diarrhoea. In communities with significant problems of water quality
associated with the dry season this was the perod of maximum incidence of these diseases - while in
communities where dry season water quality was less of a problem this association did not exist.Z3/

(iii) Incomes and expenditures

Local perceptions of the seasonal pattern of incomes and expenditurs proved a difficult area to
document. There is a considerable variation in the seasonal pattem of cash transactions according to
households in different socio-economic categories - and in different years. Poor households may need
to buy food in bad years but not in years that are average or better for agcultural production. The
seasonal pattern of cash transactions also fails to capture some of the most fundamental elements of
local rurl livelihoods. For example, one of the commonest strategies for coping with periods of food
shortage is 'piecework' - most commonly this is effectively wage-labour on the farms of wealthier
families. It is usually paid for in food, however - so it does not form part of the seasonal pattern of
income if villagers are being asked about cash transactions. If the category of 'income' is broadened to
mnclude these kinds of resource flows, then production for own consumption becomes part of the picture
- which is not conceptualised by villagers as being in the same category in supporting their livelihoods
as cash income. In practice, therefore, questioning on this topic is restricted to asling villagers about
seasonal pattns in cash transactions - an area much more limited than a standard economic conception
of rural incomes, which would include imputing values to production for own consumption, and wage-
labour which is renumetated in kind. 241

21/See Box 3.

22/e matrices rproduced here represent the incidence of the different diseases, not necessarily the
perceived gravity of the health problem they represent. When villagers were asked to indicate the
months in which health problems were most severe, the most significant factor in the variation was the
incidence of malaria, correlated with the rainy season.

23/ln Senanga, for example, the villagers perceived the highest incidence of dianhoea as being
corelated with the eady harvest period, when the body has to accustom itself to new types of food -
rather than with the dry seaso - indicating that the dry season water source was a much less significant
bealth hazard in this community than in others. In another community aAuwingu) the incidence of
diarrhoea had declined due to the digging of a wel and resulting improvement in domestic water
quality.

24rlris is a clear ilustration of a basic feature of participatory research methods - they can be used to
research things from the point of view of local communities and social groups - but they are not
particularly effective at providing data on an outsider's construt or category.
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SEASONALITY OF DISEASE OCCURRENCE - MPEWA VILLAGE
Drawn on ground with chalk.
Analysts: Headman Mpewa, Headman Saili, Headman Chishinda, J. Zulu, P. Sihala, N. Phiri,
W. Mwanza, W. Phiri, E. Tembo.

DISEASE OCCURRENCE

______ N D J F M A M J J A S O

Boils (Vipute) . . . . . . . .

TB 

Bilharzia .. . . _ . . .

Asthma . . . . . . . ::: -

Tonsils . . :::
Nyamakazi (side pain) . . . . . . . :

Cough (Chifuba) . _ . . _ _ _ _

Maso (sore eyes) . . . . . . . . . . .

Cholera .. . . . . - - - - -

Chipongola - - - - .- -

Chinkumbe . . . . . . . . . . .

Sleeping sickness - -=_ . .
|Malaria __......... _.....__

AIDS . . _ _ . .: : ..

|ChipwaDysa = = . . . _ =

Mpele (scabies) ...:. 

Measles (Kauzi) . . . . = .. .
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SEASONALlTY ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS DISEASES IN SIMANANSA
Matrix free scoring on ground witW chalk.

DISEASE OCCURRENCE

J F M A MJ J A S O N D

I Boils -. .. .. . . . __ * *. - __

TBotc :. : : . :. :. : : :. :.

Asthma -. . .. .=

Leg pain and back ache ... ... ::. .:: *.. ... *.. .-. .-. .-. ... ..

Kamanu . . . . _ . . . . . .

Coughing and sneezing _ .. :: .

Soreeyes : : : : : : : : : : : L
Meningitis ...... *..... .-. 

Loss of blood & water .. .. .. .- - .

Scabies .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .

Kabwa ... ... .

Malaria - - -

.All)S ::.::.::.:.::. -. * :....... ...4.

Kafbfiga2 *0r r - -. . .
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DISEASE SEASONALITY IN KANKONDO VILLAGE
Drawn on ground with chalk. 29.10.93

DISEASE OCCURRENCE

I_ F M A M J J A S O N D

Dysentery : : : : : : : : : : :

rB~ ~ _ _-. . .. .. _. .. _**** 

Headaches . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . .

Backache :. .. _ . . _

Scabies.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .

Body pain. . . . . . . . . . . .

Cough . . . . . . . .

Sore eyes. . . . . . . . .. . . 1

Malaria . ... .. _ L

AIDS . . . . . . _ . . _ _
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SEASONAL INCOME AND EXPENDrTURE IN SAMFYA
Cash income in Saeta for men b darved prncipay &iam fishun, with ma ales s a back up acivity. lb¢ 11gw
beow aoulins tho utvst of a fow rouW with tlua men who repreted their estimation of seasonal variation in
cash income f*ot fishing, sales of maizn and to pttearn of expediitme as follows:

TABLE . Seasonal lvelihood analysis carded out at ICasowf illagep SaWya, by thfee MEN (matrix, fee i scorn,
using bean sEeds on thne pgruam).

months F M A M I I A S 0 N D

Fub3ing . 8 .18 t 12 . 1S S t2 12 16 1$ 8
I . . . - . - - - _. _. - - - - ........ -, - -

Maize - . . . . 4 [4 7 5

| qendit-re ,. 5 4 3 4 4 . 4 4 4 4 410

Pithin 3is the no I activity in term of sh iwome for men and i sdone thrughout the year. Te peal peraos are
Match sad Ap and Augut to November. Utle it6shing Is doiw in Maya June and July becaut i 1ihgo i -- ;
Mhatch ga us* 90 c . idin segoAn os 141i of erpendW tr

.e ltQe put ofs teyer catin over i ien Janap wtUeires aflihmte la'e fcoi~eet a ob s~to3 fep,... n.:

tAi easona 'ivelihd acyss wi R i of at the Sonure andx * perO isa4A d noi:.

vslc softiroe3s arepeete in an orer roifrs tolst,wt ber. .rwn :o th :otiptn

*:== _

mouthm thP M f S ~ 

* heerlr.in w 0 pl i r 1 1^ 1X bee b '6't i 

A ei; mel =: 5 5# 4 46 6 " ''7 ; 9 U 4 ' 16

_~- -] - 0''- -, - tr i,., - 2 ..................... , 

,- -- - - -1. -

Dnw 1 t 3. - Y ..|lkw...... MY .. 5 

'gm ~. - - - - - - - -....... .... i 1....

-- A =0 <' = m 

14Seasonal patterns in incomes and expendihtes in Samfya
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Owo eonnoa of farm produ eeps te vl of cash penditure low for moat of e year. ltee is alo a batter
system In the area wih peel exchanging farm produce for soap, ak d cloteW with uaders. HIgh point for cash

:.pendituc ao November, December and lanuary. This is the high point for buying farm iputs, paying for chool
AM and unifors".

Pea expeadiue (eash) on bth food d sfchool fe(s and uniforms come at the am time- lanuary and Febmray.
J*ose Whse fod socks have ma out nd who cat afford to buy food engp in piecework (fa1m labour). Key
:nCm genatlg activIties (aside from the prcipal faing activities) include ber bewWg (women), making and

"seg oed mats (principally womez chrca buimen), ve le gowing, honey coDecting, an vadous kd s
- l't'm mad4 for sale. t7y eson gardentg Is an ipont activity (ot wmen as it can provide income at

.~ts ta.ins in ile year. A focus grp of men listed caonl as thl most fi oant' of the cash cra as ht was seena.a.
h:b et eainer. -t hias tedisA evantag, hower, of. drawing off labour in the period when it is moat nedd for
.'d ea The men teefreted that te growing of this crop bringt hunger becau it mnakes one neglect the

: g of food crops so t one would have to depend on buying food the following year (annex 4, outu V )W A:
-ocus p:o~pof seven women discussed a range of crops that they gow for cash sales as incoe generating activity
aiO thebanks of oc ivera dudrig the dry seas. Thes include groundut, rape, cabbage, konkoa t s
eaerae.baaasad toibacco.. T,obacco is th most profhtable - cotton aifes.from th disadvantage of hea!y. 
l.bour demand d,r1ng the lit season identified by the men. Dty season acdviis cmt be especially . .al.ble. .
tw. , rill itey cea a point whe thee is a low oppononiy cost fa labour, and secondly they a.:
espeallyvalubleif i PMrovi10 orfod at we" poits in e yar eample 

15. Seasonal patterns of income and expenditues in two rual field sites.

Materi from some of the field sites on seasonal patterns of income and expenditure is summansed in
boxes 14 and 15. The striling points of consistency are a peak in expenditures in the months between
November and January where investment in agricultual inputs for maize production combine with the
peak period for paying school fees and other related expenses, Christmas celebrations, and in some
field stes a necessity to purchase food when household stocks mn low. The increased expenditure is
reflected in some areas in an increased income - most notably in beer brewing which enjoys a peak in
the Chistmas sesn, representing expenditure for men and, principally, income for women.
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(iv) Workload

In all of the rural communities dhe period of peak labour demand in fanning coincides with the low
point for food docks, and thc peak point for malaria which is judged to be the most serious health
hazard in most communities. In Jumbe villagers noted that women have the heavier all-round labour
burden, with April and November being particularly difficult points as these are peak months for
planting and harvesting. In this area women alone do the barvesting and carrying of the crop home by
headload, while most other agricultual tasks are shared. The stress on women is exacerbated hser, as
in all other field sites by the constant al-year round workdoad of domestic tasks - cooking; fetching
water; fetching fuelwood; collecting foodstuffs from the bush; childcare.

The nature of the labour burden for women - its reletlness nature and the particular points of stress -

ars cleady illustad by the following exercise which was arried out in Simanansa, which illustrates
both seasonal variation, and a contrast between two groups of women, in terms of the average pattem
of the daily workoad.

An analysis of the daily wor*load of marred women and widows

The charts below were drawn by 12 women majonty of whom were widows. They suggested that they
should do the work in the absence of the facilibttor because according to them that would help them to
work better.

They also suggested that widows should do a different chart because after discussions they noted that
there were major differences between them and the married women which they felt should come out.

These daily activity charts show women's work pattern in the dry season and rainy season.

Group 1 - Widows

DRY SEASON

* They start the day around 4 am., sweep the house and the surroundings. At 5 a&m. they go to
draw water up to around 7:00 hours. During this time of the year water is a problem that is
why they wake up so eary to go and queu up for water.

- In certin instances water finishes hence they wait until water collects in the well.

Because of all these problems it takes about 2 hours to be abe to get water. When they get back they
prepare breakfast (Nstima or porridge) and eat. At about 8:00 hours they go to the field to clear their
fields in readiness for the rainy season. This involves ctting shrubs, burning or cutting of trees if they
are preparing a new field. They come back around eleven hours to go and draw water again because in
the morming they only manage to get a bit for use that time and it finishes and usualy they are on their
own (no elderly daughter to help them) hence do only One trip. Then they prepare food and from 12-
13 they have their lunch and rest.

In the afternoon from 13:00 hours they start pounding samp to be eaten in the evening. After that they
go to collect firewood and from there they go to their vegetable gardens to water or weed the
vegetables. This firewood is collected everyday for stock-piling in readiness for the rainy season.
Around 16:00 hours they start preparing evening meals and eat up to 17:00 hours when they make
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Cbibwantu a Tonga traditional sweet beer. From 19:00 hours they rest and chat. Usually they review
the day's events or tell tales until approximately 20:00 hours when they retire to go to bed.

RAINY SEASON

Duting this period the waking up time is adjusted from 4 am of the dry seasn to 3 am. Not only do
they adjust the rising up time but they do away with some of the activities like sweeping and going to
the well and having breakfast.

The rise early because there is too much work e.g. ploughing, planting or weeding of all the fields. To
be able to do reasonable amount of work they have to rise up early because it is advisable to start work
long before sunrise as it becomes hot after sunise and less work is done.

Women ae expected to work as hard as the men even though they have extra work. From 3 a.m to
13:00 hours they take few minutes break to drink Chiwantu (traditional sweet beer) to retain energy
(and this is done in turns i.e. while husband takes Chibwantu, wife continues with farm work) - where
one has husband. They have lunch for not more than 30 minutes and rest. This is so because there is
so much work that resting is a waste of time. From 13:30 to 14:00 hours they go to draw water.
Since it is rainy season water is readily available hence they take less time.

After lunch men usually rest till the following day. They go visiting or go to drink beer. Women on
the other hand go back to field work. They work in groundnut fields and after that go to the sweet-
potato fields. Traditionally these crops are known as women's crops hence only women should grow
them.

Later, they go back home to prepare evening meals. They pound Musozya, cook, clean plates used at
lunch and then have their meal. After that, they stat preparng Cbibwantu for the followig day. It
takes long because they have to pound and prepare meal for the Cbibwantu. Usually the sleep quite
late due to too much work. And they only have a few hours of rest, the following day they are up
early (03:00 hrs).
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DAILY ACTIVITY CHART FOR WOMEN (WIDOWS)
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In fact most widows do not have cattle hence they plough using hand and hoe. This lead to them being
unable to cultivate high fields. In rainy season there is no gardening of vegetables because there is too
much work, relish is readily available and for those who can manage, they have gardens but rainy
water is adequate hence no need for them to do the watering.
(see over page for visual depiction of the widows' workload).

Group 2- Married Women

DRY SEASON CHART

- These married women start the day around 06:00 hours by first sweeping their houses and
surroundings.

- The next thing she does is go to draw water from the well or from a well further away from
their village as some well do not have enough water in the dry season.

- By 07:00 hours they normally come back to give their children baths as well as prepare food
for them and eating.

- After eating they go to the fields to clear the shrubs and bushes and to burn these up. The
spend not less than 2 hours in the field.

- Straight from the fields they go to thei. gardens to water. Sometimes they go home to drink
'Chibwantu' (a local brew) and then go to the gardens.

- By 12:00 hours they will have finished watering their gardens and will have returned home to
have their lunch for one hour. While they eat they also rest.

- They begin preparing food for the following day around 13:00 hours. These activities include
pounding maize, grinding mealie-meal (if need be) or makdng mealie rice for 'Chibwantu' and
preparing 'Chibwantu'. These activities will take them up to 17:00 hours.

- After 17:00 hours they begin preparing the evening meal which will be ready by 19:00 hours.
19:00 hours they eat their meal and rest
After eating they stay wake to chat and relax.

- By 23:00 hours they retire to bed. This is the major resting period.

RAINY SEASON DAY CHART

During the rainy season women wake up very early in the moming around 4 am.
Immediately they jump out of bed, they tush out to go and put a pot of samp on the fire they
light.
Immediately after putting this pot on the fire they go to the fields where they will plough or do
the suitable activity in the field at the time they are in the fields up to 12:00 hours.
At 12:00 hours they go back home to have their lunch and rest.

- In the afternoon at 13:00 hours they leave for the fields again. This is mainly the time when
the women go to their groundnut fields to weed or sweet potato fields. These are said to be
women's crops so tmen do not accompany them to weed groundauts. They work in these fields
up to 16:00 hours.

- At 16:00 hours they return home to go and pick buckets to fetch water.
- Then comes a very busy and tiring time when the women prepare themselves for the following

day. This is the time they pound maize into samp, grind maize into mealie grins for
'Chibwantu' and fetching firewood for use and stock-piling. The women feel this work is
nearly as strenuous as work in the fields. They wind up these activities by preparing the
evening meal which will be ready by 18:00 hours.

- During the meal they rest also
- After the meal they finish up their preparations for the next day and rest while chatting up to

about 22:00 hours.
- From 22:00 hours onwards this is the major resting time when they retire to bed.
(see over page for depictions of the married women of their daily workload by season)
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DAILY ACTIVITY CHART FOR WOMEN
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General concdurons made by both groups of women

During the dry season women have a bit of room to do some economic activities like, making woolens,
making baskets, making fritters for sale and selling salt.

These activities are generally affected during the rainy season because of the worldoad. They can
sometimes afford to spare time on such activities around April when they hanrested their crops.

In the dry season, however, women wake up slightly later on Saturdays or Sundays because they go to
pray, SDA (Seventh Day Adventists pray on Saturday while the rest go on Sunday).

Duing very busy penods in the rainy season the women cannot afford time to go and prepare Nsiua at
home so they just eat samp. A few eat unpounded maize due to time limit. In the rainy season
gardens are not attended to because there is enough rain-water and they are too busy in the fields.

The women feel they are always overloaded with work.

By comparing the two charts we can draw the folowing conclusions: The workload patterns of the two
groups of women (widows and married women) are generally fairly similar - with the single exception
that the widows get less sleep - they rise earlier in both seasons, reflecting a greater level of stress and
dependency on their labour alone for suvival. However, both sets of women end up working very
long days (14-16.5 hrs for the widows, 12-14 hrs for the married women).

Most of the sites do not have an all-year round water source within the community itself In
Syampande the dry season water source is 9km away from the village. Between the months of July to
November women are generally getting up at around 3.00 in the morning to fetch water. As catte
husbandry is very important in this community there is also a significant secondary effect of the distant
dry season water source. Most households send two young boys away from the village to care for
cattle at the dry season watering site. This means that they tend to miss nearly half of the school year.
The distance (and quality) of the dry season water source was also listed among the key problems faced
by the community in Jumbe and Simanansa (see above). In Luwingu the recent digging of an all-year
round well was listed as a major benefit brought to the village in recent years, and Samfya and Senanga
were not far from dry-season water sources. Nonetheless, women in a focus group in Samfya identified
water access as their most severe problem because the location of the local wells is at the bottom of a
steep slope which pregnant women and those carrying small children find it very difficult to negotiate
with a load of water.

A major problem in many parts of Africa - increasing scarcity of fuelwood - does not yet seem to be
impacting on women in terms of increasing time spent looking for fuel. This can be taken as
illustrative of the fact that, for all the problems that these communities face, issues of environmental
degradation are not yet as pressing as in many other regions of Africa.

(v) General Conclusions on Seasonality and Poverty

While the details of the annual cycle and the way it impacts on the welfare of local populations are
highly locally specific and variable, there are nonetheless some broad general conclusions that emerge
from the above. These are frsty that there is a perod of general stress which occurs between
November and February in most communities when severe problems of health (malaria), food supply,
and heavy expenditure demands (school fees and related costs, purchasing emergency stocks of food,
festivals, health fees) combine with the period of maximum labour demand in farming. As labour is
the key input to success in farming systems which have a relatively low level of differentiation in terms
of capital inputs (because there is no market in land in these communities) the poor health status of
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communities in this period is a major issue in terms of their productive capacity. Secondly, the stress
periods for men and women do not necessarily coincide - and that the butden of labour is always
considerably greater for women than for men. A particular variable which underlines this difference is
the location and quality of the nearest dry season water source. If this is distant it places massive extra
stress on women in a period when in most communities they would be hoping to focus on income-
generating activities with the time released from the demands of farming.

2.2.2. Inter-Annual Variation: Coping with the Drought

The experiences of the various communities in the 1992 drought provide insights into the reactions,
experiences, and effectiveness of survival strategies and 'safety nets' (both informal and informal) that
come into play in response to a 'shock' that impacts both at the level of the community as a whole, and
on individuals and households.

Boxes 16 and 17 provide sone examples of exercises carried out to determine the most common
survival strategies employed by households to cope with the effects of the drought. Broadly speakng
these categories fit into the following categories:

* 'piecework' - i.e. seeldng wage labour. Genedly this takes place on the fiams of other
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17Survival strategies in rural communities during the 1991/2 drought (contd.)

households (who have conserved food stocks) and is paid for in food. In some cases the same
terminology is used to refer to households who have members leave to seek cash employment.
In the fonner case it contributes to a continuing relationship of dependency as the household
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COMO4Q WTH TUBE DROUGHT
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16Survival strategies in nual communities during the 1991/2 drought

receiving labour is likely to realise a food surplus, while the household sending labour out in
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the citical months of the farming season obviously runs a higher risk of needing to engage in
piecework again the following year when stocks run low.

* sale of assets: predominantly this refers to animals - cattle, goats, chickens etc. Areas with
large stocks of animal holdings (such as Syampande) can clearly withstand a drought better
than areas that do not. If the animal stocks are genuinely decimated however (and there is no
evidence of this happening due to the drought) it can have a serious effect on the production
system as cattle holdings play a major role in food production, providing manure and taction.
Farm implements and other assets were also sold in many instances.

* food aid: the perceived effectiveness of food aid varied between different communities. It
seems to have been highly effective in Sianansa (Southern Region) and much less effective in
Senanga in isolated Western Region, where villagers were highly critical of the operation of
the system. The overall impression from this research, however, confirms the comraon
understanding that the official 'safety net' functioned well under the circumstances. The
guidelines for food distribution stressed that food should be distributed to the destitute and
highly vulnerable (specifically those unable to carry out labouring jobs) without them having to
engage in 'food-for-work' activities. Again this appears to have worked in the rwual
communities with the exception of Senanga in Western Region - where there was considerable
anger that this practice was not followed, and where the food distribution seems to have been
on a smaller scale than elsewhere.

* 'famine foods': a variety of types of foodstuff which are either not normally consumed (such
as roots and leaves foraged from the bush), or are not normally seen as critical to the basic
diet (such as mangoes) come to have considerable significance during periods of shortage. The
stress place by villagers in Senanga and Luwingu on the importance of mangoes (which fruit
during the period of maximum stress on food security from December to April) suggests that
horticultural or agro4forestry extension on fruit tree propagation can assist in ensuring that
local resources are robust enough to cope with periods of stress. Meanwhile the importance of
foraged foods underlines the significance of resources found in forest and bush fallow areas for
sustaining local livelihoods, especially in crisis periods. By extension, we can also see that
these resources, which do not depend on the capacity of an individual or household to control
productive resources (land, plough-teams, fertilizer, hired labour etc.) are of greater
significance for poor households that are likely to experience situations of scarcity of
conventional foodstuffs far more often, and for longer periods, than the households with higher
levels of production and cash income.

* "begging'/gifts to relatives: cited in all field sites as a survival strategy, this response also
indicates the functioning of the community and kinship based systems of support for the
vulnerable. In a relatively rapid exer:ise such as this it is not possible to quantify the ldnds of
transfers involved, or identify with precision those who are likely to fall outside of the
operation of these support mechanisms. Time and again, however, in local definitions of
poverty and vulnerability people stressed that the most vulnerable in a community were those
who lacked labour within the household unit, and lacked living close relatives to assist them
(not necessarily within the household - transfers from children living elsewhere can also be
important). The correlations of extreme vulnerability were widowhood (or divorced status for
women), age, disability, and childlessness.

2.2.3. Long-Temn Trends in Rural Areas

In aU of the field sites the teams questioned local communities about the significant long-term trends
that they had experienced and those trends which were currently impacting on their lives. The 'menu'
of issues was left relatively open to allow perceptions and priorities to emerge from the local
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participants themselves. Researc methods included semi-structured interviews and one PRA 'tool', the
'time-line' which is dosiped to access a local pespective aon key events in the life of a coummuity,
family or individual (see boxes 18 & 19). Results from the field sites showed a degroe of consistency in
some key ues, while other issues (such as proceses of environmental degradatin) were predictably
highly van"e between different commuities and zones. We have dmmarsd below the matetial
from the rusl field sites, prior to analysing what can be learned by comparing material from the
different commities.

INFORMATION ON LONGIMW 7RENDS FROM RURAL FIELD SIZES:

* SBNANGA

The presence of SWAPO in the area had moilded people's lives in that they used to buy local
produce 'at any price'. Hence people made relatively high incomes from selling beer.
Clothing was also not much of a problem became they could barter chickens for clothes. But
since SWAPO left the area in 1990, people's lives have gone back to 'normal' - People cannot
brew more beer at any given time - for lack of a markeL

'The rie growing progrnm is quite new in the area, which is isolated and not accusomed to
cash-crp extension. The fmation of cooperatives which has come with the nce growing
scheme is also new to the area.

there has been no change in the soil fertility that people are aware of. People do not use
cheical felisers. No-one owns catle in the village. As a result many farmers do not
cultivate maie, and people rely instead on a system of hoe-based shifting cultivation
(Ohitemen) for cassava and millet which involves cutting down small trees, but not ploughing.
Those who own cattle in other villages are generally people who have worked sway in urban
areas.

* SIMANANSA

The villagrs have observed the followig trends which are profoundly affecting their livelihoods at
present:

Tem of trd - interest charges an fertiliser loans are seen as excessive. There has been a
major rise in the cost of inputs for maize farming, while the maize price remains controlled
(local farmer's views).

Soil has been losng its fertility over the yeams necessitating the increasing use of fertiliser.

Charcoa production - a new activity - is starting to have an impact on the wood resources
available in the area.

* SYAMPANDE

- Changes over time X liveihood - According to local people the cost of lving has become
higher. Thigs seen as getting wore from around 1989. The local people tend to conceive of
the market as revolving around the ease of selling cattle - and the degree to which the sale of
an animal could meet domestic needs (see box 2.) This is seen as having become more risky
due to increased tanwport costs and delayed payments.
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Prior to the coming to power of the present government, things were not found in shops but
now "things are there but at unaffordsale rates".

2he maize marketing policy is negatively viewed - the govenment is seen as practicing a free
market policy but controlling maize prices. Input costs are high compared to the sale revenues
of the produce as a result. In addition, people complained of losing money in transporting
produce (maie) to depots inm ost cases only to be told there is no money to buy and having to
transport the maize back. Thus people are seeing no incentive in growing maize and they
would rather concentrate on growing cotton as a cash crop and not maize (see box .. for the
view of one household's menbers on changes over time in Syampande).

Solk - Along rver valleys and LAke Karba shores, there is seasonal deposition of humus (up
to neck high) where people grow crops every year and they say there is no need for fertiliser.
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18. Changes in Syampande

On the uplands they say they need fertiliser to increase yields, though the soil is not
necessarily poor.

Informants indicated that part of the reason for the increasing severity of the wiater problem is
the increasing numbers of cattle in the area. The increase in cattle was put down to people a)
having been in formal employment, b) growing cotton and buying animals with the money
realised, and c) Masyambwe - 'using traditional medicines to become wealthy'. Another group
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mentioned sale of fish and tobawco as ma by which people bad accumulated the money to
buy cattle.

* JUMBE

A variety of focus group interviews elicited the following local pesceptions of key directions of change
in local communities:

EnvironmeItal Trenids
- Soil deSadation - The quality of the soil has become poor over the years and requires the use

of fertliser which is not available because of the withdrawal of fertiliser loans due to the
inability of the people to repay the loans.

- The long term use of feridiser has contributed to the degradation of the soil and manure cannot
be used as a substitute to any substantial degree because of lack of cattle. Chicken manure,
however, is used on small portions of lands i.e. gardens.

- Rains - the rain patterm has changed over time. There is too much rain at times in an
increasingly iregular pattern This washes away the good top soil, and pat of the good land is
being erded away by excess water m the nvers.

Trees bunt to act as manure or fertilizer contribute also to the degradation of soil because this
pratice leads to the soil being easily washed away.

Mak tnds
Terms of trade - Less maize is being produced because of poor producer prices and late
payments. This leads to hunger because most of them have resorted to growing non-food
crops such as cotton and tobacco.

- Market - Because of these problems people are resorting to barter system within the local
community/area.

- Availability of fertiliser - Fertiliser loans are not readily available because from past expeience
rcovery of loans has been difficult.

- Some of the farmers do not want to take a risk because they are afraid of defaulting in
payments - becaus of crop failure due to floods.

- The price of fertiliser is beyond the mean of nal avemrg farmer.

* NGOs and local institutions: the NGOs willing and able to provide fertiliser can only do so if
people form Coopezatives wuhich have been formed but collapsed due to misutderstandings and
mismanagement of funds.

Old people indicated that out-migration had considerably reduced the population of some
villages in the area over a long time-frame (output 9).
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SAMFYA
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l90ne man's view of change in Samfya
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In Sam1ya a time-line exercise with a local man (box 19) produced the following pnncipal observations:
that manize frming had beeo introduced by govemment extensio campaigns; that those farmes who
had reaned some csava were m secure that those who only grew maize as cassava is more
drought resistant, and farmers who gow cassava are less vulnerable to deteriorations in the terms of
trade (ioput pnces as against the maize pnce paid to the fanmer).

Villagers confirmed that in order to improve food security there is an increasing tendency to cultivate
cassava, which provides tubers throughout the year. The high cost of fertilisers, high interest on loans,
and high preproduction expenses are also making cassava more popular than maize.

LUWINGU

The main trend seen as negatively impacting on local producers was the deterioration of profit margins
for maize growers, seen as being due to rising input prices combined with a stagnant producer price for
maize. A particular cause of concern was the 10 per cent deposit required to obtain fertiliser.
Combined with costs of bags and transportation this was seen as increasingly limiting access to
feiiliser.

SUMMARY OF INFORMA7ON ON LONG-7ERM 7R?NDS
In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn from the material gathered in the PPA concerning
trends in rural areas:

market-gends

There was a considerable amount of negative commentary concerning govenmmental policy in
agricultual mrnketing, covering not only the recent changes in the marketing system for maize, but
also the long history of goverment involvement in this sphere. In only one site was this not an issue.
This was Kankondo vilage Senanga in Westem Region where a high degree of physical isolation has
meant that the community was never subjected to the intensive state-led campaigns to encourage
production of hybrid maize (as opposed to other staples) which occurred in most of Zambia in the
1960s and 70s. Not only did the villagers of Kankondo not grow much maize, but there is also very
little use of fertilisers, so there was a low level of awareness about changes in input prices.

In all of the other rral field sites there was a perceived deteroration in market conditions for maite
production. There is a widespread perception (articulated in the five rual field sites where this was an
issue) that the government is still controlling the producer price while liberalising the costs of inputs.2>/
Other issues raised in relation to maize marketing included:

* a tendency for maize depots to have insufficient funds to buy - therefore producers
lose money transporting produce for which there is no market (Syampande)

2,/Government agencies, of course, argue that this is not the case. The figure of 5,000 Kwacha which
is perceived in rural areas as a 'controlled maize price' is merely the price that government agencies
can pay - there is not form of control on any other body offering a higher price. In practice there is
insufficient capacity in private sector marketing in most regions of the country for this to have a
significant impact. Therefore the understanding local farmers have of the situation remains what they
see and experience - that government supplies inputs and purchases produce, and therefore controls the
level of prices at all stages of the production process.
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* the issuing of promissory notes by government agencies for maime - this year it wil
take six months after delivery of maue to get payment (wbich will squeeze farme in
terms of having the resources to invest in the following year's production)
(Snaawwa)

* farmers noted the unfairness of the fact that they are charged high rates of interest on
fertiliser loans while they receive no interest from the goverment when there is late
payment (through promissory notes) for their crop (Simanansa)

* interest Obarges on fertliser loans seen as too high (Sinanansa)

* absence of private companies capable of carrying out effective maize marketing
operations ($yampande)

* lack of avaiability of credit for fertiliser (Jumbe)

* late delivety of frtiliser (Saj3a, Sinanansa)

* lack of local instiutions capable of managing input delivery credit systems which
NGOs could provide (Jumbe)

* high level of costs of access to fertiliser credit - 10 percent deposit, plus tansport and
storage bag charges (Luwinga, Sanml5a).

Among the conseque_ that were listed as a result of the problems with maize marlceting were:

1) Switching crops: A substantial trend away from growing maize for either own
consumption or cash income was listed in the following instances:

S Si _anans general move away from investing in Maize towards other crops,
especially for cash income. Crops that were specified were cotton and sunflower,
which according to local farmers do not need fertiliser, and for which marketing
systems were seen as more effective.26/

* Syampande: farmers reported a recent tendency towards growing cotton as a cash crop
becase of the problems with maie marketing over the last year.

* Jumbe: a tendency reported towards producing less maie and more non-food cash
caops such as cotton and tobacco (seen as weakening the food security base of the
local communities).

* Samfya a tendency to revert to the original crops of the area (cassava and finger
millet) to protect against both negative market trends in relation to maize, and against
drought, as these crops are more drought-resistant.

2) barter systems: An increasing resort to barter systems of exchange as a result of the
increasing breakdown of the state run system of maize marketing was reported in
Jumbe.

2Mwhe perception of fertiliser requirements for different field site can be expected to vary according to
two fctors: firstly, the level of cattle holdings in the area, and therefore manure supply; secondly, the
availability of high quality land which has been fallowed for a long period. In relation to both factors
Simana i relatively well endowed.
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3) Increasing significance of off-farm income-generating activities. In Sinmaa
villagers reported increasing scarcity of certain types of tree due to growing charcoal
production to gain cash income.

in addition to the widespread complaints about recent policy changes in maize marketing, there was
also a certain amount of commentary about the whole history of maize production. As box 19
illustrates, the whole system of production of hybrid maize was laely a result of government
intervention during the 1970s. The goverment sought to promote maize farming to ensure a
widespread extension of a commodity-based production system in the rural area, and to ensure low-cost
supplies of staple foods for urban populations. In some instances informants (especially older
infotmants) in areas where maize was not traditionally the predominant staple (such as Samfya, in
Luapula Province) expressed a certain distrust of the whole system of maize production - the
commonest complaint being #Ie high level of vulnerability of hybrid maize to drought. This perception
reinforces the material ptesented on the issue of seasonal and inter-annual vulnerability in terms of food
security presented in sections 2.2.1.1. and 2.2.1.2 above. The evidence from this study supports the
general contention that growig a wide spread of crops i terms of both food supply (local maie,
cassva, milet and sorghum), and cash income (hybrid maize, cotton, sunflower, tobacco etc.)27/
reducs the vulnerability of populations to both environmental and market-based shocks (such as rises in
the ferdiser price) and reduces the seasonal dimension of vulnerability as well.

Env,nmental Trends

There was a consciousness of processes of environmental degradation as a significant issue in three of
the field sites. As would be expected the detail of this varied considerably from one site to another.
Declining soil fertility, requiing increasing use of fertiliser was listed as a dimension of long-tem
change in Jumbe and Simanansa In Syampande increasing problems of access to water for animals
was linked by a focus group of local farmers to increasing size of livestock holdings in the area.
Although the drought had impacted on all communities, there was also a perspective offered from
Jumbe of an underlying change in the rainfall pattemn, consisting of increasing inregularity. This
involved not only increasing vulnerability to drought but also a tendency towards short bursts of heavy
rain which wash away topsoil (although it was also noted that deforestation could lead to the same
effect by increasing vulnerability to soil erosion). In Jumbe villagers also reported diminishing
fuelwood resources exacerbating the labour burden of women.

There are interactions between some of the market based trends, and environmental trends in some
areas. For example, where declining soil fertility gives added advantage to farmers who can use
fertdiser, rising fertliser prices may have more severe impacts on the poor than in areas where food
farming systems which do not rely on fertiliser are still viable. The general policy implications of these
issues are discussed in section 3.1 below.

2.2.4. Survival Strategies in Rural Areas

Broadly, most of the coping strategies employed by communities, individuals and households in the face
of various kinds of long and short-term difficulties in sustaining their livelihoods have been dealt with
above in examining the views in local communities of the seasonal dimension of poverty, and the

1jrThe division between crops for own consumption and cash crops is of course not absolute: in many
cases local farmers sell on the local market crops such as local maize and cassava. The idea that these
are not 'marketable' crops has probably been reinforced by the tendency to over-emphasise the state's
role in agricultural marketing.
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experience of the 1991/2 drought. Some of the principal survival strategies which have already been
listed are:

* 'piecework'
* sale of assets (especially animals)
* use of altemativo foodstuffs (eg. foraged ftom the bush)
* making increased use of common property or open access resources (for example

communities where fishing is part of the livelihood system, poorer households can
tum to this if unable to farm effectively)

* 'begging'r'elying on relatives'.
* changing to drought resistant crops, or crops wbich reduce seasonal vulnerability by

supplying food during the 'lean' periods of the year (eg. cassava)
* changing to crops which have lower production costs.

In addition to these strategies cerain other means were outlined in different communides whereby poor
households could react to situations of diffieulty, or communities could react to problems faced by some
or aU of their members.

In Jumbe focus groups with m- and women outlined a variety of responses at the community level to
situations where particular households are in difficulty. These included mobilising to assist in access to
health care through contributions for medicine and assistance with transport, and construction of houses
for individuals or households which are unable to do this for themselves.

In Syampande - a community where many households bave large holdings of animals - the loan of
bulocks for ploughing teams to poorer households was frequently listed as a form of aid for poorer
households.

2.2.5. Key Vunerabilities of the Rural Poor

In summazy, the outlines of the characteristics associated with the rural poor in local conceptions of
poverty (section 2.1 above) demonstrate many of the characteristics associated with vulnerability at the
household level. These are to a large extent variable by community, but a combination of age,
childlessness and social isolaton (widowhood, divorced status) for women are common to the view in
al field sites.

To these we can add a dynamic dimension derived from the material presented on seasonality above -
women, in particular suffer from a combination of stresses at a particular point in the year (November -
March) at which point the pressures of work, illness (of themselves and within the household -
necessitating increased work in the role of camer); nutrition and food secuity; and low levels of
income combined with high expenditure requirements are all at their peak. There are potentally
cyclical dimensions to this combination - if illness and low levels of nutrition impact on the capacity of
the household to farm, for example, then the results will feed into a situation of material and nutritional
insecurity in the following year.

Vulnerability to drought is dependent on a wide range of factors. Among those which villagers
identified at the level of the community were the following:

* the richness of the natural resource base in terms of offering alternative sources of sustenance
when the conventional material supports for local people are not sufficient (eg. fishing, foraged
foods from the bush)
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* ~ sthe sidbe of the natural resource base in term of soil fertiyit (Ingth of falow rtation,
need for fertiliser)

the level of dependm aln crps which are vulnerable to drught (sucb as hybrid maie), and
which requir heavy lovets of capital inputs, thereby plaing farme in problems of debt in
yearu when the crp falls

* level of access to the fonnal safety net - in this case the food-for-work and mergency feeding
program which opeated in 1991/2 (in some communities the vulneable sem to have been
better povioded for during the drought than under normal conditions - while in Western Region
the relief system appears to have functioned much less well than in most other pars of the
coutry, and paicuarly been largely ineffective for highly vulnable groups)

* the pesence of large asset stocks, especially in the form of animal holdings

At the level of the household, the following facts reduce vulnerability to shocks such as drought, or
the illness of a family member.

* level of holdings of assets (especially stores of value, such as cattle, that can be sold without
weakening the household's capacity to farm in the following year)

* capacity to make ctaims of kin and community members

* level of labour supply within the household (capacity to ngage in 'piecework' durng the
faring season when food stoks are low and maitain a viable labour force for own-account
farming for the household).
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2.3. Perceptions of Services, and Accesg to Services in Rur Aas

A variety of methods were used to investigate local percptions of the quality, usage, access and
relevance of services available to the rural population. The focus of the reseach was on state dalivery
of services, although where non-govemmental service delivery, or informal local institutions, were
relevant factors this was included in the research. In addition to focus group interviewing on these
issues some 'visual' PRA mehods were used, especially Venn or institutional diagramming, in order to
access people's views of the relative importance, relevance and accessibility of different institutions.

2.3.1. Health

Access to health care was seen as a major issue for villagers in all of the ura field sites where this
issue was covered in focus group discusions. The general view was that the fonral healthcare system
was increasingly expeasive, and services were of declining quality. User charges were seen as placing
hospital care increasingly out of reach of the poor in the last five years. One other major problem in
terms of access to hospital care, distance and accessibility due to the dry season condition of the road,
was not seen as having changed substantially.;1/ Two sites had clinics that were closer than the
hospital (though still some fifteen kilometers away in the case of Simanansa) and one community had a
Community Health Worker (Senanga). Villagers observed in these cases that supply of drugs was a
problem (not raised as an issue in relation to hospitals). In four of the six sites villagers voiced a
general complaint concerning the behaviour of staff in all facilities - hospital staff in particular were
perceived as rude and unhelpful. Examples of the results of focus group discussions concerning
different kinds of hospital facility are given in box 20.

An increasing recourse to other forms of treatment outside of the formal health system was indicated in
some discussions (in at least one meeting in four out of six rural field sites) and generally attibuted to
rising costs of formal healthcare. On a more systematic basis, several exercises were carried out where
villagers were asked to outline what would be their sequence of seeking curative care for the rane of
common local illnesses. Examples are presented in boxes 21-23. The principal conclusions thst
emerge from this are:

* the first recourse for treatment for most common diseases in most field sites is home treatnt
(whether by self or by a 'friend' who would not charge for the service)

* that in the more isolated areas, such as Kankondo village in Westen Region, a combination of
lack of access to facilities and low levels of income increase the likelihood that home remedies
will be used - and pursued until it is clear there is no option but to seek formal care

* professional traditional healers are perceived as specialists in certain kinds of diseases - often
those which are seen to have some kind of supematural or magical connotation.

28/Simanansa, for example was 40 kIlometers from the nearest hospital, with a road that is frequently
impassable in the rains. Kankondo village in Senanga is 17 kilometers from the nearest hospital.
Villagers in Syampande reported that to reach the nearest hospital took approximately 'half a day's
walk'.
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20. Pe tions from rural field sites of different levels of health facility
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sEQUWNCE RANKINo MATRix FOR mtEATMENr OF COMMON DISEASBS, jUMBE:

DIS:E .-. clam HoME 'FRIEND- TRADMIONAL
__________ ______ ______ ~~~HEALER

: S .1 .2

T.:'. :

BlJIARZIA. 1 2

-. THA .1 2

'N (K Ide ,paln) I 3 ___ _-.. . . .....

.C.I. WA (oug) 2 3

J 4(W y) 1234

CHOLERA .. t --- ------

; I t:,WPONG ' *2 1 3 4

CHINKUMBEO 2 1 3 4

SLEEPIN SICIESS I
., L kI 1 2. ._ _ _ _ _ ._ ______ . .

jAIDS 1 2

'MPEEK (iscabies)1____ __ _____

" [W (meaIes) 12

ddpagotla: defined as a disease that involves purging but no vomiting - associated with ddinking poor
quat wate in the dry season.
* chinkunbe purging with vomiting, but not cholera.
? chipwanya: skin infection 'like scabies'.

Po almost as diseases the first choice for trutment was either the clinic or the homc (i.e. local herbal remedies). Tne
tditional bealers seemed to score quite low, and yet from other exercises had seemed to be important. So the tern
probed to find aut why TH's were valued. The response was that they were perceived as specialists in particular
diwsases - not generally the most common. The folWowing disease were only taken to ngmgas: madness, fits, 'sinkL.g
of testicles into the abdomen', 'testicles swelling', piles.

21. Sequence ranking for treatment of common diseases, Jumbe (focus group, 14 men, Mpewa
village)
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22. Sequence ranking matrix for common diseases, Kankodo vilage, Senanga.
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DISEASE howe ftinn ttakd healer cliaic

Tboothae 1 2- 3

LOS p.m 
backache - -1 2

IGmawm ~ ~1 12 4 3

suealeg . *3 

So" eyes I 3 2

witer 1~~I 2 4 3--

2 - ~~~~3

Malada I 2 4 3

K~D -1 2

'Tis ~ ~ . 3 2

'VPLANATiON Oc h ROIYMTi AKN
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the OOW4*sh isase wherovael~e so to t4g'aaw 60 eg
* O-akingofmovh~~~~sofain

Kaooa(cancer offite utetu)

23. Sequence ranking matrix for disems treatment, Simnna

2.3.2. Education

Percepttons of the quality of education were variable. Group intemvews in Jumbe and Simmanas
revealed negatve views of the quality of teaching, and of supervision of teachers (complants of
teacher arriving dnmk at school). In the other sites no disatsfaction was voiced about the
performance of teachers, but the level of cost of schooling was, not surpisingly, cited as a barrier to
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access for education of the poorest (not only school fees, but also the PTA fund, 'building fees' (most
primary schools are constructed by communities), books, uniforms and examination fees. Access to
secondary school was seen as beyond the reach of most of the community in Simanansa, due to basic
school fees of 5,000 Kwacha per term.

While education generally was valued, in one community, Syampande, the emphasis on education was
markedly less than in the others. In focus groups with men and women it was agreed that most people
would rather pull their children out of school and 'let them get married or raise cattle'. Two specific
factors bear on the low value put on education - and both relate to cattle, which, as noted above, are
central to the conception of wealth and well-being in Tonga society. Firstly, the education of girls is
seen as a waste. Marriage is valued as a source of wealth through the payment of bridewealth cattle
(the minimum payment in the region comprises 5 young females and one bull - but more may be
given). Most families pull their girls out of school after grade 4. Not only is it seen as wasteful to
continue, but there is also a fear that bridewealth payments will diminish for an educated girl.
Meanwhile, young boys from many households are dispatched to spend the dry season with the family's
cattle at a transhumance site over 15 kilometers from the village - which interrupts their schooling for
over half the school year (June-November). There also appears to be a general value, or fear, that
educated children will cease to respect their parents - and denigrate their way of life.

2.3.3. Agricultural Extension
In general terms focus group discussions produced a strikingly negative view of agricultural extension
services. The view of women from Jumbe represented in the institutional diagram below (box 24) was
indicative. In Simanansa villagers viewed agricultural extension services as basically non-existent. In
general, not only was agricultural extensions negatively viewed, but it did not rank highly as a priority
- in marked contrast to the issue of agricultural credit.29/ In the cattle owning communities, veterinary
services were valued much more highly than agricultural extension services. In Simanansa, where
'corridor disease' had wiped out around 60 per cent of the cattle (villagers' estimate) access to dip
tanks was a major concern. The publicly run dip-tanks were no longer functioning due to a lack of
drugs. There are private dip tanks but these were considered beyond all but the richest villagers as
they were charging K700 per cow.

2.3.4 Rural Water Supply
Water supply consistently ranked as a high priority with rural communities (see section 2.5.1 below).
Women tended to place water as a higher priority than men - reflecting their role in domestic water
provisioning. The cross-sectoral benefits of improved water supply were also spelled out in many of the
focus group discussions related to the labour burden of women and on health issues. Generally
speaking, however, the communities had not had recent contact with government institutions on this
issue.

2.3.5. Credit
Agricultural credit was available to some farmers in all regions through specific institutional structures.
Access for poorer farmers was impeded by high initial costs (payment of proportion of the loan in
advance, transport fees, costs of storage).30/ In some sites villagers complained of persistent late
delivery. For example, in Simanansa, loans for fertiliser, maize seed and cotton are available from
CUSA (Credit Union and Savings Assocation), Lima Bank, Cooperative Union and Lint Company.
Fertiliser, however, generally arrives late in February and therefore does not serve the required
purpose.

29/see section 2.4 below.

30/In Luwingu, for example, costs of obtaining a loan for fertiliser included a ten percent deposit
(Kl,300 per bag), K300 per bag for transportation to the village, and K200 for the empty bag.
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A Institutional Mannin : a Tool for Assessing Villagers' Perceptions of Key Local Services and
lostitutioDs

In some field sites the PRA method 'ven diagramming' or institutional mapping was used to gain a
holistic picture of how local people viewed the role of different local institutions. In Jumbe focus
group of 17 women prepared an institutional diagram outining their view of the importance and
accessibility of village institutions (see box 24).

.lineab tion of 'he Ven Dianm
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Inascensl and given a negative colour. Not providing the svices they expect, examp set s

,utepastte of te id situation diagram

Following h execise t women wer asked to prepare a diagram th would iustre an 'ia' situaton, TS
:fllowIng poit can be noted: th larges crcle is now for 'water' - indatg tat at prse them AS 

asting hem in relon to the modt pesing problem they face (their Wae swotue ib 9km way in t an
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24. An institutional diagram by village women

Major points that emerged from this were the following:
* Women see water as the predominant problem they face, and at present no institution is

helping them to deal with this. Their dry season water source is 9km away; the water is
contaminated and a health hazard; they cannot draw water at night if someone falls sick.

* The women view the headman very positively for the various functions he fulfills: mediating
with outside institutons and representing the village (he is credited with having brought the
grinding mill to the village); settling conflicts within the community; mobilising assistance for
the needy (asking the community to build a hut for someone who cannot do it themselves,
mobilising contributions and transport to arrange treatment for someone who is sick);
allocating village lands to newcomers.

* The traditional healer is viewed as accessible and belpful - while hospital treatment is not.
* The women expressed concern with the standards of education at the local school, as well as

rising costs.
* The extension service was viewed as completely failing to meet any of the women's needs.
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INSTMMONAL DIAGRAM - MPEWA VILLAGE. EASTERN PROVINCE, 28.9.93
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On the issue of 'ranking' of pniorities, it is worth noting that the vetn diagram exercise reproduced
above (see box 24) clearly idicated that the issue of water supply was ranked as a much more senous
problem from the women's perspective. The provision of grinding mills emeged as a major concern
for both men and women - with the pnncipal concern of the men being to free up women's labour for
agricultural production. The other main concerns included food security, access to inputs, access to
mrnkets, and trasport. The chart makes it clear that in most spheres the vilagers recognise that in
ovecoming these obstacles actions at the community and household level are indispensable - but that
there are a range of actions for which outside agency involvement woud be needed. Among the key
'recommendations' which emerged for appropiate poverty alleviation action are the foUowing:

* food secuty: establishment of emergency stocks where villagers can obtain supplies in times
of need; improved provision of fertliliser loans (villagers recognised that community level
institutions would be needed to facilitate this).

* rhelthca. provision of community health workers; improve the road to improve access to the
hospital, especially in the rainy season improve supply of medicines to hospitals and clinics
(villagers did not object to consultation fees - but objected to paying fees for services when the
supply of medicine is not reliable); promote seminars for traditional healers so that they can
improve their skills.

* water su_nlv: community contribution seen as providing labour for digging weUs, and
contributions for maintenance; technical advice and assistance with materials needed from
outside agencies.

SYAPAADE

A focus group of seven village men listed the main problems faced by the villagers as follows:

1) 'Water problem'
2) Lack of a grinding mill in the locality
3) lack of hospital in the locality
4) poor quality of the main road
5) hunger

Me water problem was seen in terms of a need for a dam (animals) and a borehole for domestic water.
Various dimensions of the water problem are oudined in box 25.

Another concern which featured heavily in this community was that of the lack of grinding mills.
There are some hand-driven mills but these are not favoured because: they tend to break; dtey do not
grind meal fine enough. There is a need for accessible grnding mills because it would both lessen the
labour burden of women, and it would also reduce wastage and thus make food last longer.

There was also a constant emphasis on the very poor condition of the road to the Syampande area.
Local people attribute the lack of many facilities to the fact that the road is impassable for much of the
year and for certain kinds of vehicles. The villagers also linked the poor quality of the road to issues
of access to markets - both for sale of their own produce and for buying other commodities (including
meaie meal - the time of grain shortage coincides with the rains and problems with the road).

The lack of access to formal medical care was also a regular complaint - with the distance to the
nearest hospital (half a day's walk) cited as the reason why it is not used except in emergency cases
(whe transport can be very difficult). As noted in section 2.3 above, the attitude of the hospital staff
to local people was felt to be rude and arrogant.
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.- They ned Ome ot two dam sn lh ae h will bsially at eft peol ad SW imas (Cd and gO,Q ..
beauoe Kribua dam to quite flat, daout 10 mits away.

- 1 ifoe to dig wells as f1aatatd by hatd undeyin twck as t Water tables b vty low .and th one
boh that was sak by dh goverem is cnstanty bel&Wg dowd.

- Curfrenty peoleb are getting walte fles shllow dgotwlsaogterwles lne r alr
Zyikla, dug on ome Ot ofta spAg locally kown as musnu or knsa.

. * . lais water wis aed beween the people and the g and isaquite dirty because at time. dogs swim and die
in tm. Cattle have hou to be driven to the Zambhi from abot lune to the be go t e iny seaton
whon water begins to coltot.

-. .The dug out wells do ot toaly hve enough wawt atd womn bave to.queueforit Sometin t.ey
-quartet bitterly because soewomen tgr lo by-pass asheinL the queue, Women wket ii9 ealyto go an

draw waw and somims takes them hours to fiay come back with water.

:- . -is-water psblem ieanoddone butitwanot asbad asitisnow,;dusto*e incrasinteumeof
-cale as atead more people keep cattl-;

25. The water problem - a focus group of 7 men.

S3IMANA NSA

A variety of exercises were carried out at vatious points in the research in order to ascetain how
different categones of people viewed the mai problems facing local commumties - and the vaious
conbutions that could be made by local people and outside agencies to overcome them.

Problem Randinu 1 - Villa=e Men

A focus group of 18 village men ranked the major problems facing their commumity as follows:
PROBLEM RANM

Clinic I

Hunger 2

Water 3

Dip tank 4

Uvestock/poultry disease 5

Loans 6

Transport 7

Road 8

Basic secondaty school 9

They explained the raning as follows:

The Clinic - Has been given the higher rank to hunger because it was realised that the hunger problem
is not of permanent nature; in good rainfall years the problem is not there while the problem of clinic is
of permanent naure. There is also a big problem of transport to go to Monze for medical services as it
costs about K2000 to and from and if one was to book a vehicle, one would lose about K40,000. The
distance to Monze from the area is about 25 km and the distce to the nearest clinics is about 12-15

knL
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HOWnsr - Food is primary to good health. The hunger situation of the area has got bad over the past
seven years but worse over the past 2 years 91/92 and 92/93 due to the uncertainty of rainfall.

The 'Denkete' disease has also worsened the hunger situation in the area because most of the catde
were wiped away - The implication being that people have to cultivate their fields by hands and they
have few animals to sell to offset the hunger.

Lack of loans is also viewed as a contributing factor to hunger.

Water - There are no rivers in the area and the two dams in the ares are about 3-4 km away in which
water dries up betweea September and October (and around August in drought years). There are also 4
wells but they also dry up about the same time. The problem of underlying stones makes digging of
the wells impossible.

Dip tank - The govemment dip tank is about 3-4 km away and currentdy there is no medicine, whilst
going to private dip tanks one would have to pay about K700 per animal.

Livestock/poultry diseases - There are very few drugs available and those that are available are
unaffordable - costly and yet the disease 'denkete' (corridor disease affecting cattle) does not seem to
finish.

Loans - These are no longer given and when they are given the fertdlisers are delivered late. Around
1987 they had been given loans but because of the poor rains their crops did not do well hence they had
repayment problems so the service has been discontinued - although they claim it was not their fault.

Transport - Services from private transporters are seen as expensive and unreliable. Their concerns are
not only transport for people but also for produce, fertilisets and medicines for livestock.

Road - The present road has a lot of pot holes which cause problems to vehicles and cause a strain
especiafy when one is sick. The bridges on the road are low and need to be raised. The road itself
needs to be raised and widened to avoid big potholes forming dunng the rainy season

Basic secondary school - The distance to Kazungula where there is a basic school is long and hence a
discouraging factor. Villagers also see the fee of KSOOO per child per term as too high for villagers to
afford.

Several of the children who get reasonably high marks do not have places in grade 8 hence end up
doing nothing.

The men then went on to indicate what they thought were appropriate kinds of action that could be
taken at the level of the community - and of the goverment or other outside agencies - to overcome
these difficulties.
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COMMNrITY AND GOVERNMENT ACTION REOUIRED

£QMMUNIII GOVERNMENT/ OUTSIDE AGENCY

- Make bricks, supply Cement, door and door frames,
building labour, bricklayers window glass and window
and carpenters and dig toilets frames, roofing sheets, paint
- labour provision. steel nails and planks.

Hunge..- Sell cattle, charcoal Should give loans at
and grow vegetables to buy affordable prices.
food. Some after selling their
chicken/goats start trading
in *salaula (second hand
clothes). Most people are
still prepared to take part in
the Food for Work.

YJate - Can dig the wells and Cement, chain wind.., and
install the rings and for the bucket and machinery for
dams, they can clear the area the dam
where the dam could be made.

Oe family had sold 10 cattle
and sutk a borehole but they
did not have piping cursing

Di2 tan - They have already Cement iron sheets and
dug the 'Mulindi' and are provide water in form of
prepared to make bricks and a borehole
provide brick layers and put
timber fence.

iestock - Willing to pay for The govemment should sell
vaccines if they are affordable the vaccines at affordable

prices.

Imawl - 'Zamfoot' bicycle Provide bus or tuck
scotch-cart and by lifts

Bo -Pill up pot holes and Provide the grader to widen
mae drains (runouts) the road uplift the road and

bridges and make regulations
that people should not farm
too near the road.

lBasic Scho!- Make bricks and Cement, roofing sheets, door
provide both sklled and frames, window and window
unskilled labour frames, nails and water.
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By contrast, a group of village women came up with the following ranking of priority problems facing
the villagers of Si_aansa:

PRIORITY RANKING OF PROBLEMS BY WOMEN

PROBLEMS RANKING

Lack of hospital 1
Water 2
Diseases 2
Tnsport 3
Lack of cattle 4
Hunger S
Lack of market 6
Shops 6
Grinding mill (engine) 7

DISCUSSION ON PRIORITY RANKING OF PROBLEMS

Lack of hospital - This was ranked as number one because the women felt that it was the most presing
problemn Most critically ill people have died on the way to the hospital. Even the nearest clinic is very
far, and they have to cross one big river and two streams to rewh it

Disease and water - Disease and water were ranked as second from hospital because the life of a pen
is at stake if there is an outbreak of the following diseases e.g. dysentery, meningitis, jaundice and
scabies. All the activities are centred on water. Wells dry up from August to the begining of the
rainy season. During this period women get water from very distant places.

T.ansport - Due to the fact that most of the major social facilities are in town, people have to tavel to
get required things. Transport is scarce and if available they charge exploitative rates. Those who
cannot afford have to walk.

Lack of cattle was put in the fourth position because 'cattle are more than just having a husband or one
is better off having cattle than a husband because they help a lot where cultivation is concerned."
Comdor disease has decimated local cattle stocks, causing problems for farming for many people.

Huner -Hunger is a setious problem but it has been put in the fifth position becauwse it is not a ual
problem in the area. During the drougt i.e. 1992193 it could have ranked as first because of the
problems people underwent as a result of drought.

Sho, and market go together because for one to buy something from the shop he/she needs money
which can be obtained from the sales of produce at the market.

Grinding mill - This was put last because even without the engine grinding mill, they stil manage to
grind their maize with hand driven grinding miU or grinding stone.

The women also indicated the kinds of action that could be taken to overcome these difficulties.
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An exetci of pairwise ranknlg of their fiw ajesor lised problems and oneu' produced the following Order;

1). Horpital 2). Schol 3). L1ens 4) Water 5). Road

lhe raoa. for the rats:

'Hospital' frast meA that tey eaw disas d nadequat failites for uratmnt as te firs priority (aot necesaradly
that they expect to ga 'hospita' ln tho village).

The 'shool' wa seen a second pdority prdy bou the service has Improved in that it now takes the childrn up
to grade 7. School valued higher than loa becaushey fa1l the education of their childen wl eventually aise
thea out of te poverty, whiit. thi oans, even If thy got them they sti he lorrng-sading pxoblem of laoking
land to cultivate AGe on'.

Loans an biher thaa watet becaus they feel a perpeUa problem of lack of inuts for farming, which wov enable
them to pogress out of povsiyw

Water m_pilgy ranked heih than theoroad, aliout which they tbiked alol. Explaton: abJetter road wol .o
help eveqoeO as not everyoe be Man tee or colects thtching grslS. Even If they bd the road, they a" .,cm:
thy would gt a bus to come. Aldhog the water wm Isnby and as all year, in the dry season na-m t
-hav to queu up and wait for hob oas to colloectcroujh.water.

26. Pairuise raking of viNag concerns n Senanga

SOLLTIONS/WHAT HAS BEEN DONE

Clinic - The people are planning to build their own clinic within the area. At the moment there is a
community health worker in the area

Water - The people are willing to contribute a certain amount of money and labour to dig wells e.g.
women got together to dig their own well since they were really affected by the problem since they are
the ones who draw water.

Hunser - Most people work for food e.g. during the drought when the govemment had a program
(Food for Work)

Commentary: Men's and Women's Priorities:

The two above lists are firly consistent in the broad outline, with the following exceptions women
rank transpott as a more serious issue than men, largely because they lack access to available simple
technologies such as bicycles and carts; women included the problem of a market for vegetable sales,
highly relevant to their own inconms - and the issue of a grinding mill, to reduce the labour burden.
An interesting contrast emerges if the women's concem with a market-place tor vegetables is contrs
with the men's policy concerns, which emerge more from the list of 'policy issues' given below. Men
have a wide range of concerns with issues such as agricultural credit, the system of maize buying and
input supply, facilties for improving the market for cattle.31/

31/. It is interesting to note that these concerns emerged from a discussion of 'policy issues' rather than
of 'problems fitcing the community'. Major aspects of government policy as they affect the individual
or household level of organisation and well-being often do not emerge from the latter type of
discussion.
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SENANGdA

In various exercises, priority conoems were listed as:

* Lack of a good road
* Lack of good marketing facilities
* Lack of proper shop
* Fack of oxen and fanming implements
* lack of bospital
* Lack of formal employment facilities
* Hunger
* Seasonal water shortages

When people wem asked to draw an instituional diagram of the village, they opted instead to draw a
straightforward map wbich illustrated their concerns. They then drew on the map the changes they
would like to see. These were: improved access to rice farming land (more fields for villagers); a
larger school, with a tin roof instead of thatch; a better clinic, closer to Kankondo; an improved road; a
borehole for drinking water. Thse oad is asee as a priority because it villagers feel that its condition
discourages private tranWortes and businessmen who would came to buy mangoes. The problems with
the clinic ar refenred to above - people feel the Community Health Worker is not sufficiently qualified,
and that the clinic often runs out of drugs. The expansion of rice frming is dependent on two
conditions - being able to obtain loans, and better access to appropriate land.

The concem with a lack of marketing facilities
mentioned above, was voiced by a focus group j . .
of men (box 26). The farmers produce a wide Tr.ae w ait 5 "as.n
range of crops but have no easy way of
marketing them due to the isolaton of the area. m _ W
In order to produce maize they would need some - lnlbcs b 
system of credit for obtaining oxen and ploughs.

......... ... j..
At preset noonie in the village owns these ..... ....... .*,ui ........ ici . ncUcte
resources. preuc.......amsmtns . a epu~

To get some sense of the relative ranSing of . a = =
these common concerns, a 'pairwis rnuking'
execise was cardied out with a mixed grup off
men and women (box 27).

27. Agricultural Marketing in Senanga, Western
Prvince

LUWJNGU

In the sites covered by team A systematic ranking exercises were not carried out The pnmary issues
and concerns that emerged from the research in Luwingu were as follows: strct conditions on loans
made it practically iuposible for poorer farmers to get loans; when obtained, fertilisr was usualy
delivered late; problems of trnsport of produce due to poor condition of the mad; lack of medicines at
the local clinic. The village had a modern well which was recognised as having improved general
health staus, and reduced the incidence of waterborn ailments.
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SAMFYA

As in Luwingu ranking exercises were not carried out. Primary issues and concerns that emerged from
interviews in Samfya were as follows:

* ;wea (for domestic use). A focus group of nine women listed this as the major problem facing
them. The area is hilly and the wills are at the bottom of a steep slope. Pregnant mothers and
those with small babies that have to be carried find it very difficult to draw water. "They said
only the goveniment can dig wells because heavy machinery was required'.

* lack of helth services: nearest hospital is 20-25 km, and no clinic services operate in the area

* inadeanate milling services - hee are only four hammer mills in the area and women have to
wait hours to have their maize and cassava ground.

* boAcss to ket - The m in road allows the fish traders :om major towns to reach the area
and buy fish. However, in the rainy season, the road is almost impassable and fish sales drop,
creating a stress for those dependent on fishing.

* I;ess to credit - The high interest rates and the preproduction expenses on loans has made it
difficult for many people, especially the most vulnerable, to obtain loans for farming.

i Hish cost of fertilisers - The high cost of farm inputs, coupled with low producer prices, has
reduced profits in fanning, making it very difficult, especially for the small scale farmers, to
continue farming.

* Elea/ v os - The elephants from the nearby game reserve have caused much
uffering in the area as they damage maize and cassava fields. Many people have been unable

to pay off their loans because elephants damaged their crops.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

A precise comparison of these various priorities requires caution. The main reason for this is that, in
line with the principles of participatory research, the categories in which the various issues are
presented emerged from the discusion participants - and are therefore not precisely the same for the
different field sites. Another issue which requires care in interpretation is the meaning of the ranking
exercises. If people do not petceive an issue (eg. schooling, access to agricultural credit) as an issue it
may be for three reasons:

a) the issue is not considered a significant element of sustining livelihoods;
b) the service concemned is considered satisfactory (schooling, for example may be seen

as important but people do not see major problems so it does not feature as a
priority);

c) participants may not be awae of the possibility of a given service being delivered to
them, as they assume even if it was there they would not be entitled to it (for
example, men raised the issue of declining access to agricultual credit more than
women - but this is due in large part to the fact that it was men who previously
received the service that has now been withdrawn - it does not necessarily mean that
credit would be of Uttle use to women, or that women are satisfied with the service).

The issues which emerged from this part of the research were nonetheless important - as they provide
the cross-scAl context that can place some of the infcrmation on specific issues and sectots in
perspectve. By companng and synthesising the mateial some general conclusions can be drawn.

The following general issues were raised in four or more of the rual field sites:

wtraccess
This was raised as an issue in five sites (the only site where it was not raised - Luwingu, had
recently seen a significant improvement in water access with a new well). Unsurprisingly, as
they have the responsibility for domestic water provisioning, women tended to place. water as a
higher priority than men. In commnities such as Syampande where the dry season water
source is some 10 kilometers from the village, women wii spend at least five hours a day
fetching water. In three instances where priority ranking exercises were carried out separately
vith women (Jumbe, Simanasa and Samfya) water emerged as either first or second priority.
For the men in these communities water was seen as an issue, but of less urgency (eight in
Jumbe, and third in Simanansa). In one community, Syampande, men also saw water as the
first priority - but this was primarily water for livestock, not for domestic use (as noted above
this was a community where livestock were central to people's views of wealth and economic
activity).

Healthcare/illness
Problems of sickness and access to healthcare (seen in terms of curative services) was one of
the prinary three concerns in all six communities. Somnetimes this was phrased in terms of the
lack of a specific facility (for example, a clinic). The high local priority on improving access
to healthcar also emerged in the emphasis placed on transport and road inrastuctr. One of
the main issues raised in these contexts was usually the problems of access to hospital cae
which arse when roads are impassable during the rams.

Grinding mills
The lack of grinding mill facilities for processing maize and other grains was an issue in four
sites. Grinding mills are favoured over traditional and 'alternative technologies (hand-powered
mils) for the following reasons: they significantly reduce labour demands on women; they
reduce wastage; they grind the meal finer than hand-operated miUs. It is worth noting in this
connection that the former govemment policy of providing subsidised processed 'mealie meal'
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has generally been seea as being a benefit to the urban populaions. There was evidence from
some field stes, however, that vilaets in many nual areas would travel to uban centres to
buy procems mealie meall/. In this sense the system could be used as a 'cereal bank' -
allowing villages to sell a large proportion of their crop post-harvest, and make up any deficit
in consumptio by buying processed maize at a later point. A large part of the subsidy
confeied appas to have taken the form of a subsidy on Dwsinz of the mealie meal
mardeted by the state. The fact that grinding mills ae perceived as very scarce in the majotity
of nual areas at preset is probably due in part to the fact that the rapid decline in state
ivolvement in the maize market has left a situation whe procesn facilities arm scarce (as
wel as marketing fcilities). The scarcity of grinding mills bas senous gender implications,
due to the impact on women's workoad.

Access to taDsrndition ofr
lbese issues wer raised in five out of six of the rul field sites. Some groups lumped the
two issues together, while others specified either access to transport (i.e. vehicles) or the
condition of the road, or listed both issw separately. The result were consistnt, however, in
placing these issues as a relatively low priority (sixtb out of eight by men in Jumbe, fourth out
of five by men in Syampande, seventh and eighth respectively by men in Simanansa, fourth out
of seven by women in Simanansa, fourth out of five by a mixed group in Senang). Where
the issue of condition of the road was specifically mentioned (Syampande, Simanansa,
Senanga, Samfya) the view of the conseuences of the problem differed. In Samfya and
Syampande the key isse was seen as access to market for their produce, in Simanansa the
priority conern was access to hospital facilities in emergency cases, while in Senanga both
issues were seen as important.

Acom to losagrultur inuts
These issues were inlked. Where access to 'loans' or credit was perceived as a problem, this
was usually with reference to agricultural inputs, specifically fertiliser (generaly seen as a
separate category) or implements. One or other of these issues was raised in five of the six
mural field stes. In Jumbo farmers had adapted to increasing input prices vwth inreased
planting along river banks wbere the soil is fertle - but this had left them vunerable to
floodig. The problem of late detivery of feflisers through the official system was raised
here. In Simanansa, the issue of late delivery was also stressed, as wel as rapidly declining
provisin of friuiLsr through the formal extnsion system. In Luwingu and Samfya farmers
observed the high costs of obtaining loans as a barrier to access, and in Luwingu the issue of
late delivery of fertiLise also came up.

Foott scutiv
Listed as 'hunger' this came up in four of the field sites - as the first priority of men in Jumbe
and the second priority in Simanansa (in Syampande and Senanga it was ranked lower).
Frequently, the issue was linked to the issues of access to fertitisers and other farm inputs
mentioned above. Most of the issues that came up were those discussed under the diussions
of seasonality nd food sunlv, and coping with the drought above.

Two issue are worth discussing in the context of their absence (or near-absence) from the lists of
prioeities. These are education, and issues of employment.

2f/For example, villagers in Syampande listed as one of the consequences of the poor quality of their
access road that they could not travel easit to towns to buy mealie meal durig the rainy season when
food stock un low.
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Education was not raised as a priotity 'need' in the problem ranking in most of the communities (in
Simanausa the absence of a secondary school in the area was the last item on a list of nie for the
men). On the vennlinstitutional diagrams, however, the local primay schools were geneay shown
(alithough frequently in positions which indicatedb tat the institution was not seen as integral to the
village). In the end the reltive absence of education on the piority list can be see as a combination
of the following facors in tems of poveity reduction it is a long termn strategy; from the point of view
of the individual the stragy is cros-generaonal; parents tend to see access in terms of a single
indicator - presence of a primwy school in the locality; adults have difficuly in assessing issuos of
quality in relation to the scholing of their children.

In no case was access to employment raised as a sigificant issue. Otber elements of the search,
however, did indicate that there was a vey active nual labour market. enerally, however, this was
in the fonm of 'piscework' for other farmers. This was often seen by villagers as a 'fallback' strategy -
a way of copirg with a situation where the fanning activities of individuals and households have not
been able to satisfy the consmption requirements. Although trading activities and outside employment
were raised as ses of income supplemental to fanmng activities, clearly in terms of the collective
consensual view of prionties farming still has a central place.
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3. POL}CY ISSUES

2A Policy Priorities and Recommndations: Rural Areas

Drawing policy conclusions from qualitative and participaory resarch on the national level is a
challenge that has scarcely been aftempted before. The topic of poverty is eminently suitable for such
research at one level, being multidimensional and crossw-sectoral in nature and thus reflecting the fame
uf eference of poor urban and nual people. At another level, taking into account the multiienal
character of poverty introduces a potentially endless menu of issues and options for further research.
Further risks are that in such a fluid agenda results will be either over-influenced by the participants'
perceptions of us, or that the research conclusions become subject to 'ventriloquy', and are selectively
reduced to the issues that conform to the tuajor preoccupations of the researchers.

The participatory research methods used in the Zambia exercise have certain features that encourage
'listening' and respect for the perceptions and analyses of the ral poor. They have their own 'rigour'
which significantly reduces these risk. They are also demanding of a high level of sensitivity and
flexibility on the part of the researchers in order to sequence methods and elicit matters of concer for
local populations. The use of a mixed research group (in terms of gender, region, and professional
background) reduces the risk that the group will in any simple sense generate results that reflect a
'filter' of a single set of values. To the extent that some of the risks listed above remain we should
also be aware that this kind of research can illuminate and touch on issues which conventional survey
based approaches to 'measuring' poverty cannot. The two approaches are in that sense complimentary.
FinaUy, the ex3rcise was carried out very quickly - with less than two months of fieldwork and a very
broad rsearch agenda. Largely as a result of this many of the findings are indicative of processes
without providing conclusive information for policy. The following section summarises the most
significant policy related findings of the PPA:

1te nature of rural Dover": local erceDtioso
The fieldwork yielded information about local perceptions of poverty which related to indicators at the
level of both the community and the household. In terms of poverty at the household level a significant
degree of straification was found even in relatively isolated and marginal mral communities. The
perceptions of poverty at the level of the household focussed on four broad categories of factors: assets;
activities; consumption and social status:

PovrM at the lee gf the household/individual
* key assets: perceptios varied according to the culture and nature of the production system. In

Tonga societies (two of the field sites) cattle are the paradigm of wealth and possession of
animals nws the over-rding concern in carrying out ranking exercises. In three other field
sites animals were significant, particularly in terms of the relation with farming production
(manure, possession of a plough team), but did not have the same over-riding sgnificance. In
one community the incidence of tsetse-fly makes keeping cattle impossible. The two
communities where cattle were not kept were those where the consciousness of food securty as
a major problem was highest. In two communities possession of a storage bam emerged as a
reliable indicator of poor and food insecure households. In communities where fishing formed
a significant part of the livelihood system, access to fishing equipment featured as a significant
asset.33/

3/The interpretation of 'assets' we have taken here is a narrow one - restrcted to material assets. In
another sense, the health and educational status of the members of the household labour force is an
asset - or the social network which allows an individual or household to 'make claims' on wealthier ldn
or community meAnbers.
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* activites: one of the most common and significant indicators of poverty that emerged from the
fieldwork is the necessity to engage in 'piecework'. This term covers most forms of as or
informal labour for other people or households. It may be paid in casb, or, as is usualy the
case within communities, in food. The capacity to employ others conversely appeared as an
indidatr of the non-poor. Inability to cultivate maie was seen as an indicator of poverty in
some are (those which had not been maiz production areas before the introductiuo of the
gts"msored system of grwing hybrid maize).

* conswuption: Issues of quantty and/or variety of food consumption emerged as an indicator of
well-being in five out of six sites. The exception, Syampande, was an area where the focus on
animal holdings seemed to crowd out most other considerations - and where the food security
stuation for almost all households in an average year appeared reasonable.

* sociW status/'life situation': The awot striking feature to emerge from the wealth ranking
exercises, and much of the other material on poverty, was the issue of gender. Specificaly
this refened to 'women without support' - not female headed households as suh. It generly
refers to a combination of women without either a current relationship with a man, or adult
children contriuting to supporting them (who do not necessuily live in the same household).
The dimensons were: gender, lack of adult children (sometimes combined with a necessity to
support younger children); widowhood; divorce/lack of a partner, age (dtiminishing capacity to
engage in productive labour). Some of the above r'so emterged as factors that could be
associated with poverty in men - notably lack of children, lack of a partner, and age.
Coirelation of age with poverty in men was variable (less so in Tonga culture where animal
wealth is important, and the elders retained a significant degree of control of animal holdings
though the kinship system). The correlation of ethnicity with poverty only emerged to any
significant extent in one field site, and was related to an immigrant group who lacked access to
highly-sought after nd for rice farming. Another issue that emerged in the majority of sites
as determining at least some of the 'core poor' was the question of disability. As with old age
this can be seen as impacting primarily through resticting the labour capacity of the individual
and the household.

The policy implications of this material are the following:

* rapid appraisal Indicators for locating poor and vuwnerable howseholds are often localy
specific. In all the field sikes, however, these coudd be developedfor targeting purposes
through the use of the kinds of methods adopted here. At a general level she most common
detennlnn of poverty were those that would leave thefarming labourforce of the household
weak - and included dskabiltsy, wiow-hood, lack of adutd childre& This tnyles that afocus
on health delivety In public expenditure is potentialy of high benefkfor sustainable povert
reduction if lnterventions are effective and reach the poorer households. Women who were
heads of households (divorced, wfdowed) were vunrable if they lacked adult chldren, either
within the household, or working away but providing support.

* A significant source of support to the poor in most field sites is the provision offood through
'piece-work'for other households. Payment is usually in maize. The decline of the maize
cash-cropfanning system (see below) may reduce the avtilability of this local food-for-work'
system.
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Povery at the vel gf the rural communy

Significant factors which affect lvelihoods at the level of the mral community were found to include:

* access to sevices and soia infrastructur;
* accs to ttansort, productive and market inrastructure
* the natW resource endowment of the community.

Access to services: local or9orities in healthcare

The following issues emerged from the research:

* Healthcre is a very high prionty for poor rual communities. This was the most consisent
finding fom the problem rankig exercises camed out in villages (heulthcare issues ranked in
the top three perceived problems in all rual field sites). Furthenmore services are cufrently
sew inadeuate. In line with the observations above on the significance of thefarnung
labourforcefor rura production, this suggests a high level of emphasis on health in local
views of the vaue of state interventions

4 Increasing costs of healthcare were said to be increasingly restricting access of poorer
households (more detailed information would be needed to docum t the extent of this).
Among the consequences listed in some field sites were an incrasing recourse to home

tment and traditional healers (an advantage of the latter being that they were prepared to
defer r .yment). Optons should be invstgated to reduce the brriers to access inposed by
cost -for eamplek allowing deferred payment (effectively providing care on credit). Ths
would be especialy uswei at particular 'stress points' during the annual cyck when incomes
are weak and householdsface many expenditrwe demas (the pre-hrvest months). In Zambia
is also coincides with the period of peak vulnerability to malaria.

* In most areas, and for most illnesses, the first recourse is to home remedies (generally herbal
'local' teatnts', although this category also sometimes included use of simple and easily
available drugs like aspirin). This tread was said to be increang as a result of cost-recovery
measures restricting access to the formal healthcare system for poorer households. hs implies
that ective health education has a potentialy high pay-off, with a concentration on
recognition of cases or conditions that require spec iaUst help rapidly.

* Although traditional healers were not generlly favoured in terms of teatmnt for everyday
ailments, there are some itlnesses which are generally brought to them. In onefield site
viUagerr proposed that seminars be held for 'Ngangas' so they could improve their skiDs.
Optionsfor bringing traditional healers into contact with theformal healthcare system would
be worth investigating.

* In terms of different levels of the healthcare system certain problems were consistently
observed. In relation to clinics (but not bospitals), poor supply of drugs - often linked to a
complaint that consulting charges were paid without curative medicine being obtained by the
patient. Policy implications of this are seriousfor inplementation of accessibk and affordable
heaCthcare. Further research would be needed to pin down whether the cause of this
perception is princpaly a lack of drug supply - and how this could be remedied. In the
meantime, a policy of not charging if no treatment can be offered should be considered
(accepting that on occasion patients will have to be referred to otherfacilities and that a
'referral' coud count as treatment).

* Observations that staff were rude and arrogant in relation to villagers were consistent for both
hospitals and clinics. Trainingfor medical steff should be reviewed with a view to improving
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inter-personal sklls, and. ifnecessary, changing attitudes. Systemsfor initially registering and
making contact with patients when theyfirst arrive at healhfaciities should also be reviewed

* There was some demand for Community Health Workers in the communities where this
service did not exist. In the one community where it did, however, the complaint of
inadequate drug supply was again made, as well as an observation that the level of trairing wa.
low. In one community a CHW had been trained who had then had no access to supplies for
treatment. CHWprograms are worth pursuing in areas with very poor access to health
facilities - but back-up to the CHW in temu offacilities to which patients can be referred, and
supply of basic drugs, needs to be adequately managed. AU communities indicated willingness
to make community contributions to the provision of health irstructure (physical structures
for clinics etc.).

* The investigation of local perceptions of paterns of seasonality in health status and labour
pattens suggest very substantial seasonal variations in health status in ruml comiunities. The
malara peak during the late rains was consistently observed, while dry seasou probleks of
dysentery and other water borne diseases were variable according to the quality of the dry
season water source. These seasonal paterns have serious repercussions for the food secunty
of the household, as the period of maximum health risk (the late rains and harvest periods
when malaria is at its peak) coincides with the key point for labour in the farming cycle. Ihe
possibility of improving drug supply in line with seasonal priorities could be investigated -for
examplefocussing on ensuring adequate suppUes of treatments for malaria at the appropriate
time of the year.341

* The condition of the access road to the area during the rains was a major concern of most of
the rural communities in terms of access to emergency specialist care. The condition of the
road in the rainy season was seen as more significant in terms of access that the distance of the
f-cility from the area. If a road is impassable during the rains this is a more significant
impediment to access to emergency treatment than distance along a road where transport can
be found. Access to emergency healthcare is highly valued - and condition of local access
roads is a key area for investment.

Access to Services: Local Priorities in Education

Education was not raised as a priority 'need' in the problem ranking exercises in most of the
communities. In general parents seemed satisfied with the level of serices (although in two
communities questions were raised about the performance of teachers and the effectiveness of
supervision). In general the sense was that access to primary education was adequate - the issue of
access to secondary education was only raised once. In terms of the level of demand for education, the
role of children within the farming system was a determinant - along with factors in the system of
bridewealth and marriage. In the Tonga community of Syampande, there appeared to be a specific bias
against educating girls as this was felt likely to lower their 'value' in terms of bridewealth cattle (in
some ways this was a reflection of a generally negative perception of education in one field site - with
elders feating it would make young people disrespectful). In the same community access to education
of young boys was restricted by their dry season herding duties at the transhumance site for cattle.35/
Issues of access to education are locally specific - the level of priority accorded to this is variable

/rThe degree to which this is already allowed for within the health system w-as not investigated.

35/Although for the plateau Tonga the situation is very different (more education leads to higher
bridewealth).
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according to facto related to dte kinship system, culture and produivw systems (especially the role of
children In the produtive system).

The issue of rising costs of education was frequently raised as a problem et the level of the household.
This was rlated not ony to school fes but also to uniforms, books and materials. These costs arise at
the point whoa household nomes are weak (the pro-harvest season) and when poor households with a
food deficit ae facing the problem of trying to obtain emergency food stosb to cover the period up to
the harvesL Ihe timing qfeducation costs should be revewed to investigate ways of spreading the
burden over the couse of the academic year.

As go water

The distance, reliability and quality of the local water supply (especially the dry season water supply)
was the other issue (alongside healthcare) that received a very high, constent priority in the
cowmmties - especily from wome In general women ranked this issue higher than men - which is
hardly surprising given their responsibility in provisioning of domestic water. In communities where
the dry season water supply is a long distance from the village (for example, Syampande) up to five
hours a day can be spent on fetching water by women. In some cases fetching water was physically
hazardous, as water sources were not always easy to reach - especialy for women with small children
or pregnant women. In addition, material on seasonality and health issues clearly demonstrated that in
communities where the dry season water quality was a major problem, this creatd a clear peak of
dysentery, bildhzia and other water-bomne diseases during the dry season when water quality is poor.
In communities where ie predominant concern related to water was for domestic provisiornng the issue
received higher priority fiom women than men. In Syampande, where men were conceaned with water
for catde, both men and women ranked improved water supply as the major priority. In these cases
commuity support for initiatives to improve the dry season water supply could be expected to focus on
provision of small dams - and other provisions would have to be made to addre the issue of providing
safe water for domestic use. Provision of waterfor domestc use is a major priority in rural areas with
major inplicatonsfor: dy season health status; the labour burden of women - especidly in the dry
season, and as a result the extent to which they are able to engage in frming and income-generating
acvities. Male andfemale pnorities in water supply are likely to vay substantially in communities
where animal hbandy plays a major role In the production system - with men being principally
concerned with waterfor livestock, and women with waterfor domestic use. Provision of water would
provide an appropriatefocusfor institutional development at the village leveL In most instances water
supply was regarded as an issue to be dealt with at the kvel of the viUage community, rather than the
household* X/

AsrcutL Extension & Research

As is noted below, the principal trend observed by villagers in rural communities over the last two
years has been the collapse of the government's system for naize mairketing. The production of hybrid
maize is no longer considered a worthwhile activity in most mral communities and people are switching
to other crops - especially in order to gain cash income. As the government's extension system has
traditionally been geared to promoting hybrid maize the decline of this system has accentuated a general
perception of uselessness and irrelevance in relation to this service. These negative perceptions were
partcuarly strong among women. In relation to the switch to other cash crops, villagers made the
correlaon observed in many other areas of Africa between increased cultivation of cotton and the
erosion of household and community-level food security. Cotton cultivation appears to be increasing
very rapidly in some areas (information from viliagers) in part because the marketing system is

6IIn one case this was explicitly reinforced by a sense that private water sources were vulnerable to
witchbcaft.
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opeating well - in contast to maize whee famrs are experiecing deferrd payments (promissory
notes). An extensive review of the operation of the agriceuurul extension and research systemn wold be
merited, if It is to become relevant to the rural poor. Poorfamers ca be expected to have highly
restricted access so ferilJserfor the foreseeable future, so rather than looking for high-yietding
characteristics researchers would need to look instead at charaderistics desired by famers which would
improve their security (drought-resistant, etc.). In relation to cotton, the cotton parastatol (LN7O)
should be encouraged to look at she Impact of its extension strategy on food security, the fanning systen
and household-level welfare. It could seek to develop the capacity to work withfarmers in an
Integratedfashion on a range of crops to ensure that increased cotton production does not erode
householdfood security.221

AgLfraf&lL gfikGo &V

In sbarp contrast to the general apathy concening agricultural extension services, there was a
considerable demand for agricult credit - usally perceived in terms of access to supplies of
fetliser at 'affordable prices'. The issue of access to inputs on credit was raised in five out of six
field sites. In policy terms, despite the consistetcy of the finding, this nonetheless presents difficulties.
Where the prmary barier to access is seen as the high cost of fenilisers (or, conversely, the low price
of the output, maize) the capacity of policy-makers to respond to this is constrained. On the other band
in three field sites a primary problem was seen to be the late delivery of fertilisers - leading to a cycle
whereby farmers are unable to repay loans because of poor production resulting fam less than optimm
use of the input. In some field sites there was also an expressed demand for credit for agdcultural
implements, and in one site for restocking of animals. If the state is to continue involvement in
provision of agriculta credit the issue of tinely deivery offertilisers and other inputs needs to be
addvessedi lhe viability of schemes for provision of implements on credit could be assessed.

Livstock services, especially vaccinations for cattle and dip tank treatments to prevent 'corridor
disease' were very highly valued in Tonga areas. There were consistent complaints in o:ne field site
that the state's withdrawal from this area of activity had led to an outbreak of disease which had
reduced local cattle holdings by over 50 per cent. the take-up of private services in the veterinary field
may be problematic - epidemiological concerns create a situation where the impUcations of rapid state
withdrawal may lead to a major 'shock' to the local economy in terms of loss of Uvestock Results of the
PPA suggest this is a m4or area of concern in some areas.

Access to SeiceMs: Grindine MilLs

As was outlined in section 2.4.1 above, the lack of grinding mills for processing maize and other gains
was an issue in four sites. Grinding mils are preferred over traditional and alternative' technologies
(hand-powered mills) for the following reasons: they significantly reduce labour demands on women;
they reduce wastge; they grind the meal finer than hand-operattd mills. It is worth noting in this
connection that the former government policy of providing subsidised processed 'mealie eal' has
generally been seen as being a benefit to the urban populations. There was evidence from some field
sites, however, that vilagers in many rural areas would travel to urban centres to buy processed mealie
meal38/. In this sense the system could be used as a 'cereal bank' - allowing villagers to sell a large
proportion of their crop post-barvest, and make up any deficit in consumption by buying subsidized
processed maize at a later point. A large part of the subsidy conferred appears to have taken the form

37/. Such a strategy was pursued relatively succesfully by the CMDT in the Sikasso Region of Mali in
the 80s.

38/For example, villagers in Syampande listed as one of the consequences of the poor quality of their
access road that they could not travel easily to towns to buy mealie meal during the rainy season when
food stocks run low.
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of a subsidy on proesjng of the meie M maketed by the state. The fact that grinding mills ae
perceived as very scare in the majority of nia aeas at present is probably due in part to the fact that
the mpid decline in state involvement in the moe market has left a situation where processing facilities
ars scarce (as well as makeing facilities). The scarity of grinding milJ has serious gender
iMplications, due to the impact on women's workdoad. Grinding mils would be an appropriate area to
Investigatefor income-generating investmentsfor women - there is a high demandfor the service, a
perceived scarcity, and the beneftsfor women would be considerabke. The caacity of women's groups
to opwate grinding mills would be dependent on institutional development at the local level.

Access to Natundl Re_orces

For the poor nual cownr=aities covered in this study access to natual resources forms the predominant
element of sustrminig their day-to-day livelihoods. This access is entirely outside of market systems of
exchange. Access to land for farming, and for grazing animals, comes to individuals by virtue of
membership of social institutions of kinship and community. In addition to directly productive uses of
natural resources for agriculture and fishing, the following other dimensions of ural livelihoods are
also significant: access to foraged foodstuffs (particularly crtical in stress periods, both asonal and
due to drought, and for poor households which regularly face food deficits); access to fuel; access to
water (see above); access to herbs and roots used in traditional medical treatments; access to
'bushmeat'; access to other foraged materials which can be sold for cash income (thatching grass, other
bulding materials). In addition to being a major part of the sustenance of daily life, gatering foods
from the bush was listed as a coping stategy for the drought in every field site. Many aspecs of rural

livehoods are not captured In either income or consumptlon-based survey data. This is because they
are nether commoditised, nor evident enough to the researchers to be allocated 'imrputed values' (as
with home consumption offoodstuffs). Energy (fuelwood) and herbal medicines are two examples. A
significant element of the 'safety net'for many rural people in times of stress consists of faminefoods'
which can be gatheredftrom bush andfalow lands. Traditional systems of use and management of
natural resources should be acknowledged in natural resource planning - and nmeans sought to inidate
dialogue between government and local social instittsions where rekvant (eg. foresty department in
relation to local commuities' use of non-timberforest prodcts).

Trrmort Infrasanictre

Acoess to transport infructur emerged as a significant concem of the populations of aU of the nual
sites. This supports much other literature on qualitative dimensions of poverty where 'mobility' often
emerges as a major indicator of the quality of life in the view of rural people. Frequently a direct
linkage was observed by local people themselves between other forms of access to services - especially
health, and markets. An impassable rainy season road impacts on incomes in most of these areas as
traders cease to come and buy produce, and can render an area effectively without access to emergency
health care for a part of tne year. The consequences of poor roads are much less relevant to access to
services which are needed on a daily basis (such as education).

Where dry sason vegetable firming or fishing were significant activities people were aware that the
level of incomes they could expect from these highly perishable products was dependent to a large
degree on the condition of the road. At the same time, in many communities there was a geneal
resisation that improving the road would not necessarily guarantee an improvement in the quality of
life without other conditions being fulfilled. In other cases people realised that renovation of the road
alone would not bring passenger services to their community at a price they could afford, or necessmrly
bring market traders to the village to buy their produce.

.rn the view of local communities, improving road conditions would have wide ranging benefits in terms
of access to healthcare, and access to Income. 7Te latter Is a particular priority where perishable
produceforms a major part of the cash incomes of the community. In some communities this
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Incorporates a gender dimension as dry season vegetable gardening is a sJgnifcant component of
women's income-generating activities. Cross-sectoral bene,fis in terms of access to education are lss
clear. In view of the high level of appreciation which some respondents (especially women) expressed
for thefood^for-work scheme in areas where the schemefunctloned well - and evidence of ongoing teed
for this kind of provision. consideration could be given to combining these needs in a program offeeder
road construction using labour intensive measures, and building on Institutional arrangements tested
during the drought.

Seasonalitv and Rural Welfare

Seasonal food supply was fountd to be a regular problem for at least some households in most of the
field sites in an averge year. In two sites this was seeo as a major problem facing most households in
most years. In five out of six field sites another significant staple crop was grown in addition to
maize.29/ Casava was seen as an effective crop in terms of providing staple foods under diverse
conditions as it can be harvested on an all-year round basis, and is relatively drought-resistant (though
respondents in one field site had reported that their cassava had died during the drought as a result of
high soil temperaures). In general, diversity in the food production system was seen as increasing
resilience to 'shocks' such as drought or crop disease, as well as mitigating the impact of seasonal
'troughs' - although such strategies are never likely to be sufficient to cope with a drought on tLt scale
of 91/2. 7hesefindings reinforce the needfor agricultural research and extension to diversify if it is to
become relevant to the fives of poorfarners - and to adopt fanmerfirst' approaches which seek to
build on the knowledge and priorities that already exist in rural communities.

Seasonal Variation i Incomes and Expenditures: The strking points of consistency in the material
gathered on this issue were a peak in expenditures between November and January where investments
in agticultural inputs for maize production combine with the peak period for paying school fees and
other related expenses, Chrstmas celebrations, and a necessity to purchase food where household stocks
have run low. Seaonal variation in worklozl: In all of the rual communities the pericd of peak
labour demand in farming coincidas with the low point for food stocks, and the peak point for malaria
which is judged to be the most serious health hazard in most communities. Women have a heavier
worldoad than men in agriculture alone. Women have a far heavier workload than men if aU of the
domestic responsibilities are also taken into account: cooking, fetching water, fetching fuelwood,
childcare etc. A woman's working day in the farming season frequently starts at 3.00 am and ends at
10.00 pm with some two and a half hours of rest out of the entire period. Seasonal Variation in
health status: There is a peak in the incidence of nmlaria corresponding with the end of the rainy
season (when there are alot of pools of stanc;- -water in rural areas) - which is also one of the two
seasonal peaks in labour demand for women in farming. The incidence in dysentery and diarrhoea rises
in some communities in the dry season dramatically - but this correlation is dependent on the quality of
the dry season water source, which is variable.

While the details of the annual cycle and the way it inpacts on the welfare of local populations are
locally specific and variable, there are nonetheless some broad general conclusions that emerge from
the above. These are firsbly that there is a period of general stress which occurs between November
and March in most communities when severe problems of health (malaria), food supply, and heavy
expenditure demands (schoolfees and related costs, purchasing emergency stocks offood, festivals,
health fees) combine with the period of maximum labour demand in farming. As labour is the key input
to success in farming systems which have a relatively low level of differentiation in terms of capital
inputs (because there is no market in land In these communities) the poor health status of communities
in this period is a major issue in terms of their productive capacity. Secondly, the stress periods for
men and women do not necessaril coincide - and that the burden of labour is always considerably

&/Information on this issue would have been much stronger if more attention had been paid to
distinguishing between hybnd and traditional maize varieties.
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greaterfor women thanfor men. A particular variable which underlines this difference is the location
and qualty of the nearest dry season water source. if this is distant it places massive extra stress on
women In a period when In most communities they would be hoping to focus on income-generating
activtes with the time released from the demands offarming Policy priorltes inclwde: reduction of
the Lbour burden of women through proven actions such as provision of grinding mills and
improvemenus in domestic water supply; examination offorns of deferring or spreading payments in
cost-recovery for services, so that they avoid the peak periods of stress; examination of the possibility of
inwroving drug supply through taking Into account seasonal peaks In cerain diseases in procurement
and distribution of basic drugs.

Inter-annU41 variation: coping with the drought

The experiences of the various communities in the 1992 drought provide insights into the reactions,
experiences, and effectiveness of survival strategies and 'safety nets' (both infornal and informal) that
come into play in response to a 'shock' that impacts both at the level of the community as a whole, and
on individuals and households. The responses fit into the following categories:

* 'piecework' - i.e. seeking wage labour. Generally this takes place on the farms of other
households (who have conserved food stocks) and is paid for in food. In some cases the same
terminology is used to refer to households who have members leave to seek cash employment.
In the former case it contributes to a continuing relationship of dependency as the household
receiving labour is likely to realise a food surplus, while the household sending labour out in
the critical months of the famring season obviously uns a higher risk of needing to engage in
piecework again the following year when stocks run low.

* sale of assets: predominantly this refers to animals - cattle, goats, chickens etc. Farm
implements and other assets were also sold in many instances.

food aid: the perceived effectiveness of food aid varied between different communities. It
seems to have been highly effective in Simanansa (Southern Region) and much less effective in
Semanga in isolated Western Region, where villagers were highly critical of the operation of
the system. The overatl impression from this research, however, confirms the common
understanding that the official 'safety net' functioned well under the circumstances. The
guidelines for food distribution stressed that food should be distributed to the destitute and
highly vulnerable (specifically those unable to carry out labouring jobs) without them having to
engage in food-for-work' activities. Again this appears to have worked in the nual
communities with the exception of Senanga in Western Region - where there was considerable
anger that this practice was not followed, and where the food distribution seems to have been
on a smaller scale than elsewhere. Foodfor work schemes are not appropriatefor the most
vulnerable during periods of high stress as the households lack sufficient labour resources to
participate. The effective operation of alernative provisionfor these groups is essential.

* 'famine foods': a variety of types of foodstuff which are either not normally consumed (such
as roots and leaves foraged from the bush), or are not normally seen as critical to the basic
diet (such as mangoes) come to have considerable significance during periods of shortage. the
stress place by villagers in Senanga and Lawingu on the importance of mangoes (which fruit
dunng the period of maximwn stress on food securityfrom December to April) suggests that
honicultural or agro-forestry extension on fruit tree propagation can assist in ensuring that
local resources are robust enough to cope with periods of stress. Meanwhile the importance of
foragedfoods underlines the significance of resourcesfound in forest and bush/allow areasfor
sustaining local livelihoods, especially in crisis periods. By extension, we can also see that
these resources, which do not depend on the capacity of an inzdividual or household to control
Productive resources (land, plough-teams, fertilizer, hired labour etc.) are of greater
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signiflcac for poor hotwehols sha are likely to experience situations of scarcity of
conventional foodstuf far more often, and for longer periods, than the howseholds with higher
leveks of production and cash income.

* "begghig/gifts to relatives: cited in all field sites as a survival strategy, this response also
indicates the fimutioning of the community and kinship based systems of support for the
vulneable. In a relatively rapid exercise such as this it is not possible to quantify the kinds of
transfers involved, or identify with precision those who are likely to fail outside of the
operation of these support mechanisms. Tme and again, howewr, in local definitions of
povery and vulnerabilty people stressed that the most vulnerable in a community were those
who lnoed labour widhin the household unit, and ladced lving close relatives to assist them
(not necessarily within the household - transfersfrom children living elsewhere can also be
lnporanw). The correlations of extreme vulnerability were widowhood (or divorced statusfor
women), age, disablfity, and chidlessness.

Trends in Rural ivelihoo., Maize Marketing

There was a considerable amount of negative commentary concerning govemmental policy in
agricultural maketing, covering not only the recent changes in the maketing system for maze, but
also the long history of govetmment involvement in this sphere. In only one site was this not an issue.
There is a widespread perception (articulated in the five rural field sites where this was an issue) that
the governnent is still controlling the producer price while liberalising the costs of inputs, and therefore
market conditions have deteriorated to the point where it is scarcely worthwhile to grow maize.4Q/
Other issues raised in relation to maize marketng included:

* a tendency for maize depots to have insufficient funds to buy - therefore producers
lose money ktansporting produce for which there is no market.

* the issuing of promissory notes by government agencies for maize - villagers in some
sites have been told it will take six months after delivery of maize to get payment
(which will squeeze farmers in terms of having the resources to invest in the following
year's production).

* ffarers noted the unfairness of the fact that they are charged high rates of interest on
fertiliser loans while they receive no interest from the govermment when there is late
payment (through promissory notes) for their crop.

* absence of private companies capable of carrying out effective maize marketing
operations.

Among the consequec that were listed as a result of the problems with maize mark-ting were:

1) switching crops: A substantial trend away from growing hybrid maize for either own
consumption or, particularly, cash income was listed in the majority of field sites. Cotton,
tobacco and sunflower were listed as altemative cash crops, while a move towards increasing
cultivation of traditional food crops was observed in one site.

4Q/Government agencies, of course, argue that this is not the case. The figure of 5,000 Kwacha which
is perceived in ndal areas as a 'controlled maize price' is merely the price that govemment agencies
can pay - there is no form of control on any other body offering a higher price. In practice there is
insufficient capacity in prvate sector marketing in most regions of the country for this to have a
significant impact. Therefore the understanding local farmers have of the situation remans what they
see and expenence - that government supplies inputs and purchases produce, and theefore controls the
level of prices at all stages of the production process.
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2) barter systems: An increasing resort to barter systems of exchange as a result of the
increasing beakdown of the state run system of main marketing was repotted in one field
site.
3) increasing signficance of offfam Inome-generating activities. in Simnas
viliageas reported inreang scarcity of certain types of tree due to increasing charcoal
production to gain cash income.

the resuks of the states withdrawalfrom maize marketing in the short term are more likel to consist
pdomdnantly of a search for otherformw of cash income than a rapid development of private sector
marketingfacilities. There is aLw likely to be a degree of withdrawalfrom the commodity economy
where tnis isfeasibk to concentrate on prodiuctonfor own consumption. he interpretation of the
maize mareting system as a 'subsidy to the ban popuation' hich is common in the literature is not
supported by the perceptions of villagers for two reasons: firstly In many rural areas people traveUed so
buy processed 'mealie meal'; second the secury of a supported maize price was highl appreciated.

EnvtWatneal TreNds

Them was a consciousness of processes of environmental degradation as a sgnificant issue in three of
the field sites. As woud be expected the detail of this varied considerably from one site to another.
Declining soil fertility, requiring incresing use of fertiliser was listed as a dimension of long-term
chage in two field sites. In Syampande increasing problems of access to water for animals was linked
by a focus group of local frmers to increasing sim of livestock holdings in the area. Although the
drought had impacted on all communities, there was also a perpective offered from Jumbe of an
umderlying chamge in the rainfall pattern, consisting of increasing irregularity. Ihis involved not only
InCreasig vulnerability to drought but also a tendency towards short bursts of heavy rain which wash
away topsoil (although it was also noted that deforestation could lead to the same effect by increasing
vulnerability to soil erosion). In Jumbe villagers also reported diminishing fuelwood resources
exacebating the labour burden of women. There may be interactions between some of the market based
trends, and environmental trends in some areas. For example, where declining soilfertility gives add
advantage tofarmers who can use fertiliser, rsing fertilier prices may have more severe Impacts on the
poor than in areas where foodfarning systems which do not rel on fertiliser are still viable.
Consciousness of environmental stress on the whole did not appear to be widespread - but given the
wortance of the natural resource base to local livelihoods this issue could become significant in time.

Survival strategies

Broadly, most of the coping strategies employed by communities, individuals and households in the face
of various kinds of long and short-term difficulties in sustaining their livelihoods have been dealt with
above in examining the views in local commuaities of the seasonal dimension of poverty, and the
experience of the 1991J2 drought. Some of the principal survival strategies which have already been
listed are:

* 'piecework'
* sale of assets (especially animals)
* use of alternative foodstuffs (eg. foraged from the bush)
* making increased use of common property or open access resources (for example

communities where fishing is part of the livelihood system, poorer households can
un to this if unable to farm effectively)

* 'begging'/'relying on relatives'.
* changing to drought resistant crops, or crops which reduce seasonal vulnerability by

supplying food during the 'lean' periods of the year (eg. cassava)
* changing to crops which have lower production costs.
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In addition to these strategies certain other means wore outlined in different communities whereby poor
households could react to situations of difficulty, or cotnmunities could react to problems faced by some
or al of their members. ITese included: assistance mobiised through local leaders (the headman) to
assist vulnerable households with medical costs and transport for medical care, and with consauctiou of
housing; loan of animals to households without catde to enable them to have the use of a ploughing
team for cultivation.

In general, the ability of households and commuities to withstand periods of stress and difficulty can be
related to thefolowing types of assets:

* human assets within she household: health of household members and capacity of the farming
labour force.

* sociai/pooitical networks: capacity to make claims on kin and community members outside the
household; capacity to make claims on governmental and non-governmental agencies -
especially in periods of stress

* material assets within the household: including both productive assets and 'stores of value'
(especially animal holdings)

* communty level assets: the naural resource endowment of the community; access to social
infrastuctr and service delivery; transport infrastructure.
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4. MAIN FINDINGS - URBAN AREAS

4.1 P_reptions of poverty in urban areas

in all, six uran communities were visited during the fieldwork, including a brief spel in Chongwe for
the pre-esting of fieldwork methods. For the syn:hesis report, analysis from four of the urban sits has
beean used extensively. Of these four sites, two were located in the industrial/business axes of Zambia
(the Copperbelt and Lusaka) and two represented urban communities located in predominantly
agricultual areas where livelihoods ranged from subsistence farming to informal and formal sector
wage erployment and the various degrees of multiple-income livelihoods in between.

4.1.1 Povwerty at the levd of the indivdual/househod

As with the rutWal areas, two prncipal investigative methods were used: semi-structured interviewing
around the themes set out in the interview guide and wealth ranking. Generally, in the urban areas, the
applcation of the PRA battey of methods was more complex than in the mrual context, and wealth
ranking was no exception. An overaU lck of familiarity with neighbours and co-residents on the part of
informants tended to skew the results of some of the ranking exercises. In other cases, people felt much
more inhibited about discussing and graphically depicting wealth stratification in the open.

The criteria by which people estimate poverty at the level of the individual or household coalesced into
five basic areas: the control and ownership of assets, the level of consumption and expenditure, security
of employment, managment of resources, and cross-cutting issues of gender, age, disability and
marital status.

(ia Assets

Assets refer to those which contribute to the immediate economic well-being of the individuals or
households, and also represent a form of insurance for the future. A critical determinant of well-being
in the urban communities studied had to do with household assets - those that related to shelter and very
basic household goods: the relative sturdiness of house structure, the presence of mats, blankets, plates
and pans in the home, the ability to afford soap, clothing and food. In Serenje, poor clothing
(ukusapula - *going about in rags') was seen as an indicator of poverty by all the women who were
interviewed. Land is also a critical asset for the urban poor, often determining their access to social
services (through 'legitimate' housing on council land). In Chipulukusu, the better off were perceived
as those who owned thei own plots and rented them out. A specific area of the compound - the ku ma
plots - was associated with this. These people were also likely to have iron roofing and cement floors -
another indicator of relative well-being. Only in Mongu, where the productive system that
circumscribed the town was based on agriculture, did other types of assets figure significantly as a
deternnannt of wealth. Here, land and cattle figured prominently and people cited attributes and assets
such as: cattle, stream basins, shallow lakes (masaa) and mazulu (non-flooding tracts of land in the
pls).

Money naturlly featued tecurrendy in descriptions of poverty. But it was characteuized much less as
an asset (to be saved and invested) than as a fluid medium of exchange which would enter and exit the
hands of household heads with alarming rapidity.

Perceptions of poverty were not restricted to a simple classification of ownership of assets or lack
thereof. Evidently, there was a broad acumen on the part of community members on the use of assets.
Typically, there were examples of people portrayed as being poor due to their alleged ambivalence or
outright neglect of resources. In Mongu, a poor person - mubotana or njebwe - is a person who has
poor clothing, no blanket, no mat and depends on being given the wherewithal to survive. But a poor
person may also be described as kalima-na-mwnwe - he or she 'cultivates by finger" (by pointing to the
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fields each day professing an intention to work, and never follownng through (see para. (iv) on
maagement of resources)).

A womasi * asked if she kw adl the 25 houholds I her secion for the puxpose of cainug
.out wealth m n .by cards. Wbe s started writing them down, she apparently remmbeted

threat given by te cocilor the Xrnvious day - that of giving temselves away over
kacfuj,erbe (iiit beer) b1win and Ohe possible cousequent actiou from the authonties. So she
did Aot go beyond 8 households before she claimed she could recall no more.
Four grop wereclassified:

-X -A B Y
S 3'

alI mn all women

': ,,,i includes people with big businesses in the compound or elsewhere in town. Their houses
have eleotricity. They are only about 9 people with electrified houses in the whole of Kapulanga
i..less thanl 2 %),

A: 4g~.gff: h.e households in this group are compowd of hard workers who are lIkely to
:grduatWo group X if teir fortunes hold up. Of the five households identified, one is a

,ar r two seli fiewood(on a scale which requires them to hire trucks) and one has a sewing
macheThey have lou suites and cupboards in their house. Only 2 have adio casttes.

They hav' Iod aU Xthrough the month and are able to educate their children.

B: ~ they survive by brewing beet once a month. They are ali pregnant but they do not
receiva' ssistane frtom'their men 'friends and 'are not married. They also carry or sel some

Y'5ee: caii glo th whole day without food. Of the three'wo-en i this group, two are very
o?ldand one is'lam.Ab'out -12% ofthe compound was depicted as being vulnerable.

Wealth Ranling in MOngu

What emerges from the urban sites is a cluster of very basic assets that are associated with the capacity
and ability to attain a minimal standard of living, and this standard is defined by quality of housing, and
ownership of basic commodities for cooking, washing and dressing. A broader category of assets is
very much secondary in peoples perception of poverty - those of ownership of farms, businesses and
other similar enterprises, tools for their various trades (such as sewing machines, beer drums, etc.) and
vehicles.
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fW 8 8~is~won a sction of&alingalinga called Tibvane and the mkinag involved 16 of the 25
J iAr. Phiii crated 3 goups initially but after some time he rmoved ow name from

:he lest roup .14 established a new group. H.e swted the goups as illustrated

B ouwA Bankabwine u 8

Rank4a bwbso who has enough food throughout the wonth.
Ratk4~ , .,. -.. close to being termed poor but their situation is not so bad

Osaa a extremely poor, and vulnerble.

-of "hgroups

' #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~8 ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ..... A

%3r~ ~ al xcet neaie in ora employment frm wher they :esin eough to cover al
hae theiown houses wichar fly- t and.o.as .;

another J,pus.be has put out-t -t all a'ma i s ranging from 4 i 6-(,ent

:~lv4ed),and *11 nanageto ducate th ir chidre., o....AI:t,:`: i,WI:-iw

0>~ely do hao ven-btheir owo hoses'bthmo haenfaled 'ito extend their houses fc'irom 2l ro'
'W Xjust frm VTe**wi baign'iigtbimahe cidrn lhey,ar:tohave-' mpoynt.Tey prew a

7 !isu. <lilleitn'beer) to mae ends meeclt. hey htave ularg ). e ndte*,i4tptytb
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u s: *.. Y:' :S ... .::S-.. -It.'o~idies aw.oieg bns to otm tXis gtumhsaoney,orf-dwon * r1*ious,.t this, ,nmared io

,imn f the,rbasieeds. Mosthave their ihisldre n out o.o F tr livel

a,v~~~~~~~esnllin buns being jlithbee an 4on isoma tQc work as.w .',

foroher eop 2~.h ar b oildng

a,~ ~~~e ,n this;t: g:olew mu, 2o are elno ltb working adniIwokg. :or ,-* on -.o.

~s ~y~f~iJ aoine magoes: tfeed hi aiy hl h a d:k kca

hp~t404iOt.he-ovkachas ictims Aof are whlvn nte r c ow houesb nl es the,4.ge, d.:,;b _,lt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n -hs .4 TO ' - - - -:
. : :t *5% -C - %'Dm 5%gA . :. .

~6~Mv~eiy lrge failieswhich'i arIhr to fedand coh.Nn fte a hlrni
schooLThey d noteven'bother-to have them enrlled ntgrd1.Terfmlchdenare,

not rea bd ,t "Just-keep bringing illegitimatechildreni. They appear to6 have one meal per day
~nd hei chldrn dessin second-hand-clothes slua)

bi~upI); te onewomanwhoconstitutes this gou has' aoeroomed'house. She is married to, a

~~~~~~~~~~, 0 . gru .;.g.: i - . .

;:n ~ii~bo thinks ~f oh utlcachasu. Although- this manU i g is y has. never

.{.bing apart fr verysma grden ie backyard. The w a . sh

th '' ; " t o pic'''- of the whole compou.. i . a.n to th 4 ru, Mr.t ; 4 ,,
~hI~ characteiest thus:
A~~-1S% D-75% C.5% D. 5%-

29Wealth ranking in Kalingai
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Class Characeritic s .....................

1. abakk (ch. Own big farms. pleaty of cattlk, big shops, b .rs'

vehicles, mplOy othr people, donate for 'Oo ty
devopme,.

2. abaklauk panoa (not very rich) QWi frmsi, some cattle, ieftaurts, small gr i
shops, #fkiska (ber garden shade).

3. akbLi panoo (not very poor) Permanent employment, small scal
least 2 meals everyday, matteteering, saauk delr
(second hand clothes).

4. abq (powr)- . Have no permanet source of come, live .n..
piecework, may go w*iout food fo some ay . .

;~ a.bapiiasmua (vulnerable) Thes depend on otes foruvval, fma i

Vpis e8er was o u with one man sorting 16 boei44 rohiro t

Whonsehold %itotaj

1 ~~~~~~6:

3 ~~~~13

r; abap-a-- 13- -

16 100

3OWealth Ranking in Serenje
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Mrs. Phiri is married and has 6 children. Her husband is currendy doing piece work at Chainan*
Hospital. He retired from formal employment in 1992. None of theiir Cildren has ever been in
school. They have been in Kalikili since 1981. A rough livelihood analysis was conducted:-

EWistimateu_nditure Pattern in a Month
3 x z25kg bags of m/meal K3,i00/bag K 9,300
3 x 90kg bags charcoal @ KI.400/bag - K 4,200
Relish (rape and additives) @ KSOOImeal = K15,000
Salt 1 packet per week @ K100/pack K400
Paraffin I container @ KIOOO/mouth = Kil,
Dambo (solo) soap - 4 bars @K400/month KI,600
EBU soap S tablets @ KISO/tablet - K75

K 32,250

icome Pattem in a month
Setls buns and milk only: buys 4 pans of buns for resale evety 2 days. Cost of pan of 24 buns
KSOO. Sells buns at K25/bun. Profit - KIOO/pan. She sells 15 days/mouth: 15 x R40 -=K6,-00

-guys fresh mik at K80 per packet and sells-at K100. She sells 10 packs/day and 20 pacs/day-on-
the last 5 days of the month. Profit = K7,000

Pays rent in market of K20/day. Total profit = K7,000 + K6,00- K600 K12,400-
-he husband earns K20,000 from the pieceworv Total household income -. Ki-

31Precarious livelihood in Kalikiliki

One woman made K800 from sales of charcoal.
She bought small packets of mealie meal, for
B150 each. With the remaining money she
bought vegetables, tomatoes and some cooking
6il.--She would eat this food with her five
children. 3It is like putting food on a teaspoon
into thi mouth, the food is so little that it will
not even reach the intestines". Another woman
cited the buying of Pamelas (a very small packet
of mealie mneal) as an indicator of poverty. She
called the Pamela a disgrace as this is not
enough for a family and just brings about
fighting among the children.

32Little to eat - women charcoal sellers in
Chipulukusu
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ij ConmLnion and Binenditur

I, * ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~10;o e . 7 .m
Explaining thetends in stress periods in tes of household food supply, a group of women
commnted on the regularity of food deficiency periods, which usually occuin the last te
days of the month. During tis time, meals wold be uoded to one pe day. Money would e.
borrwed fiom the kaloba and often people would turn to friends to borrow a tin of maize. The
palk hunger season fals during the rainy season fiom November to Febuary. WheifOod "t 6-c.
are lowes people oftn resort to buying mealie meal in small packets qwna) that sell at AM1i
eac bease tbey cannot afford the price of a bag which costs (3,200.. df
expenditurelfr mos families was recorded during the raimy season ,(Novem,ber to ,Pbrua.y).
Ouoig at this time of year include unifonns and other school reements farm-ipus,-4
h- h- expenditur on food (whicb is in short supply and hence available at higher t).

33Surviving in Serenje

Food conumption emerged as an indicator of well-being in al of the urban sites studied. The general
food security situation in the poorest households in each of the urban areas seemed to be precarious,
especially towards the end of each month as the circulation of money would dry up, forcing both
traders and consumers to economize on consumption.41/

Reduction of food intake surfaced as a very common coping strategy in times of stress and this had
both regular month-to-month and seasonal dimensions. Dietary reduction assumed the form of both
eating fewer meals per day and eating less of particular foodstuffs, especially meat and relish. The
picture that emerged was one of a hand-to-mouth existence during the most precarious final days of the
month before wages were paid. At this time, purchases of food would shift to the smallest sizes
available, notably the very common pamelas ofmaize42/ - enough to feed one perso nshina for a day.
Similady, very small sachets of detergent and soap, sugar, salt and tea were being purchased.

Observing people's purchasing decisions in the market, it was very evident that the approach adopted
was one of petty exchange. Eating one meal per day was very common. Traders in Serenje explained
that how mnuch food they had in the house was directly proportional to their takings each day in the
market. There seemed to be little evidence of revenue levelling: income earned would be spent on food
imnmediately, so more gainfil days would not provide for a cushioning of the less so. The abapina (the
poor) in this area were charctrzed as often going without food for some days. In Chipulukusu, a
poor person was also perceived very largely in consumption terms as one who has little food; for
example, one who eats vegetables (and no meat) with his/her nshima throughout the month.

Clothing also figured frequently in people's perptions of well-being each of the urban sites. In the
Lusaka compounds, as with elsewhere, the poor (and especiaUy the children) could be identified from
the clothes they wore - often salaula, second-hand clothes donated by a charity or bought from the
market.

4.I/This particularly applies to wage earners, whose salaries are disbursed at the end of the month, but
also has knock-on effects for unsalaried households.

42/The expression supposedly derives from a prostitute who, due to her busy schedule, had only the
time to prepare one small portion of nshima.
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In Kalingalinga, Lusaka, a resident, discussing vulnerability, talked of young men and women "roaming
the streets, tuning into thieves, hooligans and prostitutes". In this compound also, there were people
who were described as having 'just enough to live from hand to mouth", with most incomes at a very
low threshold, providig for the bare minimum in terms of essential commodities. No set pattern of
expenditure was recorded: people generally claimed to dispose of money on basic essentials as soon as
it was acquired. However, it was also noted that male heads of housebolds often spend some of this
re incoume on beer and paying their girlfriends, and consequently exacerbate an already sober picture.

fj Security of Emplovment

With the exception of Mcngu, there was a clear sense that poverty was attributable to lack of
employment and being unemployed hence appeared in all the accounts from the other areas as an
indicator of poverty. In Mongu, the situation was somewhat different, as many people in the town
seemingly rtain some land to cultivate on the peripheries. Businesses tended to be small-scale and of
the trader variety, unlilte the other urban areas which were closely linked to large companies and, in
the case of Lusaka and Ndola, substatial industry and commerce. In sum, labour is clearly the key
asset of the urban poor, and the extent to whicb people have access to employment in large part
deemines teir level of well-being.

In Chipulukusu, the compound was rife with

_Th type of incom;gonetag activitfes that testimonies of firings, sudden lay-offs by local
people fn ~ e ompounds wern engaged u - industries, and ma retrenchment. The

: : -~ impression was of a compound confronting the
harsh realities of structurl changes in the
economy very abruptly, with little time to adjust
to adjvstment. A feeling of despondency

njS gas (tmdition healers) -pervaded many of the discussions, as people
irelated stories of seemingly indiscriminate
dismissls. One man had lost his job for giving a

lift to a m-n in a company vehicle. Many people
V0n -; f : said they were literally "doing nothing, just

black-m th- trying to survive'. A focus group discussion
painted a grim pictiur of life in the compound:

co,bb-e: "three quarrst of the people here are
_: ' -- . ., '', dors loafers. Most people in Chipulukusu have

-- - - taken to stealing as a way of life. They
.,,~: dagga (dxugs) vendors cannot find formal employment, have no

crcin,pet, buIlders skills to enable them to be self-
employed ... and there are times when no
piecework is available-.

34Uobs in Kalingalinga Both men and women identified the lack of
employment as a primary cause of poverty and

imputed forces beyond their control: the dearth of employment opportuoity, the lack of skills training
and the cumulative effects of broader changes in the economy, manifested in seeningly ever increasing
pnres of food and other essentials.
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The linkages between education. omploynent and poverty were not illuminated in the mateial from the
field sites.431 However, in two of the urban areas - Lsaka and Screzje - poor quality of education
ranked as priority concems, and in the wealth ranking exercises and focus groups, inability to educate
children emerged as an important poverty indicator (see Boxes 29, 38, 40).

Many people appeared to be engaging in some form of pety trading - selling cigarttes outside their
homes, selling a few tomatoes or some buns. However, this range of activity seemed to be geWed more
towards sunrival rather than being an indication of any kdnd of dynamic thrust in the pea-urba
economy. Both buying and seling had an aura of constant and vexatious frnstration.

In Mongu, the standard paragon of piece work
Ms N is 30 years old. She is a divorw, ivilb (casual labour)JA/ was the maheta (shoulder)
:3 children. Her ox-huband does not supt portage, which appeared to be quite well
their children She cilects firewood for sale organised. In the compound, the majority of
daily (and earms between KSOO and K60Q) .nd -residents are engaged in a variety of income
d piewrk in order to feed and clothe generating activities, such as beer brewig,
hot children. She fetches water *or i~ trading in fish and milk, small packs of
brewer_ who in return pay her in-kind (meae salt/sugar, and maize etc.
-: n/relish).When' bhr children fal ill she'is
unaidieiX to e hem to X-hspital because of In each of the urban sites, a pattern of mutiple-

-igh hoapiW fees which she cannot afford to income opportunity seeking was discernible.
pay- She gives theni traditional medicines Without recourse to the steady incomes of

a MUzlree (bitter l for formaemployment, many households depend on
ailmentsike rrh aia and cous. the multiple activities of its members for

survival. Box 34 illustrates the compendium of
activities that might be multiply employed by

35Piecework in Mongu residents of the compound in Mongu duing the
year.

The notion of 'hard work' which was alluded to vezy often as a way of combatting poverty is best
understood as a euphemism for the mosaic of individual and household strategies for diversification of
income generating opportunities. This was characteized in some interviews as a lack of initiative there
appred to be a clear distinction between those who endured their misfortune with zsignation and
others who would work to exploit any semblance of opportuity to make money. Many peoples' lives
4ppeared to be fraught with fatalism. In some cases, this seemed to signify a significant transformation
in people's horizons with respect to aspirations and satisfaction of needs. Long-term goals and
associated saving and budgeting (and the quest for permanent emptoyment) had been supplanted by
short-term piecework articulated by a specific comtnmodity demand.

(jvU Mangems of Resources

In each conmunity, people frequently referred to the poor's 'lack of initiative' or 'laziness' or 'poor
management of resources' or 'irresponsibility'. This notion of disengagement in 'hard work' has been
discussed in paragraph (iii) above and seems to speak more to people's ability to devise creative means
of getting by in a difficult and hostile environment.

43/fis is most likely due to lack of attention paid in the fieldwork to probing on issues concerning the
value and utility of schooling. It could also derive from a misunderstanding on the part of discusants of
the dimensions of poverty causality being addmessed.

/AFor a fuller discussion on piecework, see section 2.1.1 (ii).
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Ia Sereije, the local term for laziness -
ukwilekelesha - which appeared to be mote Mr M ued to n a very
accurately depicted as lack of initiative p busi bul now he is ox of the
means, lterally letting life go by without p
doing anything about it". A social map
drafted by community members marked off Hs povrty was attrbuted to th following:
some houses as particularly poor. The
families were referred to as ba=higulkqe * poor mangemet of resources (lack of a bak
(^they just go round"), and they were
reputed to be found in bas a lot of the time.
Some of these sme people branded as 'lazy' * ickness the mbfil by.
professed to be lacking in means, rather sickness, so that he had little time for his
than ideas. lhey indicated that they had no
capital to stut an income-generating activity .u-i.e.s.
(tapal opa kumo ukuwoko). Women argued * absence of a responsible person to take over Xth
that money given to them by their husbands
was not even enough for food for the whole
month. Other households labelled as * failure to assist other people who are in need.
especially poor included, in some cases, He was not given any suppott when his fortune-
those that were female-headed (female changed
without support) generally. .'

* pride -,he used to l dowon., en. e .
In Lusaka, a rich person was perceived to much when he was rich.

be endowed with a caparity to "plan well-
o how to mae mney; wealth is attained
by "using money properly" and by hard
work. 36Riches to rags in Mongu - semi-strucured interview

In Chongwe, a group of me argued that the type of activity a person is involved in is less import
than how the business is handled and how competent people are in managing their resoures. 'They
illustrae the point by saying that there are households with five children, who are able to bring them
up wel and send all of them to school. There are others, involved in the same trade and witli only ne
cild, who are not able to send that child to school.

-'} Gender. Age. Disability and Marital Status

Cross-cting all the themes emerging in the discussions on poverty in the communities were issues of
gender, age, disability and social status from marriage. Often, the poorest would turn out to be an
amalgam of these various marginalities, represented in the extreme by elderly widows.

Gender disparities in relative well-being emerged in all the communities visited. In the wealth rankdng
exercises, routinely the lcwest category would consist solely of females - women who wer either
unmarried or widowed or women who were considered de facto household heads since their husbands
were unemployed and unemployable (see, for example, Box 1, group Y and Box 2, Group D).

In Chipulukusu, a vulaemble group were identified as the handicapped and old. "These people can do
nothing about their condition and depend on charity and being given the wherewithal to suvveo". The
old were considered especially vulnerable if they did not have anyone to look after them. Their age
evidently is a constaint on the total labour capacity of a household.
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4.1.2 Poverty at the lvel of the Urban
When interviewed, Ros explainod that she community
was poor becase she was a widow. The
education and upbnnging of her five children At the level of the urban communrty, the
was her sole responsibility. Irrespective of X pinncipal factors affecting livelihoods included:
beer boew (fromwhichtyh claed to be tbw bmwbn (ft= wWc she oWmed to beaccess to services
able to ea as much as K16,00G over two acce to sendies

days)she siU ¢46ideld betelf por. Ien * access to social and economicdays) sdosil onsiddered herself poor. There infrastructure
wre times when the beer would go bad and inr to welfare and vocationa tain
she would not sell anything. Her povetty was ce to wetitution
iwso attdbuted to the fact that her income was crime and prostition

.. ot supplemented by the income of a
husband.,
- sband- Issues of welfare and service provision are dealt

with in section 2.3.2 below.
370n her Own - interview in Serenje

(i) Social and Economic Infrastruture

As in rual areas, mobility energed as a key concern in urban areas both in and of itself (provision of
public transport) and as a linkage with other forms of social services, especially education and
health.0_ The consequences of poor transport resonated through people's perceptions of manifestations
of poverty; low-grade transport infrastructure implied isolation and marginality, impeding physical
access to services, diminishing returns on trade due to high cost of conveyance, encumbering even the
most basic of social obligations with additional stress, frustrating the expansion of markets and the
distribution of goods and, due to the nature of the existing roads, making journeys hazardous. In
Chipulukusu, one of the largest urban areas on the Copperbelt, the road is partly gravel, and many bus
and taxi owumers shun going to the area. Transport to town is patently inadequate and people have to
esort to using dilapidated open vans. The inadequacy of transport emerged as being particlarly

resented in the context of social ceremony and customs - lack of transport to ferry the dead was
bemoaned in numerous cases.

With respect to linkages with health, the lack of ambulances at loal hospitals was frequently cited,
especially in Chipulukusu. And in regard to road-related health complications, in Setenje and Mongu
people complained about unpaved roads, which were linked to sore eyes and coughs from the dust
duing the dry season from June-October.

Another issue whicb figured prominently in people's assessment of infrastruture was the question of
access to and organisation of narkets. In Mongu, community members, especially the traders, felt that
the provision of market places would benefit the poor. From focus group discussions, there was a clear
sentiment that, at the very least, punishing people for operating from their homes in the absence of
markets was wrong, and that a system of licensing should be instituted in its place.

Service infrasucture in the form of water and sanitation and social services are discussed below in
section 4.3. Electrification was not discussed in detail, although it should be noted that access to
electricity in the home was an indicator of wealth in the wealth rankdng exercise conducted in Mongu
(see Box 28).

(jj) Violence. Prostitution and AIDS

A picture of a spiralling cycle of crme and violence emerged from the testimonies in the compounds.
Many people related this to drunkenness, discussed below, but it also has to be seen as evidence both of

4/See lso 2.1.2.1 (it) on Trns in PNew- for commentary on uansport.
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the desperate measures some people perceive as their only recourse in times of such unrelenting
adversity and as evidence of a gtowing number of young people 'tuning against society'. In all the
areas visited, people lamented the breakdown of law and order, the lax civil code and the apparent
failure on the part of the police force to pursue criminals, investigate cases, punish offenders or restore
order. In Cbipulukusu, it was reported that thieves simply walked into homes, stole what they wanted
and often attacked the family inside. In Serenje, a high incidence of violence and crime was reported,
attnbutable by many to the TAZARA (Tanzaia-Zambia Railway) which runs through the town. In
Mongu, the late closing hours of the shabeen bars, some of which remain open until 3 a.m. was
reputed to feed the crime wave in the town. Residents of Kalingalinga and Kalikiliki talked about young
men and women "roaming the streets, turning into thieves, hooligans and prostitutes". It was reported
there that crime is also associated with the corruption of security men and police in the compounds, and
an increase in violence associated with gambling. Policing was deemed to be inadequate in each of the
compound areas. People also complained about both the lack of street lighting and the need for police
stations in the compounds.

People commented on the widespread nature of fairly casual prostitution, some saying that many single
women receive money from "boyfriends3 .

Others claimed that the marketeers get quick

The men goes to the beer hall straight after service and credit if they are sexually involved
work, spends hxis money on beer and onl a girl - with the men they buy their goods from. It was
who he takes to aest ,giving her sugested that married women as well as
money as payment for set. He later cOntracts married men were promiscuous. In one
- AIDS nd loses his ob His wife does som- compound, a group of men estimated that around
petty trading to try and make ends meet. The 70% of people in the compound were
ildren are withdrawn from.school becaus promiscuous. They related it to hunger: who do

the parents cannot afford the fie. st women look to for ways to make a living?
borrowing money from th kaloba aiti% Menl
nteret They fail to repay, their property is
rabbed _nd t landlord chases them away. In Chongwe, where pre-testing of fieldwork

The fumily i; destitut. -methods was carried out, people described how
the poor, especially widowed and single women,
are left with very few options. The women
explained that when a poor woman sees her

38Time of crisis in Kalingalinga - commentary hungry chdildren cry for food and a sick child
from a focus group with women slowly die for want of medicines, she does not

take long to decide to sleep with any man who
gives her a bag of maize in return. Very often she also gets AIDS in addition. "A poor woman with
hungry children can be made to do anything".

AMDS
AIDS emerged as a very prominent concern of people when discussed in the context of changing trends
in the communities. People were quite cicar t! AIDS is different from other disages. In Chongwe,
discussing the causes of the spreading of the AIDS vims, people felt that the location of the town on
the main truck route made it an easy target. There are many women who have taken up prostitution as
a survival strategy, out of desperation. Truck drivers passing throt gh have the money to pay for the
prostitutes. "Truck drivers bring AIDS with them and then they hit and run". When questioned about
condom use, some women seemed surpised and replied, "but it is the chemicals on the condoms that
carry AIDS!". They explained that when they were made aware about condoms, they asked the men to
use them, but the men have convinced them that it is condoms that carry the AIDS virus. It was also
mentioned that if a woman suggests the use of a condom, the men come to the conclusion that the
women are either infected or are fearful of being so, which is taken as evidence that the woman is
sleeping with other men.
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This information was triangulated from different sources and other women repeated the sam perception
about tbe use of condoms. One woman stated that it is not the cost of the condoms that puts people off
because they are available for free at many public places like bars and guest houses, but people are
scared of using them because of the fear of AIDS. She said that a condom helps only in preventing
conceiving a child. Pregnant women believe that if their new born child dies within two to three weeks
of it being born, the mother must have AIDS. The father generally survives longer if 'his blood is
thicker".

(ii) Alcoholism

Beer ddnking was cited often as a serious social problem. Aside from the negative health effects -
especially of kachasu, which many people drink to get dmnk fast and cheaply - the consequences of
beer drinking were depicted variously as: fights and murders; squandering of scarce family resources,
and; prostitution, loss of respect for one's own and other people's wives and the risk of AIDS. This
example of the dissolution of social bonds and breakdown of behavioral norms is illustrated by the
numerous references to prostitution, routine adultery and adultery cases in the courts. These cases then
require compensation and settlement, diminishing even further a family's scarce resources.

In Chipulukusu, both men and women
Rfestaited drinking When she ben bewing attributed the pauperization of some
beer for her living sler her husband died. she ' households to the men's proclivities for
Ibund herse'f drinking because iii the breing excessive beer drinldng and -moving about-
business1, one needs to upport' fellow brewers with women in motels.
when th brew eir'eer: 'You bave to go'
and buy some and be there to provide miIn Serenje, many people associated beer
sUpport so that when your turn comes, the'same drinking and alcoholism with poverty, and it
frndsillbe there*. 'Rose says thatthere is was identified as both a cause and a symptom:
eo niuch beer brewing in sabhia compound. an insignia in many respects of a time of

particular economic hardship and social
malaise.

390ne for the rmad - from an interview in Serenje Drunkenness both epitomized the melancholic
consequece of being poor and propelled

people ever deeper into the mire of the poverty trap. Apparently, many workers had lost their jobs due
to drunkenness. Men and women and even young boys and girls in their teens had taken to habitual
drinking of the local, illicit brew, kachasa.

Ironically, beer brewing is an important element of the informal economy, prospering in times of
hardship and sustaining a livelihood for a large number of households and, specificaUy, the women who
do the brewing.
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A -8 year old man 'I was working in Northem Province for the Cold Storage Board. When I
-tird ill 1986, settled in Chipulukusu and started repairing raios and watches for my

i-vlihood while my wife used to sell vegetables in the market. These days things bave become
bad. People are no longer coming to me to bave their radios and watch wrepaired because of the
high ost of living. My wife has also stopped selling in the market because there are too many
-Iiaol.selling the same commodities and business has gone down. We have now decided to go
ba*:home to Solwezi and are selling aU our household goods including the house so that we raise
moitey fortrasor.

A 6 r od mani: "My parents have since gone back to Malawi after retiring from the mines. I
mat inedl,iind swith my brother because I was working. When I was retrenched I found it hard
t: keap my family and now my wife stays with her parents because I cannot afford to feed them.
tI know some carpentry but the problem is that I have no capital to buy materials for making
ehaars4 Sometimes I steal tiiber from the plantation in order to make a living".

rAy old :a.: "I work for the-council and make K8000 per month. Thisis not enough fo :
my mother died I failed to go home to bury her because I could not afford to

A "i year Ild woman: 1 was married, and my husband died in 19922. He left me with 10 .
duldren. Only-two are married but do not support me. 'Me relatives of my late hlibad do not -

e Although the children have reached school going age, I cannot afford to send
th hool-and decided to send only one child to school. I sell vegetables and tomatoes in the

uwk_.-n sometimes run out of money and stop selling".

A: -year old man: " was pruned from ZESINCO last year, where I had been wrig i a
2ar~ener~ 1120w .tr to makeends meet by selling cabbages, whichI buy off the faraneRid au d
the competition. I have sometimes to ive people I or 2 extra just to get their patronag. mi
iadwaldngonlyK3O0j~erday . And I bave to pay KSO/day to bave a spot in th, iitii .';

2you see, I am selling my:own sister's cltes. I hav to pawni tese tiS
i, gal some mney, it.is the only way. I think I can sell her dress for K250..Things are-vr.y b

_omeMyyoiznger sisterhas started staying out until very iate-in night. We know:h I_

40Testimony from Chipulukusu
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4.1.3 Undenrtanding the Causes of Poverty in the Urban Community

Probing of local understandings of the causes of poverty in the urban areas were subject to the same
limitations as those experienced in rural areas (see 2.1.3) and the characteizations that eme8ged in the
course of semi-structured interviews produced similarly morally negative connotations of the poor and
their attributes. Focus group discussion with exclusively male and female participants produced the
following depictions:

it is vey easy to nrd o -i irich and who is poor. lhe rich come to the mWe andb 
tiny of egs without muh thought, but tho poor take a long ime to decide whethe they s-y l
buy one or two eggs.

41View from a Chipulukwu market woman

The women's view in C _

A focus group with five women discussed various indicators of poverty:

Perception of a poor person
The poor have no food, have poor clothing, no blankets and no hoes. They have no money to buy these
things. Food consumption is iregular and in m-y cases they eat once a day. The type of food eaen in
poor peoples' homes is often of inferior quality. Rarely do they eat mea. They bave small, poor quality
and overcrowded housing, with no electicity, no tap water and inadequate sanitation facilities. The
houses are usually one or two rooms with no windows. Toilets are built close to houses. A poor
person's home is often empty, with no chairs or tables. Poor people often have large families, but the
parents may fail to feed, cloth and educate their children properly.

Causes of povety
Causes identified included the following

- lack of education.
- having many children.
- ->unemployment.
- poor health/illnesses.
- high cost of living, especially high cost of staples.
- thieves (a man- in Chawama who was selling food products at Soweto had his capital and goods

stolen and he never recovered).
- lack of initiative.
- beer drinldng
- God makes some poor and others rich.

The Men's View in Kalingalinna

Perception of a poor person
A poor person lacks essentials like food, clothes, shelter due to lack of income. Lack of disposable
income precipites:

* no education for children * no shoes
* unable to pay hospital fees * no soap
* poor clothing * no plates and pots
* inadequate diet * no blakets
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The poor can be split into three groups: the unemployed, the old, and the disabled. The disabled ar8
regarded as very poor because they are Lot physically able to provide for themselves and depend on
other people to assist them. Sonse of the unemployed are poor because of 'laziness".

Causes of poverty
* government retrenchment - many people have been retrenched. The layoffs have been

very abrupt, and few people have received compensation
* low income in employment
* poor planing and management

of financial resoures
* having many unproductive Ankala bwbo - living well

dependents Aakalko bwine - not so poor but not
* disability (physical and mental) living so well
* oldage Osauka - thepoor
* illiteracy (leads to low paying Osaukitsa - the vulnerable

employment, if secured)
* illness
* laziness
* property grabbing 42Local tenminologies in Luska
* excessive beer drinking
* wearing off of lucky charms
* fate

The causes of poverty alluded to by community
members included both the general and
moralistic explanations relating to the individual
and more specific social problems induced by A _estaumn ownier d ottt
govemment policies that relate to the the peoplhe a eld t he 
community. Lack of employment generally and ; epto ymeo n #wih 
government retrnchment of civil servants .ear enough moey t mae:a p
specifically were the most obvious and most u , uch as ltsIt rkef
often cited cass of poverty of the community. AXk to~ ibrew an w t.........e.e able to buy~

weat they wan td theywold thenequit the :
Causes of poverty in Mongu were cited, job. The owner cold ntdispeuae as to wat.
variously, as: would make these girls continue working

* poor management of resources when twir aspiraiodns were so low. Of te
* sickness twenty emnployees who had woed for her-

zpride (refisal to do jobs that do siwvce i990 only one remaine.
not conform to a person's idea .. .... . .....
of their status) 43 Staying power in Serenje

* iffesponsibility

Accordingly, factors that could make a person rich were given as:
* perseverance: riches come from hard work
* lack of shyness and pride: not rejecting a chance to make money for fear hat one's

prestige might be debased.
* stinginess (resources multiply quickly if they are guarded jealously)

The accent in all cases can be seen to be lack of access to income as a corollary of poverty (rather tan
access to food, natural resources and entidements in rual areas). Interestingly, as in rural areas, a
stess on 'lazinss and 'lack of initiative' emerges in both men and women's perceptions and this can
be interpreted as adeptness in adaptability as discussed in para. (iii) of 4.1.1 above and in Section
2.1.3.
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4.2 Vul labiity and Cbane over time in Urban areas

LiAvelhood anysis: Income generating activitis.
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44iAvelihood in Mongu - fixed scoring exercise camred out with 4 women and 1 man

The foliowing section presents findings from fieldwork in the urban sites on the trends, vaiations and
changes over time in the experiential dimenions of poverty. A number of explicit traits are discenible
in the recurring periods of stress experienced at the level of both commumity and household tuat relate
primarily to income and consumption. Being, in -ay cases, highly susceptible to vagaries in the
economic climate, manifeste in acces to employment, urban households would appear to go through
cycles of recurig resource deficits most notably towards the end of each month as money in the peri-
urban economes dries up.
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4.2.1 Trends in Urban Livelihoods

The most striking element of consistency amongst the urban households in the coincidence of
expenditure peaks in the months of November to February, where rainy season demands combine with
the peak period for payment of school and clinic fees (since this is also the time of the year when
illness is most common). In sum, these months conspire against poor households through:

i) vety high incidence of diseasesA/
ii) requirements for health and children's education
iii) bofrowing from money lenders
iv) very low income
v) very little food available - hunger season
vi) very scarce fuel i.e. firewood,charcoal and paraffin.

In generl, household vulnerability appears to be iLtensify significantly on two cyclical dimensions:
firstly, on a monthly basis as, towards the end of each month, money becomes scarce and consumption
is economised, and, secondly, on a seasonal basis, from November to February where low income and
high expenditure are at their peak.

l Incomes and Expenditures

The period of highest expenditure for most families - the lean season from November to February -
includes outlays for uniforms and other school requirements, farm and other agncultural inputs, and
higher expenditure on food (which is in short supply and hence available at higher cost).
Material on seasonal patterns in income and expenditure from Mongu is presented in Box 17 below.

Many of the analyses brought out the perception of the need for diverse livelihoods, and the sense that,
despite being urban dwellers, their well being was dependent on their having access to cultivable land
to grow inai

As has been discussed above in the context of 4.1.1 (iii), a picture emerged in the compounds amongst
the poor of tnncated horizons, absence of savings, piecework geared to consumption and pared
expenditures to basic necessities. Piecework - such as that organised for mahe transport im Mongu
(see Box 35) - emerged as a very common strategy for, on the one hand, dealing with periodic food
shortgs and, on the other, providing a primary resource flow into the housebold.

46ISeasonality in health is dealt with in detail in section 4.3.1
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A fo r iterview With men and women produced the following information on liveioods.
The fol g teble speQifie. tbe main sources of income of local people:

iac;tiv ::: :: . : er % involved:

* bwd n f --sh. . A daily acivity for most mem; twice weekJy for
women.

busuh id . . M/P ngligible Made by the same people who tde n fish.
Wine --'' -""" .' P ' -80% No ictions on brewing. Fmentation tikes.7

days.

pF o . 80%. ougtfrom Leut, 4uilwg,' Mawsw nd Se o,.
.15-20 kmn away,

' . rBr '. -..-''-.: 'F '. -75%. Ea' individual allowed to brew-oncea month. b-
'eah section people ar registered to brew os
:, ,days.A'dramofbeetakes.lor2dayt mostto-.-
fi. B is s a te ed of e 

,H'4~e~isk :Fflicn gin) 'P. -25% Talkin about brewing of this beer.seemd a very
senitve sse:apparently pol r aasdb h

--authorities forbrewing.-
Wood WF ~~100%

gs Perform eveyday for the-community'
W44ft~lt ~ M/J Vny wenpeope so toth forest or som..~ectivte lipfieood or grsscttn d te p

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - O_ o6d IM VJ'sOi W' ie J,j o #

wituits.

Thsng:wr t /~ .00% Business is high close to the r.i...s......

- i i ..- .** t5 ....................... : s :: :-: ::B --; -]ltm.:. ..-.. ........ ...

MW 10% Thi is. eavyonalo acivity wtitid"cAn o,eb

eange d 0 -fo labo-r.

45Mating it in Mongu
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SEASONALITY OF DIEFERENT ACTIVITIES AT CHONGWE MARKET, 16.3.93

W uplbegly ls tha Ddem

m m-I-fr- .u-

t*.g2/r'_ i J_ P' -rm E

supplyb leathantS@ doa,md

bread/bun ar avaiable thoughout but ca be affected if flour is in short Supply

taioring activity is "AM capacity" throughout the year but some months tailors have to work
harder- Christms, New Year, agricultural shows and school opening times.
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PAIRWISE RANKING OF ACTIVITIES IN CHONGWE MARKET
16.3.93 Analysts: A. Tembo, R. Lupiya, C. Chilemba, A. Chimyamu, 1. Chilemo, M.
Ticki, B. Kalunga, C. Mwanza, G. Chigani, M. Alex, C. Mulewo, J. Muwnagwa, A. Sakala,
P. Kashimba
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Livelihood activities, in cases where some kitid of activity was identified (many people said they were
literally 'doing nothing, just trying to survive') recorded in Chipulukusu included the following:

* charcoal selling
* bicycle repairing
* constmetion of toads (food for work)
* commercial gardening of vegetables
* illicit beer breing
* working as maid servants (bakatoba mbale - 'plate breakers) in the low density areas

of the city
* trading and scatered formal employment in govemment and paastal jobs

_h rcoal sradin: charcoal sellers ply their trade from January to December. During the farming
season they sell charcoal in the afternoon after working in their fields. Other times children sit by the
sacks while their mothers continue to work in the fields. Charcoal sells well during the cold and rainy
seasons - June/July and November - March. During the hot and dry seasons people collect their own
firewood and very few people buy charcoal. During the discussion with the charcoal vendors, a
daughter of one of the women bought two pieces of cassava for her mother, the sum total of breakfast
and lunch.

Roads-reWiUwion this was being carried out as a Food for Work scheme under the World Food
Programe, mainly by women in exchange for food which they would receive every 10 days, usually
mealie meal, sugar, cooking oil and beans.

-lilCis beer - mosty preared by won. Although breing kaduw, is strictly spakng illegal,
many women were engaged in production as a survival strategy: one woman said that she 'had to do
something that would bring in money quicldy or her children would starve to death.

In Serenje, the main livelihood activities were indicated as:

beer/munkoyo brewing
* maketeering
* Utding

restaurants
* govenmment and company jobs
* piecework
* farming

{ii) Trends in Prices

A tend analysis was conducted in Chongwe with a group of market women. They selected changes in
the prices of transport and cloth, to which they added trends in the change in the quantity of food they
eat:

Indicator 1970 1990 1993

Transport 5 7 s0

Price of cloth 3 20 1800 *

Quantity of food 60 15 3

Prepaed on ground uswi chalk and beans for sCoring.
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Explaining the treads in tansport cost, they explained that earlier they had only one bus going to
LAka every day, but they paid very little to get there. Now they have many buses but have to pay a
lot more. 'We would prefer to have only one bus rather than pay so much". They clamed that the
situation over the years has badly deteriorated for the women especially. explaining that maRket women
were mainly selling vegetables or cooked food, whereas the men were selling snacks which have a
longer shelf life, or were selling other goods like clothes, shoes, sugar, salt, cooking oil, and fiuits.
There is little margin in vegetable marketing and as a result they are not able to invest in other products
(at the same time, marketing vegetables requires little investment to start with: 'you can set up a stal
with only 1000 Kwacha in your hand". Since it is far easier to stat with seUing vegetables, there are
many women involved in the same trade). There is no facility to aval small credit for trading and the
cooperatives that offer credit do so only for farming. The option of kaloba is too expensive and it is not
possible to pay the interest with the small returns in vegetable marketing. They commented that they
often have to resort to seeking charity from the church when they have no other option. Even though
they are selling their products in the same market, the women feel that they are lagging far behind the
men and would continue to do so unless they were to move out of vegetable trading.

The women explained that the drought had made their condition far worse, wiping out any resources
they had accumulated over the years. They gave the example of a woman from a village, 8 kms from
Chongwe, who was saved at the last minute by a passer-by from burying alive herself and her three
children in an attempt to escape from the inability to feed her children. The relief supplies of food that
had arrived in the village were being sold rather than given out free. The drought was also mentioned
in the context of a time line analysis, and one woman commented: 'the only important event in my life
was the drought in 1991 and described how her life has become much more difficult since then with
food shortages and the rapid increase in prices.

Explaining the reasons for the deteriorating situation, the market women in Chongwe felt that
'everything comes back to tha high and increasing price of fertilizers'. The high price rise, according
to theem, find roots in the increasing price of fertilizers. Since the cost of maize production has
rmultiplied, people are finding it difficult to cultivate enough to feed themselves. As a result, everyone
is forced to work harder and diversify to more than one source of livelihood. The problem of doctors
and nurses not being able to perform properly was linked to the fact that they have to think about the
ways to supplement their income to keep pace with the price rise and 'hence how can we expect them
to have their mind on the ill when they themselves do not have enough to feed themselves'.

The impact on the poor is even more severe. The bad drought year and the lack of purchasing power
has made the poor even more vulnerable than before. People claimed that doctors and nurses tace better
care of the patients when they can afford to pay tbem extra. The women commented that the nurses
look at their poor clothes and ignore them. They felt that the educated are kuwyadira maphunziro
(proud) and show off by being rude to the poor and the old.

4.2.2 Coping Strategies in Urban Areas

In the exercises and interviews with people in the community, a category of 'safety nets' emerged that
form part of a repertoire of responses households effect ia times of particular stress. In many cases, it
appeared that these survival strties were no longer temporary, ttansient formulas for survival in a
time of crisis, but had become standard, enduring means of subsistence in the community.

When questioned about coping mechanisms in times of stress, people depicted the most common
strategies in general terms - reducing food intake in the household, participating in food-for-work
schemes, seeking charity from the church and, as a last resort, stealing. Some mentioned that the
marketeers render assistance, mainly for funerals.

A semi-structured interview with three men involved in petty trading (two selling fish, one selling
firewood) revealed the following coping strategies:
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- ppuliAg children out of school (all
tbro bad done this). Mrs. L has 9 chidre. Her husband wors as a

- sending cbildn to work (one vm cleaner and makes K19,000, but usually brings
had sent his two boys to work as home K10,0 aRr paywg off the Aloba
herders and his daughter is working (moeylender). For priuay school, sh pays
as a naiiy). K4,SOO for fees; seonday school is K6,000
piecework plus K3,000 exanation fee. Two of the

childre bhave failed Grade 7 exam. Unifonms
are purchasd once evry 3 years. Sie pays

Other copid segies revealed at the school foes at the beginnig of the year after
individual lovel al involved paring bonowig money from the kaobba. Books also
expenditure down to just providing food for zbave to be bought at tie b.eging of each
the household (not paying the water fee,
using twigs as fuel, etc.). In Mongu, people
recounted how they would collect rotten She gets through 4 bags of mealin eal per
maie from the nearby depot for household .m thr 4 works on xh ood for
consumption as a coping srategy for dealing Work scheme for 10 days to secu. a2g ba.
with hunger. They questioned why the :can someme es take the husband 2-3:months.
goverment should allow stocks of yellow to get paid, and they have to resort to the
mnize to rot and be thrown away when there s ihba to get by. eat t once a m
are people who could be assisted with it.L7/ wi thie huband is paid. She uses f ' -- :p -

cassva leaves) without oil orokaselish. A
Food isecurUy .Kg bag of sugar is given in exg on tbe
Explaining the trends in stess penods in Food for Wor py are*s given
terms of household fgd_supply, a group of one bottle of oil which she usu se to earn
women commentd on the regularity of food oneyto payschool fees or.pay back the
deficiency periods, which usually occurred Aloba"
in the lastten days of the month. During this
time, meals would be reduced to one per Jack of money prevents them fm using the
day. When food stocks are lowest, people clinic, and thsey ed to go to th.e c,hir for
often resort to buying mealie meal in small .cin.e.
packets (pamela) that sell at KlSO each medicine.
because they cannot afford the price of a bag
which costs K3,200.

Credit 46lnteiview with a woman in Kalildik
The foremost sources of credit in urban
areas appear to be neighbours and kin, on the one hand (primarily to borrow food, such as a tin of
maize) and the kaloba on the other (see Boxes 33, 38 and 56), for cash.

Expenditures
The high cost of living has forced some families to pull children out of school because they cannot
afford school uniforms and other necessities. They would rather spend the little money on food.

Migration
In Kalingalinga, people refered to reverse migration as a potential fall back strategy. Some people felt
that in the ruMa areas they would at least have acces to land for cultivation, and hence food, whereas
in urban areas such land was unavailable.

471Se" 4.2.1 (ui) on tends in pric for fiaher discusdon on coping swategies.
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Economising
In Kalikiliki, people were supplementing their food supply by cultivating small mize plots. However,
they complained that often their maize is stolen before they can harvest it. Women in the compounds
pick little twigs, mainly from the flowering plants around the area, for their cooking fires. Some
women scavenge for small pieces of charcoal. In Kalikilikd, in the rainy season, this situation is
accentuated: women have to walk long distances - often to Chawata or up the Great East Road to look
for charcoal.

Spport networs
Community networks, social, economic and cultural, are often __
extremely important in tenns of the support they provide
through social organiation to needy households in times of Th following 'tme-Iine outli' key events
particular hardship and stress. These networks often reveal i the histy of th co -i-
themselves at the community level as mutual support
coalitions, providing anything from child care to food, 1-63 .Ki p hny; ponv was
financial assistance for funerds to credit. In general, etblished.....fr....ttlee.t,.thearea
community activities in the urlan compounds appeared to be Vcoed.bf eol who
minimal, .l.Iived along te. zver banks.Wththleir

In Kapulanga, Ndola, there was little evidence of any s
significant local social institutions of mutual support for the m g t t e s
urban poor, although references to the poor 'depending on a trg
others' indicate some redistributive mechanisms at work. theara to k : : - -; ::5

In the Lusaka compounds, the main local institutions that were p ttto 1969tr wa o in tI
significant in terms of providing or facilitating mutual support compo.und e tdid : not
for the urban poor in the compounds were identified as the reconi it. as * . ie wuld draw
church and the EPU (Economic Production Unit). The church wM Pma c
assists the community by giving soya flour to malnourished K.y if
children in the compound weekly, and food to orphans, the : .po.. T 
destitute and disabled. The EPU (established in 1985 by GTZ t ki om.t...
and the city council) provides support through a revolving
fund which offers three types of loans: microloans - up to 7 The ede w 
KlO,000 with 8% interest; worling capial loanw - for withi b: the township council but the
businesses such as charcoal burning, with loans up to KWP,M0 then ruling petty (UNIP) ctedto t- 
at approximately 10% interest; higher purchase loans - up to th e o
K20,000 at 12% interest, for larger businesses. Conditions for r oo u r
securing loans however, are stingent and beyond the means for vabf to:.
of most: they include owning a home (having property worth ti:V -.
nore than KlS,000) and having a relative with a steady
income of more than K10,000 per month. Consequently, the am1978 Ries sdo i oil t
revolving fund provides funds to only 10 people a month. provide the with incpip
CINDI (Children In Distress) is barely 3 months old in .oans for reao f
Kalingalinga. Their main objective is helping vulnerable these requests hae .
children with food and shelter. They have established a store
where they are seUing varous commodities to raise money. :_-_-___:____;-_____:_____-.________

Tle local Development Committee coordinates participation 47umculity of suomct in Monsu
by the comnmunity in rehabilitation of infmstructure such as
roads, schools etc. There was a suspicion that during the
elections funds had been misused.

Many people bemoaned the lack of organised goverment welfare in the compounds: Food for Work
programmes have been the most prominent source of transfers towards the poor. Although food for
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work experiecem show considerable variation: Mongu, for example, has received very little in the form
of aid, food for work progammes included.

2.2.2.3 rTe Lie in Urban Communiies

ln each of the field sites in the uban areas, residents were questioned about sigrificant events they
would consider important in the development and growth of the community. Sv.mmarized in Box 47 and
below is maerid from two of the ura sites:

KALINGALINGA

1921 - Occupafion of the area as farms.

1941-42 - Indians bought the faurs, built huts and stated renting them out at 25n (two and six-
pence). A key landlord was a man known as Kalingalinga.

Barly 60s - Rent went up to 10 hillings. By then many people had moved into thearea and rent
went up again to 1 pound (K2).

1962-63 - People started refusing to pay this rent.

1964 - A govemment squatter control programme was fonned to monitor the formation of the
compound.

1964-65- The squatter comtrol intended to demolish these squatter stuctur. Plots were
established in Mtendere. This caused a poliical division as those who went to
Mtendere were labelled as UNIP members while those who had remained were said to
belong to ANC.

1975 - Rumours of upgrding at Kalingalinga.

1980 - Plots were finally demarcated.

4.4 Key Vulnerabilities of the Urban Poor

As was illustrated in the ural section, many of the dch stics associated with vulnerability are
captured in the various aspects of local conceptions of poverty. Common to all ar are the importance
of kinship bonds - the entitlements, rights, obligations and claims on kdn and community - and social
status, especialy widowhood.

Characteristc of the urban sites were additional vulnermbilities associated with the milieu: broadly
speaking, envirnental dangers that are manifested in three dimensions. Firstly, environmental health
vulneabilities stem from poor quality of housing, lack of rubbish collection services, inadequate water
and sanitation systems and, in some cases, industrial pollution and ecological degradation. Secondly, a
plan and stucte enviromental hazard: overcrowding, lack of private space between households and
the vulnerable physical strcture of some houses are elements alluded to in atl the urban areas. And
thirdly, environmental vulnerability has a social aspect, captured in the escalating violence and crime in
the compounds.

Household vulnerablity appears to be intensify significantly on two cyclical dimensions: firstly, on a
monthly basis as, towards the end of each month, money becomes scarce and consumption is
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economised, and, secondly, on a saonal basis, especially from November to February where low
income and high expeaditure are at their peak.48/

To the characteristics already discussed we can add two further issues of particular concern in urban
areas: legal tenancy and security of self and property.

fiJ EPrgal rights and security of tenure

Two types of insecurity relating to home and property emerged in discussions in the communities. On
the one hand, the question of legal rights over land and property arose as serious concems of residents
of the compounds which, over time, have drawn in large numbers of migrants from different ethnic
groups. On the other, the structural vulnerability of people's homes was referred to (and portrayed in
many instances as an indicator of poverty). The abiding uncertainty of legal changes in tenure, above
all in the speculation as to whether customary land would be brought under the aegis of the township
council as council land (and thus be at least entitled to normal service provision) was noted in a number
of cases. In Mongu, people felt that the lack of a firm decision on the part of government as to whether
Kapulanga is on customary or council land bas led residents to feel reluctant to improve their houses.
As a shanty compound, most of the houses are temporay structures: some are made of reeds and grass
thatch while others are of pole and mud. Both types are highly susceptible to catching fire. Kapulanga
compound is known as a nai kahela area - a squatter settlement (literally: 'I'll build myself a hut') and
residents have no legal entitlement to the plots they occupy. Chipulukusu compound, reputedly one of
the three poorest areas of Ndola and one of the biggest urban slums on the Copperbelt is divided into
two sections: old Chipulukusu, where plots were clearly demarcated by the council ('ku ma plots')
and new Chipulukusu. Those in the 'plots' are considered better off. Old Chipulukusu was built close
to the Kafubu river. For fear of homes being flooded and destroyed by the river, people had moved
fiurther up from the river in 1972. Their plots here were well demarcated and houses were built with
iron roofing sheets. By 1977, however, the population had grown and newcomers were erecting houses
on the old Chipulukusu site. In this section houses are built very close to each other; toilets and wells
are sometimes pracically one on top of the other.

CiiA Security

Many anthropological studies of poverty have shown that people's own conceptions of disadvantage
often involve attaching considerable value to non-economic criteria such as independence, mobility,
security and self-respect, dimensions which are poorly represented in conventional approaches to
measuring poverty.

The very reai threat to personal physical secunty at the community level was attested to in each of the
study areas.

In a focus group discussion in Chipulukusu, it was intimated that three quarters of the people are
loafers. Most people in Chipulukusu have taken to stealing as a way of life. They cannot find formal
employment, have no skills to enable them to be self-employed. Piecework is irregular; there are times
when no piecework is available'. A high and rising incidence of crime was reported in Serenje. In
Mongu, personal safety and protection from crime appeared to be major concerns. People descrbed the
potential actions that could be taken at the local level to improve this situation: better policing,
imposing earlier closing times on beer sellers, and ameliorating the dire employment situation.

48/See Section 4.2 on Vulnerability and Change over time in urban areas.
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In KalinguIinga, people spoke of an almost total lack of security in the compound and the incrase in
gangster-related crinmes, including homicide. One man talked of the young men and women 'roaming
the strets, turning into thieves, hooligans and prostitutes'. To tackle this problem the people had tried
to fom a neigbbourhood watch which did not succeed and had to be abandoned. Since 1989, there has
been a significat increase in the crime rate, ascribed to the following:

lack of incomelemployment, propelling people into stealing and killing as a last resort.

'unambitious' people, attracted by the seemingly 'essy' type of work that burglary represents.

corruption at large permeating civil society.

gambling, leading to fights and murder.

There was a broad consensus that to tackle spiraling crime, powerful police patrols were required and
that finctioning police stations had to be established within the compounds.49/ Discussions in the
communities also revealed how far-reaching corruption had become. Some criticised the security men in
the compounds and recounted instances when a criminal is arrested by a police officer only to be
released, even within sight of onlookers, after offering a bribe to the policeman. Meagre salaries of
police make them susceptible to bribery.

'We don't understand what this democracy is doing as it seems it is liberating
criminals too much'.

'Any kind of investment is discouraged by this insecurity'.

Other examples of vulnerability derive from social status and perceptions of entidtlements and rights to
inheritance by kin. Interviews with widows in the communities illustrated the extent of properly
grabbing by relatives of a deceased husband. In Kalikitiki, a woman related how she had lost all her
property including clothes in the grabbing of their property after her husband died.

'Cash income is very hard to come by. I amn no longer able to sell small items like mealie
meal, cooking oil and sugar as I used to before my husband died because I have no start up
capital. Wbatever I make is from hand to mouth...I have to hold on tight to this money
because it is very rare that I get even a little...my husband used to work and things were better
then but now I have endless problems. His relatives do not even care about the children.'

42/Although recent negative reports on the police in the press have left many people disillusioned with
the state law enforcement strctue and the ability - or interest and willingness - of the police to curb
crime and confront criminals.
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4.3 Perptions of Services and Access to So-vices in Urban Areas

In all of the urban locales visited, availability of and access to services emerged very clearly as a major
concem and as a criteria for differentiation of communities according to relative well-being. In nuny
cases, this would translate into a localism with respect to people's perceptions of poverty areas. Hence,
in Chipulukusu, a particular area in the compound was considered 'a poor area'. Some community
members indicated that the fact that they lived in a one-roomed house or far from the hospital was a
sign of poverty.

Uniformly, an inability to pay school or clinic fees was the mark of a poor person.

4.3.1 Health

Access to health care was identified as a critical issue in all of the areas visited. However, the
characterization of the current situation was very negative. Overall, a picture emerged of rising prices
and declining quality of services provided. There was general discontent in all areas regarding the
standard of centrally-provided health services. User fees in the formal health care system appeared to
be putting the mainstream health facilities out of reach of the poor. High medical fees alone in many
cases were simply unaffordable and accounted for the claim of a sharp decline in the number of visits
to clinics and hospitals. In Mongu, people felt health service fees to be exorbitant: registration K100;
consultation K500; prescription K1000; admission K1500, and mortuary K1000 (if the body is not
collected after 4 days). In Chipulukusu, people expressed anguish at the fees they were expected to pay,
especially when coupled with the mediocre treatment they received.

A number of diseases were common to all areas and illustrate the linkages between health and poverty
as represented in poor nutrition, inadequate sanitation and water and physical planning of living
environments in urban areas. In Kalikiliki, scabies and sore eyes are very common ailments, and
worms affect around 80-90% of the residents. In Mongu, the township council has built a few toilets,
but these are far from being adequate. Mosquitoes breed in the unslashed areas around houses and this
is considered to be responsible for diseases such as malaria, cholera and dysentery. Malaria and
dysentery were also cited as common diseases in Serenje, attributed to the stagnant water around the
compound. Diarrhoea is common during the hot season because of the heat; people tend to drink a lot
of water at a time when the water level in the river is very low. Cholera was reported to break out in
Chipulukusu every year. At the time the research team visited, an outbreak of meningitis had been
reported. It was pointed out that overcrowding in Chipulukusu makes people easily susceptible to most
diseases. Three was a widely shared conviction that improvements had to he made both in the provision
of health services to the compound (upgrading the clinic and procurement of an ambulance) and in the
exiting supply of water and sanitation infrastructure.

Health personnel issues and userfees:
In a series of institutional diagramming exercises in Serenje, the local hospital was represented as an
ineffective institution. Under staffing was identified as a serious problem (4 clinical officers instead of
15; 33 nurses instead of 50-60). Patient congestion is routine. At the time of the field research, there
were 150 patients for a hospital with a capacity of 85. High volume of inpatients was attributed to the
location of Serenje: a transitory town hosts transitory people, apparently many of whom end up being
admitted to the hospital. Men and women complained both about the lack of medication and the
congestion which was illustrated by two or even three people sharing a bed. People also complained
about the hospital fees and what they perceived as ruthless profit maximizing on the part of the social
services. They complained about the fees because in spite of making payments they were given no
medicine. Some recounted how, at the onset of a scabies outbreak in the compound, the medicine was
initially thick but became lighter as it was diluted as more people sought treatment, rendering it
ineffective.
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In each of the field sites, people voiced complaints about nurses and other hospital personnel being nrde
to patients. Many women, in particular, complained about the attil and lack of respect from nurses
and about not being trated or attended to at the hospital because they were poor. In Kalikiliki, women
desoribed the matmity clinic where mothers in labour are scolded and neglected by nurses rate than
being counselled by them Some people mentioned an increase in consultations with traditonal healers.

In Chipuhkusu, my people complained that the one-roomed clinic was inadequate for a compound of
that size. Aside from the space limitations, the two days designated for trement of any ailment were
felt to be insfficient. Emergency cases could not be dealt with, due to lack of an ambulance. Imuo
emerged in al the communities as a serious problem with respect to heaith care and its impact was
naturally felt on the consequential problems in ferying people to hospital when sick, but also in
transporting the dead to the graveyard. Often, machila's would be used for lack of any other transport.

Seasonality in health

The health situaton ia grave from October to April. This is the rainy season, replete with cholera,
dysentery, coughs, diarrhoea, malnutrition, malaria, and worms. Vomiting and diarrhoea seem to be
prevalent throughout the year. Scabies is no longer seasonal - informants indicated a major increase in
the prevalence of this disease. Exercises were carried out in the compounds where community members
were asked to depict the seasonal patterns in the incidence of the most common disease, and examples
of these exercises can be found on pages 129-132. Findings from a focus group discussion in Klikiliki
are presented below.
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IMPACT OF DISEASES AND FOOD AVAILABILITY ON LABOUR IN SERENJE URBAN

Scabies and AIDS

Malaria d 4 ' W q - _ a. w

Diarrhoea

Menegitis 4

Food Availability

Labour
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SEASONALITY AND DISEASE IN KABULANGA COMPOUND
8/11/93. Analysts: M. Ngombo, N. Sitali, N. Kagongo,

DISEASE OCCURRENCE

J F |M A IM J J A S O N D

Crebral nalaria

coughing , .. :: :: X X .4. .. X X X X

Diarrhoea :: X X X X.: : .

Scab'i' _ _ _ X_X- _ X XX X __

Malari.. ::: ::. ::: X X X X

Dyseltiy X X X X X X X. .
= high mcidelc

SEASONALrIY MATRIX FOR DISEASES AND FOOD AVAILABILITY IN SERENJE URBAN

DISEASE

J F IM A M |J J |A S |O N ID

Malaria X X X X X X

Coughing X XX X X 

Eye sores X X X X

Diarhoea = = =X X X X 

jl, Hunger | X | X | | | __ | | |13
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4.3.2 Water and Sanitation

Perceptions of problems associated with water and sanitation varied across the communities visited,
nSUg from general satisfaction in Kalingalinga compound where a piped water system extended to all

but one section of th community, to Serenje, where water was identified as a priority problem.

A11 Kalingpg residents are supposed to pay a service charge for water. For communal taps people
used to pay K10 per household. This has since been raised to K300 per month or more. Each of these
comml taps is supposed to be used by 25 households but it seems this rule is not strict as anyone in
the compound has access to the taps. The remaining smaller fraction of people have water pipes
connected to their houses and hence have their own taps. These non-communal taps have a service
charge of K3,000 at present per month. There seems to be no water problem except for one newest
section which was not provided with piped water. These have to depend on other sections for their
water. lTe plots in this area are said to have been built hurriedly, accounting for the lack of service
access.

In Kalildliki, a conspicuous deficiency was noted in the water and sanitation systems, in the lack of
proper garbage disposal and the ensuing health complications symptomatic of these infrastuctl
problems. There are reputedly only 4 taps (1 of which is not functioning) for the whole population.
Women often have to wait a few hours in a line for water. Water was also identified as a problem in
Sereuje. Zambia compound has only two mono pumps; TAZARA's water supply is irregular. Women
have to walk once a day to the neighbouring compound, one kilometre away, to fetch water. People in
Prison compound complained about blocked and msty pipes: they have to fetch their drnking and
cooking water from the river although the water is polluted from bathing and washing upstream. People
rarely boiled their water as that was an extra cost on their fuel. Lack of water taps was identified also
as a problem in Mongu, where one tap was apparently serving three sections or approximately 75
households. In Chipulukusu, people attributed the outbreaks of diseases such as cholera and dysentery
to the dirty water from the wells, which they understood were infused with the dirt from latrines built
close by.

4.33 Education

Perceptions of the quality of education varied from general satisfaction in Kalingalinga to indignation in
Serenje. People's perceptions were in the main limited to the primary school environments as secondary
wshools were of a different realm, accessible to such a minority. The negative attributes common to all
discussions centred on limitations of access to schooling, the lack of places to accommodate all those
who wished to attend. In Kalingalinga, there are not enough school places to cater for all school-aged
cildren and, as a result, many young boys and girls go without an education. Only 10 children in the
compound attend the fee-paying school. In Chipulukusu, people blamed the large number of children
roaming the streets on the shortage of school places in the area. The limited access frustration had been
compounded by a cholera epidemic which had forced the closue of the school for over a year, obliging
mny parents to send their children to schools far from the compound.

Dissatisactin with teachers' performance was broadly shared. In Ndola, there was a general intimation
that teachers had been reporting to work drunk, although this situation appears to have improved with
the arrival of a new headmaster. In Serenje, people implied that some teachers did not regularly
conduct classes. Drunkenness amongst teaching staff was cited in the other urban areas, clearly related
to low morale and low motivation amongst teachers.

As for the quality of education, a number of discussions revealed parents' reservations about the
amount of time children were spending out of the classroom in the course of the school day, often
doing physical exercise or manual labour. In Serenje, women complained about children being directed
to take hoes to school during the rainy season when they were needed at home and reflected on the uses
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towards which the money generated from the schoolchildren being hired to work on other's faims was
put. They were unhappy about a lack of communication from the school administration. They also
complained about the non-availability of desks and chairs in the classrooms. Interestingly, a focus
group discussion with men revealed no such dissatisfaction with the school or the leaming environment.
The women's perspective was concentrated on the deficiencies of the system, the intemal world of the
school and its administration and how this influenced the attendance and achievements of the children.
The men, however, were more inclined to discuss the *pull' factors that influenced the young boys and
girls and inhibited their learning: the lure of money. And the men portrayed tbis as petty trading for
boys (selling small items like cigarettes, sweets, matches and chewing gum) and petty prostitution for
girls.

The cost of schooling was also cited as a barrier to access. In Kalingalinga, about 25 % of the school
population fail to pay their PTA dues. In each of the urban areas visited, people bemoaned the
coincidence of major expenditures at the beginning of the year - PTA and other school funds and fees,
uniforms and textbooks. In Mongu. limited enrolment at the local school in Kapulanga was apparently a
result of school fees too high for many to afford.

4.3.4 Transport

Mobility is a flmdamental principle for the poor. Transport emerged as an important concem in each of
the urban compound areas._50/ Reliability, cost and safety of services provided were the key criteria by
which people judged - and criticized - transport services. Transport is a central need of the urban poor
and the lack of adequate service took its toll in two main areas: in hindering access to income
opportunities - employment for some and access to matkets to trade produce for others - and in
constraining access to other social services (primarily health, but also transport of corpses and for
subsequent funerals).

Likewise, the poor quality of roads and the lack of street lighting was rued by many, both for its
compound effects in impeding the provision and entry of transport operators and for corollary effects -
health complications associated with dust from unpaved and ungraded roads, threat to physical security
at night on unlit streets, etc.

Access to Welfare

In Ndola and in Mongu, people made a point of wanting the gove.nment to open a social welfare office
in the area. This indicated less a real and substantive possibility, than a general sense of unease about
the prospects of self and others who lose the capacity to actively work for a livelihood. Given the
absence of strong ties of mutual support the sense of insecurity among the residents is palpable.

4.3.5 Small Business, Credit and Training

In line with a major issue identified as a cause of poverty being lack of income linked to lack of
employment, people expressed a need for income-generation support This would translate into
acquisition of skils and the establishment of some form of welfare/community centre which would
provide such services as trades training and credit for small business. This welfare centre would thus
cater for apprenticeships and perbaps manage a revolving fund to support local enterprises.

SQ/See 4.1.2 SoOial and Economic Infiatactue-.
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4.4 bIstitutional Mapping: assesing perceptions of key local services and institutions.

'Vemn diagramming' or institutional mapping was used to understand more accurately people's
perceptions of local institutions and services.

Institutional analysis was cared out in Chongwe with three different groups: one of five
women, another by two women and the third by a man and a woman.

1) the clgd was shown in all the three diagrams by a small circle, implying its ineffectiveness.
2) they all included the church - its importance deriving from its role as a 'safety net' in times of
Strs.
3) all had the gmarke represented by a large circle, and felt it played a significant role in the
social and economic life of Chongwe.
4) in one case, the jga figured as an institution, as the analysts felt that it was as important as
other institutions in the town.
5) two of the diagrams included bars; in one case, depicted outside the main circle - indicating its
negative influence - and the other, inside, since it rpresents an important source of employment.
in the area.
6) one group placed Chongwe river inside the main circle and insisted that it was an important
institution for them, because most of the group members use the river for fishing and washing
and t fetch drinkig water. It was also seen as an important place for social exchang
7) the pos gffi was shown in one of the diagrams and the analysts explained thhe al h-a
.n aount them but no money.

lnaitutional analysis in Chongwa

.ne main issues that emerged from the institutional and livelihood analyses carried out in Chongwe can
be summarized as:

* scarcity of clean drinking water: discussing the water tank they had shown in their analysis,
they explained that the water supplied to the town is taken from the river and piped without
being cleaned or filtered. Even during the dry season the water is brackish, and during the
rins the water is black. Small fish and worms often appear in the tap water. They felt that the
dirty water was the main cause of the high incidence of diseases in Chongwe and suggested
that the least the Council could do is to install a sieve at the outlet pipe of the tank to filter out
dirt and fish.

* inadeaute facilities at the clink: clinic has only four beds and the waiting time to get
treatment is too long. Four children had died during the past year while waiting for their tun
to see the doctor. The long queue can be jumped, provided the doctor is paid some extra
money or 'if you speak in English'. The alternative option of takdig the sick to the University
Teaching Hospital in Lusaka is prohibitively expensive.

* limited benefits from the cooperatives, since loans are available only for agricultural purposes

* the church is important for the poor as an institution that provides charity
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VENN DIAGRAM - KALJNGALIJNGA COMPOUND. LUSAKA
The situation as It Is - Dec 5. 1993 Fadilitator. V. Mbewe

tnic Analysts: N. Slame
r ~~~P. Ngangual

C. Mtonga
/. Chisani
S. Phiri

market

ChEl Drawm on ground

VENN DIAGRAM - KALINGAlINGA COMPOUND. LUSAKA
Ideal situstlon

Fadiftatr: Nabanda M.
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VENN DIAGRAM - SERENJE UREBAN. 3.11.93
Analysts: I. Chisanga, V. Kangwa. N. Mulenga
R. Chanda. C. Bualya. Y. Chisanga.

Diwan on ground with chalk. aff irs
FjTffice

main road

INSTITUTIONAL DIAGRAM - CHONGWE URBAN. 16.9.93

Analysts:
Mr. and Mrs. Phiri

l>nes /

/ ~~~~osh s

Prepared on ground 0 C
using chalk

ZESCO - Electric Supply Corp.
ZCBC - Consumer Buying Corp. lstate shop for cheaper clothes and groceries).
Bars are outside: husbands spend all their money there.
Police provide security and settle disputes.
Council provides employmnent and sefvices.
Companies are lacking In Chongwe.
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I1. Vesg dagA by 3 me
,* -poie ak hps, mre, trnso n lring:

* toingw acvities i the circle to underscore t e Impoatwe of farming aa a survival rategy.
lqn bE t Sz XdO - school, hosptels wholesabl suvice, millngS, govesaneUt 1oan and coMpa40e

* eo srve ame Aot adequate becus of lack of matea nd poor lar env_irnmet. Teardo m
show intest in ir work. Hsptal seavi plgued by inadequat dtg suppes w shotage of hospa
beds. 'Compnie', goVeMAent lns, wholsa and mUng services are not awailable. Company inveumat is
needed to comb uneploymnat. Govenment loans would belp tho. who cannot afford hih interest loans
f*om commercial banik. Wholesale and milling services are inadequate. The community needs a milling
Company as this may help incrase the supply of malie meal.

2. Vem diagram bY I mwn
Inmortanft Ioal inistitutins - trport svices. schools, bank larsn and business opportunics.

'Two pdmwy school within the town. Howver, a small cirl was drtawn Indicating hotom -
--. inadequateteain materials and shortag of chairs. [Liews, althug loans..were available, the sevcs were

not acesmble to th majord of the pel becaiu of high interes tes. For busin id peOpl,
perception wt there s pd o al formkn mony many people go to LAPUlia ovine t hy -.
which they later sel in h market, while others o to Tsnzaa and rurn with oth m iter fo .res

abset i is - far traini centre, sis tainn etre, hospbta-l
-- : * *laSee a kotofpeople dofarningand otherhandicraflandas suchwe needtheset centresso t.
the peopte can improve theirproductivity.' no bospital services are very poor- too- fe ed o
drugs. and nurses dispect for patients.

.S. Venn diagem by 10 women:
g local insutions - YWCA-

- YWCA educates women and brings them together. Homecraft cente enables women to leain how to cook.
bae, sew and keep their bomes ckan. lhe women grow vegetables at the damboe and b ili buns fosaIlet, and
viewe th as impotant sources of income.

* - t dInlor ijMiine ilqidn - school, hospital, water.. 
-the schoal has no desks and cha. Teschers at one school ae r ay s
bringho.s to-schoo dwuing the rainy season, ati a time hprs d sth ti, a w
be-n hd ou. -. by t sho ol o .work on is er pe. chld

*. is registered are mispl-aced .by the teachers. Hospital services ere very bat. drus j _e i hrtsplyad pc
.. .. :ilmt, Oen, two to tiueelpatients shar. bed sad some to pth A.e t
unclean. :e areas hav w-ter pumped from the r, wiot any . es 'a r cun.
.blockages.

4.. V diagram by 6 men:
: oi iiions - wichool, mare sbops

. t :absent or a institu--os - road, ost offi c, hospi, shs . - ilwy:.
: -:.-ln rad s gravel and causes sore eyes and co s di y sao.Pst oice - c
ie c:.. ash when m sent to the brach Hospitel seices poor adeA

.ig . ., a.iages o wded anid o o he pid fll a

Slbnutions in Sereije
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44 Povery Reduction Priodties: Visws from the Urban Communities

P rbla Ranking and Appropriate Action in Poor Urban Commuiim

Problem, pnioity and pairvise, nukin and scoring exercises were conducted in the urban communities
to undrstand with gear exactitude people's perceptions of problems and concern facing the
commumity at large, potential solutions to those problems, perception of constints in addressing these
ccerns and to understand the crteria that would bestow particular importance to one issue over
another.

In KaUAgalHnga, following a problem rankig exercise, problems were assigned priorty as follows:

1. Lack of clinic S. Roads
2. Limited acces to education 6. Water
3. Garbage collection 7. Revolving fund
4. Welfare centre

1. Lack of clin__

Communtv-level solution:
Difficulties enoutered in sering medical Community could provide labour to dig
tetment (bot thnsport and medical expenses) foundation for clinic

2. Limited acess to educaton

_i_stification__ Comunity-level solution:
Widesprad illiteracy Communite could provide labour to dig

foundation and mould bricks for school
extension

3. C)}e collction3.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

J.ustiftcation: Comnmnitv-level solution:
Poses health hazard Every 10 households to dig a central pit for

| . . . ~~~~~~sge disposal

4. Welfare cente

Justification: Communitv-level solution:
Number of seechildr incrig Community could contribute labour

t Justification: Comrnunity-level solution:
All wads need repairing and tag Difficult to solicit community contribntion as

_wodk would be associated with Food for Work

6. Water

Jusgfiaton: |Community-level solution:
To conplete community connection to main Monetary contributions; digging trenches
water supply
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47. Revolving fund

Lems wequited fwIEsblshet businesses should assist

lbe community felt tht they could play a role in the improvement of services and infuucte by:
contbutin labout for building a clinic; digging the foundatiou for the school extension and welfare
cente; making contributions for extensio of water supply by excavating the trenches for the provision
of piped water digging central pits for grba disposal and digging treces as dmnage systems for
the mads througout the compound. However, people felt that it would be hard to solicit labour for
road iuprovemts since they are accustomed to receiving payment or food for this type of woek
through food for work schemes.

In KaHngaig and Kaiki, fuel was identified as a serious problem:

MtiL: the ful situation for many compound residents is dire - women often have to
forage the compounds for litdt twigs, mainly from the flowering plants around the
area, for their cooking fires. Some women scavenge for small pieces of charcoal. In
Kalikiliki, in the rainy season, this situation is accentuaed: wom have to walk long
distances - ofken to Chawanm or up the Great East Road to look for charcoal.
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Major problems and concerns listed in vanous interviews included:
- lack of clinic - lack of transport for ferrying dead

hunger - lack of proper market place
- lack of provision for the vulnerable few water taps
- lack of a police post - high hospital fees
- lack of employment opportunities - lack of cleaning services by council
- late closures of sbabeen bars - physical danger from house fires
- lack of toilets - lack of a graveyard
- inscure rights to housing

clinic: no assured means of transport for the sick, especially during the night.
bunge: people collect rotten maize from the depot as a coping strategy when hungry. 'Why does
the govenument allow so much yellow maize to rot when there are people who could use it?'.
market facility: people either set up a stall anywhere, or trek to town to sell their wares. People
are harassed if they sell from home by the township council officials - their goods are destroyed
and they are fined K500. People have contributed KS0 per hh towards the clearance of the
desigated market place, but are yet to be given the go-ahead by the council.
water taps: some water taps serve three sections (over 70 households; approx. 600 700 people).
bM: some close at around 2-3.00 a.m. Late closure is associated with the high crime rate.
.iie post the nearest police station is in town, and residents feel insecure. There are instunes
where thieves are caught, but there are no means of handing them over to the police.
mploymen: people felt the govemment should establish employment generating projects.
gsjtto the council has built a few toilets in the area, but these are far from being adequate.

The council does not slash the area around houses, and this causes dwseases such as malaria,
cholera and dysentery which were said to be common in the area.
insecure housing rtigts and house fires: practically all the houses in the compound are made of
pole and mud with grass tatched roofs. Residents feel insecure due to their-liability to collapse
and their flammability. One resident had his house burn down three tines between 1986 and the
prest, losing a grandchild in the last fire. People suggested that loans should beavailable for
roofing sheets. Furthermore, residents cannot put up permanent stcues because the compound
is still being considered for upgrading.
welfare offioe: people indicated that there are many disabled, elderly people and female headed
households, and, given the lack of any locally based institutions of mutual support, these groups
need welfare support from the govenment. During the drought, when the whole community was
vulnerable, they claim they were neglected in the distribution of relief food by the authorities.

A painwise ranking exercise was carried out, in which the significance of each problem is
compared to each other in turn, revealing the following priorities:

1. Social Welfare: ranked as more significant than all other problems (score of 10),
indicating a general concem in the group of 16 men and 4 women with issues of long
term vulnerability.

2. Housing: Score of 9 - poor condition and lack of secuity of settlement rights.
3. Lack of Employment opportunities: score of 8
4. High fees at the hospital: score of 7
5. Police Post: score of 6, reflecting a general concern with levels of crime and insecurity -

of person and property in the area.

S2Problem ranking in Mongu
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Policy issues that arose from the rankiog exercise in Mongu (see Box 52, above), as identified by
participants, include:

* land: the govenment should make a decision as to whether Kapulanga is on
customary or council land so that normal services may be accessed and residents will
feel enthusiastic about making home improvements.

* vvdnerabiliv and safetv nets: there are a high numnbe of vulnerable people in the
cmpod - especially the elderly, the disabled, widowed and female headed
households. The issue of safety nets for the urban poor should be examined. The
impact of crises such as drought on this kind of community should be assessed. They
appear to have been excluded from the safety net that otherwise functioned widely in
Zambia during the drought.

* emplovmen creat~on: government should address the issue of employment creation.

* noaijgcal representation: people are concemed about the politicians they elect who do
not visit their areas until they require a fresh mandate.

* absence of local insitutions there are no NGOs, churches or other non-govemmental
bodies attending in a significant way to the needs of Kapulanga.

* £jngulj og dwad: local govemment and development projects should pay
attention to strengtening the organisational capacity of the urban poor in marginal,
semi-legal settlements such as Kapulanga.

- user fees: the system of charging for water facilities is excluding the core poor in
Kapulanga from access to a safe water supply. It should be possible to devise a system
of progressive taiffs which allow these people access to water.

= : rJf and physical security and protection from crime appeared to be major
concens. A variety of actions could be taken at the local level to improve this
situation: improving policing, imposing earlier closing times on beer selers, and
ameliorting the dire employment situation.

m mark: the provision of market places would assist the poor. At the vety least,
punishing people for operating from their homes in the absence of markets should be
stopped, and a system of licensing considered instead.

&erenje

The following concems were noted in the community:

1. Congestion and fees at the hospital
2. Poor quality of educationj/
3. Unpaved rwoad
4. Price of fertliser
5. Late payment for maize

5a/Iealdh and educatn conceas In Serej have been discussed in 43.1 and 4.33 above.
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Policy issues that related to these concers include:

* supply tdkiune at low cost for the poor.

* focus on health education, especially family planning and AIDS: some women with
large families want to stop having children but do not know how to go about it. Single
mothers have problems getting the pill as a letter from the husband is required.

* ~gqd: unpaved road causes sore eyes and coughs during the dry season, and dust
obliges frequent repainting of shops.

* fenillser price of fertilizer was felt to be too high.

* late pagg M for magze: many people in town were cultivating land outside the
compound and claimed that they had not been paid for their maize sold in October.
One man claimed that he could not buy such essentials as salt and soap and had to
wait 3{6 months before getting reimbursed. 'With such an attitude towards farmers,
especially subsistence farmers, how can anyone get out of poverty?'. Imrovements
are urgently needed in the maize marketing system.

* skilks training centmres and loans for small business development are required,
especially in light of widespread redundancies and retrenchments.

C4pulkusu

There vns a broadly shared pencaption of pnmay poblems as attaching to the standard of centrally-
provided services in health (both cinic and water and sanitation), education, policing and road
maintenanc. Other concerns noted included:

* lack of security - violence was prevalent; it was reported that thieves simply walked
into homes, stole what they wanted and often attacked the family inside.

i iEtansori system - the road is ungraded and without street lights.

* ool- too small.

* social welfare - some form of social welfare centre needs to be established.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The following general issues were conumon to a majority of the urban field sites visited:

Social welfare
This was taised as an isse in all sites, and its usefulness was perceived on two dimensions.
Firstly, as poverty was identified with lack of employment, people expressed a need for
income-generation support. A welfare centre would facilitate acquisition of skills, catering for
apprenticeships, and provide such semces as trades training and credit for small enterprises
(perhaps in the form of a revolving fund). Secondly, the provision of welfare was conceived in
safety net terms, in the sense that it would cushion and provide 'social security' to the
increasing number of socially and economically marginalised groups. These groups were
identified as streetchildren in Lusaka, and the elderly, disabled and generally female headed
households in Mongu. A welfare centre in the latter case would serve as a proxy for loa
social institutions for mutual support, the capacity of which to assist households in times of
particular hardship has become seriously diminished. The articulation of need for social
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welfare institutions in the comnmity, whether serviced by Govemment or other, can best be
unidetood as an indication of general concern by community members with issues of long-
term vurbility.

Acgess to tansort/condition or roads

The problems associated with the poor condition of roads in the compounds areas were raised
in each of the study sites and also were revealed in complaints directed at other institutions,
such as health services, and in communitylevel concers about physical security. Thus,
transport concerns both reflected people's concerns about constraints to their individual
mobility and the compound effects on constraiing access to social and economic services and
markets. Poor roads were characterised as both those in need of gradin and tarmacing repair
and streets without lighting.

Access to health came

Health-related concers were emphasised in all the urban communities. Although many
different facets of the health system and service provision were singled out as concerns - such
as the attitude (rudeness) of health personnel, lack of dmgs and supplies, physical
inaccessibility - the main priority problems associated with health care devolved to three main
feares: i) userfees that effectively excludes the core poor from benefitting from services, and
the lack of low cost medicines or system of progressive charges that would allow broader
access to and utilisation of services; ii) trntsport - both the lack of ambulance services linked
to the facility and the generic problem of mobility associated with poor roads and lack of
public carriers in the compound areas, and; iii) congestion related to insufficient space and
material, under staffing and high volume of inpatients.

The following concerns were cited as primary problems in at leasm two of the four urban sites:

Securily

In both Mongu and Chipulukusu, physical security and protection from crime were major
concens and were linked to perceived deficiencies in policing, the socid impact of liberal
operating hours of beer sellers, and the overall dire employment situation.

3ducation

In the two communities where education concerns were noted as prorities (Kalingplinga and
Sereuje), the problems were identified as poor quality of education services provided, on the
one hand, and limited access on the other.

Other concerns:

Many of the other issues that emerged in the problem ranking exercises were concerns
common to all areas, but particularly important in specific contexts and therefore did not reveal
themselves in the priority ranking matrices developed by discussants in each of the field sites.
For example, the question of securty of tenure and established housing rghts was one that was
common - in varying degrees - to all areas visited, but was declared as a priority concern only
in Mongu (where the compound is still being considered for upgrading). Similady, the
concerns noted in Serenje to do with the price of agricultul inputs, the lack of milling
services and the late payments to farmers for maize were common to many people in the urban
areas who maintained links with the rual agriculturl economy and cultivated fields on the
peripheres of towns or, as pseudo absentee landlords, in their home village areas.
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S. POLICY ISSUES

Poicy prots and Recommendatiors: Urban Ars

Ihe nature if urban gowen: local perceptions

lTe citeria by which people estimate poverty at the level of the individual or household coalesced into
the folowing basic areas: the control, ownership and use of assets and management of resources,
consmpt and expenditure, security of employment and social satus generally.

povEe, at die kvel of the howsehold/individual

* assets: in urban areas, people identify with a cluster of very basic assets that are associated
with the capacity and ability to attain a minimal standard of living, and this standard is defined
by quality of housing, and ownership of basic commodities for coolkng, washing and dressing.
A broader category of assets is very much secondary in peoples perception of poverty - those
of ownership of businesses and tools for their various trades (sewing machines, beer drums,
etc.) and vehicles. Key assets refer to those which contribute to the immediate economnic welt-
being of individuals or households, and include shelter and very basic household goods: mats,
blankets, plates and pans, soap, clothing and food. In Sereuje, poor clothing (ukusapula -
'going about in rags') was a common indicator of poverty. Land is also a critical asset for the
urban poor, often determining their access to social services (through 'legitimate' housing on
council land). In Chipulukusu, the better off were perceived as those who owned their own
plots and rented them out. Only in Mongu, where the productive system that cimcribed the
town was based on agriculture, did other types of assets figure significantly as a determinant of
wealth. Here, land and cattle figured prominently and people cited attributes and assets such
as: catle, stream basins, shallow lakes (masaa) and mazulu (non-flooding tracts of land in the
plains). Money was characterized much less as an asset to be saved and invested than as a fluid
medium of exchange with which to engage in the market economy.

* use of assets and management of resources: perceptions of poverty were not restricted to a
simple inventory of asset holding, but extended to perceptions on the use of assets. Typically,
there were examples of people portrayed as being poor due to their alleged ambivalence or
outright neglect of resources. In Mongu, a poor person may be described as kaina-na-munwe
he or she 'cldtivates by finger', by avetring the intention to work but failing to do so. In each
community, people frequently referred to the poor's 'lack of initiative' or 'laziness' or 'poor
management of resources': parlance that speaks more to the necessity to devise creative means

of getting by in a difficult and hostile environment than their literal senses suggest.52/ Some of
the people branded as 'lazy' professed to be lacking in means, rather than ideas, with little or
no capital to start an income-generating activity. Conversely, in Lusaka, a rich person was
perceived to be endowed with a capacity to 'plan well' on how to make money; wealth is
attained by 'using money properly' and by hard work.

* consmmpdon and expenditure: food consumption emerged as an indicator of well-being in all of
the urban areas, with the general food security situation in the poorest households being highly
precarious, especially towards the end of each month as the ciculation of money would dry
up. Reduction of food intake emerged as a very common coping strategy in times of stress and
this had both regular month-o-month and seasonal dimensions. Dietary reduction assumed the
form of both eating fewer meals per day and eating less of particular foodstuffs, especially

SIFor instce, in Serenje, the local term for laziness - ukwilekelesha - which appeared to be more
accuratey depicted as lack of initiative means, literally 'letting life go by without doing anything about
it'.
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meat and relish. There seemed to be little evidence of revenue levelling: income eamned would
be spent on food immediatly, so more gainful days would not provide for a cushioning of the
less so. In Serenje, the poor - abapina - were characterizd as ofteni going without food for
some days. In ChipulukuW, a poor person was also perceived very largely in consumption
tems as one who has little food; for example, one who ats vegetables (and no meat) with
his/her nahima throughout the month.

* securiy of employment: with the exception of Mongu, there was a clear sense that poverty was
attrutable to lack of employment. In Mongu, the situation was somewhat different, as many
people in the town retain cultivable land on the penphenes and where enteprises tended to be
small-scale and of the trader varety, unlike the other urban areas which were closely linked to
large companies and, in the cas of Lusaka and Ndola, industry and commerce. In sum, labour
is clearly the key asset of the urban poor, and the extent to which people have access to
employment in large part determines their level of well-being. The general malaise in the
employment situation as articulated by compound residents gave an impression of urban areas
confronting the harsh realities of stnral changes in the economy very abnrptly, with little
time to adjust to adjustment. Many people appeared to be engaging in some form of petty
trading and a pattern of multiple-income oppornity seeking was discenible. However, this
range of activity seemed to be geared more towards survival rather than being an indication of
any kdnd of dynamic thrust in the peni-urban economy.

* 5Wsoal statswr: cross-cutting all the themes emerging in the discussions on poverty in the
communities were issues of gender, age, disability and social status. Often, the poorest would
turn out to be an amalgam of these various marginalities, represented in the extreme by elderly
widows. In the wealth ranking exercises, routinely the lowest catgory would consist solely of
females - women who were either unmarried or widowed or women who were considered de
facto household heads since their husbands were unemployed or unemployable.

The policy muplications of these criteria are the following:

F she most consonant detenninans of poverty in the urban compounds were those common to
asset poor homseholds lacking 'basic needs' such as adequate shelter, food and clothing. Other
consistent denominators were those that would affect the income maxinizing strategies of
households and included unemployment - especialy of household head - and disability,
widowhood and lack of support (generaly income earners in the domestic group).

* materal fromn thefield sites suggests that a missing element in targeted projects and
programmes for the compounds is a consolidated effort to address the lack of 'preparedness'
among comnwnudy menbersfor the consequences of structural changes in the economy. Many
discssants alluded to management competency shortcomings and, particuarly, in the light of
recent economic changes, the lack of skills training to equip people with silas to capitalise on
emerging opporunities The harsh cwnuative effects of broader changes in the economy -
especily increasing consumer prices - are transfonnatonsofor which people are not prepared,
with economic consequences to which people are slow to adapt. Vocational and skilUs traiung
are requiredfor both basic skils acquisition and also for putting those skiUls to practic in the
mamiet - entrepreneurial competencies relevant for the contemporary economic cUmate.
Correspondingly, education cuncula in schools must be revised to better prepare school
leaver for enployment.
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Povetv at the level of the urban commun

Te foremost facsts perceived to affect livelihoods at the level of the urban community included:

* Oacces to services
4' access to social and economic infiastrcture
* access to welfare and vocational traiing
* crime and prostitution
* alcoholism

ACCESS TO SERVICES

&N#h

In all of the urb locales visited, availability of and access to services emerged very clearly as major
concems and as a ariteria for differentiation of communities according to relative weUl-being.
Unifmly, lack of access through inability to pay school or cinic fees waS perceived as an indicator of
poverty.

The following issues emerged from the urban material:

* Access to health care was identified as a critical isse in all of the areas visited. The
characteization of the current situation was very negative.

* }Overall, a pichtre emerged of rising pries and declining quality of services provided. There
was gened discontent in aU areas regarding the standard of centrally-provided health setvices.
User fees in the formal health care system appeared to be putting the mainst health
facilities out of reach of the poor. High medical fees alone in many cases were simply
unaffordable and were reputed to explain the sharp decline in the number of visits to clinics
and hospitals. Some discussants felt that this accounted for the increase in consultadons with
tUditional hedes Attention should be paid to drawing up a pkl for a system of prgressive
charges that would allow broader access to and utilsation of services. In addition, an
inrenental payment plan for very low income families would help to relieve the congestion of
ependkure demands in the relatively less solvent periods in the calendar (November -
Februay).

* Regarding health facilities, under staffing was identified as a serious problem, in conjunction
with patient congestion which wis routine, typically obliging two or tduee people to share a
bed. Inadequate space were often referred to. Comnplaints were commonly directed to the
compound effects of lack of medication and congestion together.

* In connection with personnel and staffing issues, many complaints were heard, especially from
women, about the hostile attitude and rudeness and lack of respect from nurses. Maternity
clinics, In particular, were feared by some women, accustomed to being scolded and neglected
by nurses rather than being counseled by them. Problems with access to health services are
compounded by resentment at the attltude of heakh personnel and poor Inpressions of the
quality of health services and availability of drugs. People resent having to pay fees for
consultations and treatment when the service is so inadequate. Motivational training should be
established for health personnel and drug distribution and supply systems should be closely
monitored.

* Allocation of time for outpatient consultation was also identified as unsatisfactory, and the
inability to cater to emergency cass due to lack of an ambulance (or fuel, or repairs to broken
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down vebicles) was bemoaned. Thrnsport emerged in all the communities as a seious problem
with respect to health care and its impact was naturally felt on the consequential problems in
ferrying people to hospital when sick, but also in trsporig the dead to the graveyard. Clinic
ow-padent operating hours should be based on what Is appropriate in a given location, so as
to enable broader access and utilirsaton by poorer households who are less able to adjust their
daily programmes to Jt the regulated hours of the health facility.

* Three was a widely shared conviction that improvements had to be made both in the provision
of health services to the compounds (upgrading clinics and procurement of ambulances) and in
the existing supply of water and sanitation infrastruture.

* A number of diseases were common to aU areas. The commnutary on these diseases and on
health seasonality in the communities indicate a high degree of cognizance in the community of
causality in general and public health issues in particular. The link between health and poverty
is represented in poor nutrtion, inadequate sanitation and water and physical planning of living
environments in urban areas. The health situation is grave from October to April. This is the
rainy season, replete with cholera, dysentery, coughs, diarrhoea, malnutrition, malaria, and
worms. Vomiting and diarrhoea seem to be prevalent throughout the year. The town councils
must take responsibility for ensuring adequate sanitation facilties andfor organising routine
vsanitising forays in the community -for example slashing mosquito infested unkempt areas
around houses. Low cost ways of doing so must be explored;for instance, by involving
schoolchildren as part of practical environmental health education.

Access to water and sanitation

Perceptions of problems associated with water and sanitation varied across the communities visited,
ranging from general satisfaction in one to top priority problem in another. In poorly provisioned
conmpounds, inadequate water infrastrct was seen to very clearly add to the labour burden on
wsomen, who often have to wait in line for hours, or to walk to neighbouring compounds to fetch their
supply. People were discening with respect to the health complications symptomatic of infrastcturd
deficiencies (poor water, sanitation and garbage disposal) and linked outbreaks of diseases such as
cholera and dysentery to dirty water, infused with the dirt from latrines built close by. The government
should initiate a campWgn on hygiene In the compounds, which would entail educating the communty
on matters of hygiene as part of a preventive health programme. Rehabilitation and upgrading of water
and santation systems and provision of improved rubbish coUection services (including ckaring of road
drains which are often blocked, causing over spill in the rainy season) need to be prioritised Serious
atentin should be paid to building up and empowering xal user associatiows to work with planners in
the design and Impklmentation of water infrastructure systems and to encourage local management of
water resources. Similarly, community participation has to be solicited if an effective garbage disposal
scheme is to be Jnstituted

Education

Perceptions of the quality of education were also varied. People's perceptions were in the main limited
to the primaty school environments, and grievances focused on limitations of access to schooling,
generally lack of places. In some cases, frustrations associated with constraints to access had been
compounded by cholera epidemics, forcing some schools to close.

* Dissatisfaction with teachers' perfonnance was broadly shared. In an alarming number of
cases, teachers had been reporting to work drunk - evidently related to low morale and poor
motivation. In others, some did not regularly conduct classes.
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* hI tenrs of quality of education, pareots voiced teservations about contact time and the amount
of time cidn wer speoding out of the classroom in the course of the school day, oten
doing physical exorcise or manual labour.

* Pstfoorfilitis and lak of uppie and funiture - basic desk and airs - were a subject of
cOern amongst parents.

* SdShoolfees wer cited as a signficant barrier to access. As exlined under 'Seasonaity and
Wefre', below. thfs problem could be rectdfied somewhat by spreading the burden of scwol
related expenditures so that not allfees - PTA4, schoolfunds, unons, tetbookb, exramfees -
coincide.

* Commnunication between the school administration and community was found to be lacking. As
the findings of the Beneflciary Assessments ndficate, information flow between PTA and
cownuty is very often deemed inadequate by the reckoning of the communiy, espeealy in
connecdion with community participation in school projects and the use of funds from
Government or donors.

As in rual areas, mobility emerged as a key concern in urban areas both in and of itself (provision of
public trawport) and as a linkage with other forms of social services, especially education and health.
The lack of transport also emerged as being particularly resented in the context of social ceremony and
customs - lack of transport to fy the dead was bemoaned in numerous cases. Poorly maintained

_rnsot infratructure was also linked to multiplying crime, as poor or absent street lighting made the
compouds perlous at night. And, finally, poor maintenance of roads was presented as a significant
health ha2ard in and of itself (whereby in Serenje and Mongu people complained about sore eyes and
coughs from the dust duing the dry season from June-October).

M'gla and nef

An issue which figured prominenUy in people's assessment of infatucture was the question of acc
to and oariistion of markets. In Mongu, mmunity members, especially the traders, felt that the
provision of market places would benefit the poor. The sentiment arose that, at the very least,
punishing people for operating from their homes in the absence of markets was wrong. Neting out
punishents in theform of fnesfor unlicensed street traders should cease: instead, the systemn of
Ifcensing should be reviewed and reformed to make it more pro-poor (nominal rents, proportionate to
average returns). Low cost and small scale credit schemes targeted speficaily to women should be
supported by donors and the various socia action progranmne initiatives. Communiy-based market
organisatfons and trader associations should be encouraged and assisd in such areas as financial
management, business adninstratdon, etc. possibly by means of tradning modules presented in local
workshops.

The overaU picmte that emerges from discussion of social service and infrastructure provision in the
urban communitkes fs, on the one hand, that of unsatisfacy delivery mechanisms providing poorer
qualty products yet operating at increasing cost to the consumer, and, on the other, offragmentary
infrastructure rehabilitation carried out with negifgible consultation with community members, with
questionable benefis to the poorest sections of the communitle.. Clearly, afirst step in improving social
serices is to upgrade the quity of the planning process, which would necessarily involve consulting
and working alongside communities in the design and management of local service delivery
mechanisms. The experince of the PPA has shown that rapid appraisal indicators coudd be developed
for ident(fcadton of priority needs and targeting pubihc expenditures at the local leveL Services that are
designed around what the poor need, can aford and can maintain have afar better chance of being
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sutalinable. To this end, it wiU be Important to develop flexible structures that link community
organisations to local government.

Kgo Vulne#WblWes of the Urban Poo

Vulneability as expeienced by households and communities is revealed in a range of circumstnces
and aspects - material, social and environmental. Household vulneability appears to be intensify
significantly ou two cyclical dimasions: on a monthly basis - towards the end of each month,
especially for salaried employeesQI - as money becomes scarce and consumption is economised, and
on a seasonal basis, especially from November to Febrary where low income and high expedite are
at their peak. Other examples of vulnerability derive from social status and perceptions of entitlements
and rights to inheritance by kin. Property grabbing by relatives of a deceased husband is still
widespread. Chanuraeistic of the urban sites were environmental vulnerabilities manifested in three
dimensions:

* environmental health vulnerabilities that stem firom poor quality of housing, lack of rubbish
collection services, inadequate water and sanitation systems and, in some cases, industrial
pollution and ecological degradation.

* plan and structure environmental hazards: overcrowding, lack of private space between
households and the vulnerable physical structure of some houses are elements alluded to in all
the urban areas.

* elnvironmental vulnemability has a social aspect, captured in the escalating violence and crime
in the compounds.

To the characteristies already discussed we can add two frther issues of particular concern in urban
ars: legal tenay and security of self and property. Two types of insecurity relating to home and
property emerged in discussions in the communities. On the one hand, the question of legal rights over
land and propet arose as a serious concern. On the other, the stucural vulneability of people's
homes was referred to (and portrayed in many instances as an indicator of poverty). The abiding
ncertainty of legal changes in tenure, above all In the speculation as to whether customary land would

be brought under the aegis of township counci1 as council land (and thus be at least entitled to council
services) would warrant tinely resolution.

Vioence, Prostitution and AIDS

The very real threat to personal physical security at the community level was attested to in each of the
study areas. A picture of a spiralling cycle of crime and violence emerged from the tesmonies in the
compounds. Many people related this to drunkenness, and the late clsoing hours of bars in the
compounds, but it also has to be seen as evidence both of the desperate maures some people perceive
as their only recourse in times of such persistent adversity and as evidence of a growing number of
young people 'turning against society. In aUl the aeas visited, people lamented the breakdown of law
and order, the lax civil code and the apparent failure on the part of the police force to pure criminals,
investigate cases, punish offenders or restore order. Late closing hours of the shabeen bars was reputed
to feed the crime wave in towns. Increasing crime is also associated with the coruption of security men
and police in the compounds, and an increase in violence associated with gambling. Policing was
deemed to be inadequate in each of the compound areas. People also complained Rlout both the lack of
street lighting and the need for police stations in the compounds. There was a broad consensus that to

5/but also for non salaried and informal sector workers as general purchases and consumption are
tightened.
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tacke spiaUfn crime, improwd polce patros were required and thatfunctioning police stations had
to be established within the compoun,ds. Discussions in the communities also revealed howfar-reaching
co%prnton had beome. Bribes supplement the meagre salaries of police. An extensive review of
reside area policing policy would be merited, es the lack of an effective detement to would-be
ciminak in the compound areas is a key concern of area residents. More extensive we of
'neighbourood watch" type of approaches could be embraced, as recommended by discussants in the
compounds. Low cost ways of tadding the burgeoni.ag crine should be explored, such as neighbowuood
community policing Involving residents, which would not impose additional burdens in budgetary terms.
In addion, somefonn of 'comxmunity inpecatore' or conwrs assoaton- shoald be encouraged,
to provide feedback to police force management on performance on the ground and to make local civil
concems (such as licensing of bar and operating hour) accountable to a comnunisy caucus. The link
between urban plang and uban violence must be taken much more serously into account in
planning processes and it would be important to establish how djfferentforns of infrastructural
improvements - such as street lighting and upgrading of urban roads - affect Incidence of crime.

Poople conmented on the widesprd nature of fairly casual prostitution, some saying that many single
women receive money from their 'boyfriends'. In one compound, a group of men estimated that
around 70% of people in the compound were promiscuous, and associated this with despefation
msures in times of sttess, particulady hunger. The poor, especialy widowed and single women, are
left with 'very few options. AIDS emerged as a very prominent concem of people when discussed in
the contxt of changing trends in the communities. People were quite clear that AIDS is different from
other diseases. The extent and severity of transmission rates correlated closely with degree of isolation:
those areas on the line of rail or main haulage routes were particularly badly affected. Common
misconceptions about condoms penistal and evidence suggests that a much more thorough AIDS
education effo wiU have to be engaged in to dispel these myths. Sex andfamily plarng eduction
should be ienstfled in swhools and existing curncula should be revised and given contemporary
relevance. The eisting prograimme offoreful pro-condom 'messages' should be reinforced, As part of
a general heaLth awarenes agenda, afacility shoidd be establUshed to educate people on providing
basic care - especkldly carefor people sifferingfrom contagious diseases lke AIDS

Seasona and Urban Welfare

Being highly susoepible to vagaries in the economic climate, manifested in lack of access to
employment, urban households are drawn through cycles of recuring resource deficits. The most
striking element of conistoncy amongst the urban households is the coincidence of expenditure peaks in
the months of November to February associated with: i) very high incidence of diseases; ii) fees for
health and children's education; iii) borrowing from money lenders; iv) very low income; v) very little
food available; vi) scarce fuel i.e. firewood, charcoa and paraffin. Substantial outgoings at this time of
year include uniforms and other school requirements, farm and other agricultural inputs, and higher
expenditure on food (which is in short supply and hence selling at higher cost). Many of the analyses
brought osu the peremption of the needfor divese lvelhood strategies, and the sense that despite being
urban dweers. well being was dependent on peopk ls access to cultivable land to grow maie.
Householdfood insecurity is a recuring concern. There would appear to be relatively low-cost ways of
easing the deluge of expenditures and spreading the builen more evenly throughout the year -for
exanpk by changing thefee cyckfor schools to mid-year by devising a system of progressive tarjf
for social services, or by hnstitationalising phased purchase schemesfor agricultural inputs, such as
feniliser orfor health services.

There was geneal consistency in the urban materal on the perceived welfare effects of the different
dimensons of vardility in income and expenditure. A picture emetged in the compounds amongst the

54/See lso Beneficiary Assessment Phase II, pp. 51-52
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poor of tancated horizons, absence of savings, piecework geared to consumption and pared
expenditures to basic necesties:

The material from the urban sites provided insights into the diverse nature of household and community
coping mechanisms, which included the following:

* piecework emerged as a very common srategy for, on the one hand, dealing with periodic
food shortages and, on the other, providing a primary resource flow into the household.

* reducing food intake in the household.

* economiing: for example, by supplemting food supply by cultivating small maize plots; by
scaven for little twigs for cooldng fires.

* participating in food-for-work schemes.

* dtawing .n mutual support networks: community networks, social, economie and cultural,
are often extremely important in terms of the support they provide through social organisation
to needy households in times of hardship and provide anything from child care to food,
financial assistance for funerals to credit. In general, community activities in the urban
compounds appeaued to be minimal.

3 securing aedit - the foremost sources of credit in urban areas appear to be neighbours and
kin, on the one hand (primarily to borrow food, such as a tin of maize) and the kaloba on the
other, for cash.

* seeking charity from the church

3 p,ulling children out of school

* sending children to work

* migation: reverse migration was mentioned in some cases as a potential faUl back strategy.
Some people felt that in the mral areas they would at least have access to land for cultivation,
and hence food, whereas in urban areas such land was unavailable.

* petty theft

23pical 'safely nets' - the survival strategies engaged as part of the repertoire of responses howeholds
effect in times of particular stress - appear to be no longer temporary, transientfonmulasfor survival in
a time of crisis, but rather standard, enduring means of subsistence in the community. Many people
bemoaned the lack of organised government welfare In the compounds (especialy post-drought since
Foodfor Work programmes have been the most prominent source of transfers towards the poorest
members oc/the commnties).

orQMMnnisv action

Although there was considerable variation in the extent of community participation and potentialfor
community action, in most cases people couldfforesee reaUstic roles the conmunity could play in the
improvement of services and infrastructure, such as: contributing labourfor building a linic; digging

foundationsfor a school extension and welfare centre; making contributionsfor extension of water
supply by exavating the trenchesfor the provision of piped water; digging central pitsfor garbage
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disposal and digging trenches as drainage systemsfor roads. However, peopkefelt that it would be hard
to solicit labourfor road improvements since they are accustomed to receiving payment orfoodfor this
type of work throughfoodfor work schemes. A familiar and consistent appeal in the compounds was for
local government and development projects to pay attention to strengthening the organJsatlonal capacity
of the urban poor, and not to simply provide goods and services. But many were cynical about what
coukd be expected from local poltical structures since a sentiment common to all areas was of ekected
politicians only taking an Interest In their elctorate when they were in need of afresh manudate.

Social welfare

Commensurate with poverty being dentifled with lack of employment, a needfor income-generation
support was asserted in each of thefield sites. A wefare centre wouldfacilitate acquisition of skills,
catering for apprenticeships, and provide such services as trades training and creditfor small
enterprises (perhaps in theform of a revolvingfund). Provision of wetfare was conceived in the
compounds in safety net terms, in the sense that it would cushion and provide benefitsI to the
Increasing number of socially and economicaly marginaised groups. These groups were identified as,

for exampk, streetchildren In Lusaka, and the elderly, disabled and generalyfemale headed households
in Mongu. A welfare centre in the latter case would serve as a proxyfor local social institutionsfor
mutual support, the capacity of which to assist households in times of particular hardship has become
seriously diminished. The articulation of needfor soCial welfare institutions in the community, whether
serviced by Government or other, can best be understood as an indication of general concern by
communty members with issues of long-term vulnerability
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Annex 1

ZAMBIA PARTICIPATORY POVERTY ASSESSMENT
FIELD GUIDE AND FIELDWORK PROGRAM

1. F}IELD GUIDE ZAMBIA PPA:

* OBJECIrVES
* SSI SCHEDULE
* PRA METHODS & POVERTY ASSESSMENT
* REPORTING & RECORDING
* TEAM RESPONSIBIIxTIES

* Annex: Reporting oudline for site reports.

2. FIELDWORK PROGRAMME:

* PA FIELD TEAMS
* FIELD SITES
e S;CHEDULE
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22nd Sept 1993

PART ;. IDWWORK GUIDE

RATIONALE

TU Z7mbia Paricipatory Poverty Assesmet is a component part of a series of studies leading up to
the preparaio of a poverty a t for Zambia. The overal objectives of the poverty assessment
an to establish a poverty profile for Zambia and to identify appropriate actions for poverty alleviation.
The work will help guide Bnk strategy and will provide input for revisions to the Bank's work
progrmm, on the basis of a Poverty Alleviation Action Plan, which will also seek to identify
approte actions for other agencies mchding govemment, NGOs and other donors. The PA will
contribute to this process by including within the analysis the views, perceptions, experience and
preferences of the poor themslves.

OBJECTIVES

Ihe objective of this document is to provide guidance to the field teams which are to carry out the
fieldwok for tho participatory poverty assessment in Zambia. The methods referred to are either
familiar from the beneficiary asessment sudies which have already been carried out by the majority of
the researchers for the Zambia Social Recovery Project, or they have been covered in the workshop on
rapid and participatory appraisal methods held at Chongwe (Sept 8th-21st).

TMe objectives of the participatory poverty assessment are as follows:

3 to explore local conceptions of poverty, vulnerability and relative well-being in poor
urban and tUral communities in Zambia

* to explore what the poor themselves see as the most effective actions for poverty
teduction which can be taken by i) individuals or families, ii) communities, iii)
government agencies, iv) other institutions

* to investigate wbat people in poor urban and rural conmunities see as the main
concerns and problems in their lives at present and how these have changed over the
last 5-10 years

* to investigate local perceptions of key policy changes related to economic liberalisation

MEIMODS

The methodology for the PA wiU include a mix of methods and techniques known to the teams under
the labels 'Beneficiary Assessment' and 'Participatory Rural Appraisal' (some, for examples focus
groups and semi-stuctured interview tecniques, are common to both). These methods include:

* untuctured and semi-structured interviewing
* focus group interviews
* participatory thematic mapping
* wealth and well-being ranlkng
* institutional diagrams (venn diagrams)
* matrix ranking and scoring
* seasonsality diagramming
* trend analysis
* livelihood analysis
* time-lines
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Al of these methods have beeo either covered or 'recapped' in the training workshop. Another key
method of beneficiary assesment and social anthropology - participant observation - is likely to be of
less general relevance due to the relatively short period that the teams will be in the field (and in each
field site). Nonetheless, direct observation is a powerful research tool and the teams should seek to
make maximum possible use of this in the restricted time available. Issues of sampling and sdection of
reseach sites are dealt with in the attached Resech Plan. The rest of this guide deals not so much
with the methods thdmsves as with their application to the purposes of a participatory poverty

The fieldwork Can be viewed in terms of two major methods. Finrtly, an Interview Guide has been
prepared for the purposes of conducting semi-strcued interviews with individual informants and focus
groups. As is the case with all qualitative research instruments, the SSI Guide should be used flexibly,
with researchs probing and seeking to follow relevant and interesing leads as they come up. The
basic interview guide is given as Annex 1. The teams are free to develop 'thematic' SSI interview
guides on specific topics they wish to probe as the research progresses (eg. access to, and perceptions
of, key social services).

Aside from the SSTs the teams will be facing the challenge of using a range of highly participatory
research methods which are deigned to access not only the knowledge and information possessed by
the nu-al and uban poor, but also tdr own analysis of their situation. There is a limit to which this
type of method can be applied according to 'blueprints'. 'Sequences' of methods should be appled
flexibly - and mixed with the semi-suctured interviewing. For example, if wealth/well-being ranking
can be carried out in a given community (and this is not always possible), then this can be used as a
basis for sampliag different levels of social and economic status within the village. The 'basic' SSI
could then be administered to a small sample from each group, and the information compared by
gender and economic status. Similarly the different stata can be used to select small focus groups with
whom an issue such as access to services, and perceptions of the role and importance of different
3nstitutions could be pursued through matrx and institutional digramming methiods. Al of the so-
called 'visual' methods are also interviews. The verbal interactions between the members of the group
carymg out the analysis should be recorded, the process of interpretation and the cnteria which the
local people are applying (which are generally not ttansaent from the visual output alone) must be
recorded, and (generally after conm'etion and a preliminary explanaton by the analysts) the visual
output must be 'interviewed' to probe key issues which have emerged. Visual exercises do not always
work well - but when they do they can generate an enormous amount of ifornation, and create many
opportunities for follow-up.

Te following tables outline coepondence between some key issues in poverty assme and sonl
of the PRA methods. This is intended as a sugeested guide, and does not give indications of
sequencing. Team members will need to use their initiative and judgement, and build on their own
experience, to determine the best means of exploing key issues, in line with the objectives of the PA.
I have divided the issues according to 'urban' and 'tual' communities - this is becaus experience
suggests that both key issues and appropriate methods vary according to the two situations.
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TABLE 1. RURAL COI__T

ISSUES METHODS

Perceptions and indicators of weath, well-being, Wealth/Well-being grouping, for criteria and
poverty, indicators.
vulnerability, poworlessness. Local terminologios
and their corresondnco with such conoepts. Social Mapping
Differences in perception by gender.

Semi-structured interviews.

Perceptions of change over time in welfare, time-line (for migration, rural terms of trade,
indicators, terms of trade. environment etc)

trend analysis

Access to services (and usage of services) sch as Institutional digramming
heath, education, oredit. Preferences -especialy Semi-structuwred interviews
where choice botween options is possible. Trend analysis of services - eg health, education,
Perceptions of services, including views (or agricultural extension, marketing.
awareness) of recent change. Again, differing
perceptions and values for men and women.

Seasnal stress: food security, hoalth, general Seasona calendar (health, food security, food
livelihoods intae, access to fuel, water etc.). Comparative

seasonal calendars, good years, bad years,
___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ____ average years.

Asses of rural communities (aess to services, Resource mapping
common property resoureas, other natural Focus group.
resowues) Institutiona digramming (venn)

Assets of ral households Wealth-ranldig/grouping
livelihood analysis

Coping strategies in times of crisis Uvetihood analysis
Semi-suctured interviews
rankdng exercises

Perceptions of consumption levels in terms of Well-being grouping/ranking, socid mapping
food, clothing, and relation to well-being Semi-structured interviews

Community-based support mechanisms for the Institutional mapping
rural poor (community 'safety-nets'). Semi-stctured interviews.

Role of community insitutions in Insttional mapping
servicefrastucre provision Semi-structured interviews

Long-term environmental trends, eg. declining soil Historical transects
fertility, declining rainfall. Community time-lines

Resource mapping at different points in time.
Trend analysis.
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ABLI 2 URBAN CON1

ISSUES METHODS

Perceptions and indicators of wealth, well-being, Well-beinglwealtb ranklng, for cnteria and
poverqty indicators.
vulnerbility, powerlessness. Local terminologies
and their correspondence with such concepts. Semi-structured interviews.
Differenoes in perception by gender. l

Perceptions of change over time in welfare, time-line.
indicators, terms of trade, access to
employmentncoie. Matrix scoring over time for changes in the

labour-market.

Access to services (and usage of services) such as Institutional diagramming
health, education, credit. Perceptions of services, Semi-structured interviews
including viewo (or awareness) of recent change. Time-lines of health and education services.
Again, differing perceptions and values for men
and women.

Seasonal stress: food sseurity, health, income, seasonal calendar - by occupational/residential
lependiture, activity (by selected occupaional group - activity, income, expenditure, health.
groups)

Assets of urban households Wealth-rankdng/grouping
livelihood analysis

Fallback strategies in times of crisis Livelihood analysis
Semi-structured interviews
ranking exercises

Perceptions of consumption levels in terms of Well-being grouping/ranking, social mapping
food, clothing, and relation to well-being Semi-structured interviews

Local institutios of self-help and support for the Institutional mapping
urban poor (eg. market-raders' associations, trade Semi-structured interviews.
associaidons, churches etc.).

Role of community institutions in Institutional mapping
service/mfastructure provision Semi-structured interviews

Resonsibilities, obligations within households Semi-structured interviews
(support to children, provision of food, payment 'decision-making matrix'.
of school fees etc. by gender) _
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Much wil depend in the execution of the above on the capacity of the teams to generate sequences of
methods to investgt specific topics (in lne with the objectives stated above). One of the key methods
in reation to sequencing is wadth-raking. If this can be caried out (and in some situations it is
hiSgy sensitive) it can provide a rapid sampling technique, following which different issues (eg. access
to services, and perceptios of delivery of basic services) ca be followed up with the different socio-
ewoomic goms identified.

The Semnrcred ioerview guide (Annex 1) provides a relatively extesive agenda for investigating
local views, preptions and conditions of poverty in line with the PA objectives outlined above. As
with the inteew guides that the growp are familiar with from the evaluation of micro-projects, various
sections can be either applied in focs group or individual contexts. It is not expected that the whole
guide woud be covered at one time under most conditions. The gude can be adapted as the research
prgrse. Team membe should experiment with diffieent sequences of questioning in order to find
the md appropriate wvays of leading upto snsitive issues. SSIs are an inteSg pat of all foms of
qualitative reseach. It may be helpful for the teams to think of the research in terms of two different
tracku - one of which is based on the interview guide, the other involving use of the PRA visual,
methods in combination with flexible umnstred and se-strutured interviewing.

Most of the methods familiar fom PRA are derived from a tbadition of research that is predominay
nual. Experience suggests that uban contexts may require different approaches. In particular, urban
contexts geray require more explicit attention to issues of selection of participants than small rual
communities. Key informants may play a more significant role, both in terms of identifying
appropiate areas and occuatiallsocial groups, and in terms of establishing contacts. By the time the
research teams go into the field they will have experience of both a nual and an urban situation. Ihe
'twin-trac' approach outlined in this guide should provide a vared range of methods for exploring
ssues of povety in both urban and rml contexts.

RECORDING AND REPORTING

It is iotant that eams eoord as fully as possible the resah process. In cases, for example, where
ifrmants baen been selected in a poor uban area by either district, household or oocpational group,
the ning behind this selection should be clearly recorded.

It is also suggested that each team prepare a field site report which attenmpts a prmnary syntheis of
some of the material, but also fully documents aU of the various research exercises cared out. For
each of the 'visua' exercises carried out the following checidist should be used for recording:

* Basic infomation names of participants (or, in case of very lare groups, number), gender,
age, occupation. Date, location, and 'proces' (who came and went, were there any interruptons).

* Neihuinary discussion: who initiated the discussion, who initiated the visual. Topics
discussed in the penod before the visual exerise started (fill account of the interview).

* lnteaction in the process of carrying out the exercise: it is particularly important to
document the debates and disagreements that anse in the procs of carrying out any particular exercse
-they may provide insights that are as important as the final visual output. It is also vital to have an
accuate ipation of the various critera involved in preparing, for example, a matrix scoring
'visual.

* 'Interidewing the visuJ' - generally any visual exercise should raise a number of issues which
can be further investigated and probed. The issues outlined in the above tables, the interview guide for
the semi-sucwed interviews, and the objectives out;ined at the beginig of this paper provide
guidance in the areas which have paticular relevance for the Participatory Poverty Assessment.
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Sie Reports

Those will be the raw matial from which the final report will be compiled. They should coetain:

* ^ gM8: an accowt of the way ia which the team went about the research in a given
cmmunity. How were contacts made, in larger communities how participants were selected, the role
of key infmants, the various exercises carred out on different days

Canmwudtv orofile: basic imion about the community (modes of livelihood, social and
odher infrstuc (schools, clinics etc.), predominant etanic/culural groups.

* Themadc renorti While accounts of specific visual exercises and interviews should be
annexed, the team should also make a preiminay atempt to synthesise some of the fndings. The
following beadings may be usefiul:

* Local perptions of poverty, wealth, well-being (and how these differ according to
different social groups).

* Seasonality issues (in rural and urban livelihoods).
* Lon84gernt trends.
* Perceptions of semices/access to services (including perceptions of change over tule

in service provision; differences in perceptions by social group, gender, wealth etc;
role of commity action in provision of social infisructure).
^Coping straees/safety nets.

3 Strategies for poverty reduction (based on SSI).
3 Major problems and concerns (from SS1).
3 Policy isses (from SSI).
3 Aspirations (fiom SSI).

* Testiony: each field team should attempt to collect some direct acoounts (verbatim) and
timony an the experience of poverty. Life histories, and apposite quotations which can enliven the
final report as 'boxes'.

* 3 jTrnation issues & cltum dimenss: Much about the local perceptions of poverty can be
undeood through an explanation of the meanig of local language terms for concepts rlated to
poverty, disadvantage, vulneability etc. The SSI guide also includes a question about 'proverbs, and
saying that relate to the condition of poverty.
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INTERVIEW GUIDE: SEMI[SRUCTURED INTERVIEWS ON POVERTY

Loal perceptions of poverty, vulnerability, well-being:

attibutes of a poor person (mn/woman)
atributes of a nch person (man/woman)
describe the life of a poor person (man/worn)
describe the life of a rich person

- descibe a poor family
- describe a rich family
- are there poor villages and rich villages in the area - what is the difference? (eg.

abundance of natural resources, infgastructure, srvices)
- (urban) are there poor communities/areas and nch communities/areas in the town?

Describe the difference.

- do you know any proverbs/stonies about poverty?

- what are the things that wold make someone content in life?

- What was the effect of the drought on your community? ('91)
who, in the community, were best able to cope with the drought? Chancteristics of
those households/people (might be a social category - eg. young men, not a group of
households).
Who, in the community were least able to cope with the effects of the drought?
Characteristics of those households/people.

Strategpes for poverty reduction

Events in life that can make a person (manlwoman) or household poorer? (note - these
nay be differentfor men and women eg. Ioss of a husband is not the same as loss of a
wife)
Has anyone in the community become richer in the last 10 years? How did this
happen?
Has anyone in the community become much poorer in the last 10 years? How?
-Ways in which a poor man/woman can improve their situation
What actions can a community take to improve the situation of all of the people?
What actions can a community take to improve the situation of the poor/vulnerable?
What agencies from outside the community have helped the community in the last ten
years, and how?
Which agencies used to help the commuity twenty years ago? (if no longr helping,
then why not). NO0E - try to probe for different views and expectations of government
and non-govetnment agencies.

Major conceus and problems

- What are the main problems in your community at present? (Probe - Causes of
these).

- Main problems in your community ten years ago. If no longer there, what has
removed them?

- What are the major problems for your household at the moment? Causes of tbese.
- What were the main problems facing your household ten years ago? If have changed,

why.
- Do you see all your neighbours facing the same problems? If different, what and

why?
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PolCY issues

Changes in means of livelihood of people in the community over last ten years?

Inwhat ways (if any) is life in genal better for people in this commnity now than it
was five years ago? Why? (ask questions in ways that are relevant for the conuwnity
- eg 'in what ways Is 4fe betterforfaimews.. ? for men?for women?forfIshennen
etc.)
In what ways (if any) is life in genl better now tan it was two years ago? (probe-
why? - different social groups etc. f, for example, more goods available, then whc
can afford to buy?)

How would you compare life inte towa to that in the viWage? (N0T -for
individuals who have migrated to the urban areas, explore why, what advantages,
etc.)

IB it as easy to send a child to pimary school now as it was ten yeas ago?
sit as coy to send a child to secondary school now as it was ten years ago? PROBE

- on gender of chZldren attending school in the household and in the community - - if
more boys attending secondawy, why ete.)
s the primary/secondary school (or schools) in the community working better now

than they used to? (If yes, why. if not, why?)
- Where do you go if you get ill? (Probe around different lUnesses). If your children

get iW?
- Where did you go ten years ago?
- Do more people get sick now than did ten years ago?
- Has there been any change in the services available to farmers in the last ten years?

(Probe - especialy on gender issues at this point)
- What problems do farmers experienco now? Different from a couple of yeas ago?

(Question can be spec,ifc - eg. maiefarmers etc. PROBE on poUcy issues and rok
of govewen/lchanges in regulation - eg. withdrawal of cooperative unions marketing
monopoly)

What changes would you like to see in your community?
What are your aspintions for your cbildren? (Probe - also how this compares to what
the respondent thinks wiU happenfor hisJher children in the next ten years? - note -
alfer time period so it makes sense for age of children)
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FlaW PROGRAM

1. Field bam
2. Fieldok tes
3. Fildwork sehedule
4. A_emt woWln

1. Fleidwerk Tem

Te rtarch team will be divided into two groups for the PPM fieldwork exercise. The groups
will e organised in such a way as to prvide liWuistic coverage to the field sites selected (see below).

Team A Team a
Sydney Cham (team lder) Silverio Chimuka (team leadr)
Chosi Njobvu (team leader) Mulako Nabanda
Funny Kondolo Vera Mbewe
Siste Pong Namwinu Bubaia
Christine Kalamawins

Fieldwok ares for each team wil be divided, as follows:

Team A,: Bemba and Lozi areas of Northem Province, Northern parts of Central,
Wester

Tem B: Tonga, Nyanja and Bemba areas of Easten, Lusaka, SouthIen, Southem
Cetd and Coppbelt.

2. Ieidwork sites

Ten fiddwork sites - four in ulrban areas, six in rurl aras - have been selected. Fieldwork
wil entail on week of appaisa in each community. lbis wiU allow 5 days for fieldwork, 1 day for
writing up and a day for travel to tho next site. The fieldwork phase has been divided into two periods
of 25 and 20 days respectively. A mid-term review of the work wiUl be carried out in mid-October,
coinciding with the main mission for the Povety At.

Sites have been selected according to the following cntena. The sample wiU represent a varety
of co_mmnities differentated by:

i) mode of livelihood
ii) cultral/efthic group
iii) agro.ecological zo
iv) urbanurl
v) level of acess to/degree of integration with makets

Mode gf ffeivlboot
The pnscipal livelihood groups are those of frming, fhinsg and Iub_. Faumig groups are

further classifed by predomiant crops under cultivation (maize or millet and cassava); this disinction is
reflected in the grouping of agro-ecological zones, outlined below. TIe high rainfall areas are
associated with cava and millet, the low rainfal areas with maize as the staple crop. Farming also
includes the pastoa grwups of cattle herders.
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Qp turalftic -amp
TIe pnncipa lingpuic grups to be covered in the study are the Bemba, Ina, Li and
Nvania

* A@oecolouical zone
Te following zones wil be trprsted in the selection of sites for fieldwok&
a) Higb rainfall areas of Northem, luapula, Coppebolt, northern parts of Cental and

Norhwestem.
b) Low raill areas of Eastemn, Lusaka, Southem and souten parts of Central.
c) Sandy areas of Westem.
d) River basins.

Sites to be visited:
URBAN RURAL

Mowgu Luwi
Ndola Samfia
Lusak Nsefu
Se 6 Moanze West

Siampande
S_em
Senangs

3. Fieldwork Schedule

Team A Tem B

1. Lusaka 1. Mongu
2. bwvng 2. Senanga
3. Samfia 3. Monze West

Interim Review

1. Serenje 1. Siampande
2. Ndola 2. Nsefu

4. Assemet Workplab

9 -21 PPA workshop and training, Chongwe
(15 - 19 Field testing, Chongwoe)
23 - Fieldwock commences

October
- 18 Fieldwork Period I
18 -21 Iaterm Review, LAsak
(18 - 19 Team review, Chongwe)
(19 - 20 Review, Lusaka)
21 Fieldwork Period II

November
11 Fieldwork ends
11-18 Debriefing workshop, Chongwe
30 Draft report
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